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ABSTRACT
HIDDEN IN DETAIL: TRIANGULATING SHAKESPEARE THROUGH
SIXTEENTH-CENTURY PROSE PAMPHLETS
Scott Koski

Part of what has led to fetishizing Shakespeare both inside and outside of the
academy is the inexplicable way he arrived on the London writing scene. Though
scholars have searched for years trying to trace the path that led a young Shakespeare out
of rural Warwickshire to the bustling streets of London, very little is known about the
man himself in the time leading up to his arrival and first being called an “upstart crow”
by Robert Greene in 1592. This void has become known as the “lost years,” and because
there is so little information save a few documents bearing Shakespeare’s name, the
mystery itself serves to feed the myth. The problem, as I see it, is in the approach: we are
always looking for Shakespeare. The narrative built over the last few hundred years has
at its core an assumption such genius must have been as recognized back then as it is
today, and by virtue it must have left a trace. In this dissertation I plan to take a much
different approach to those infamous “lost years,” looking beyond Shakespeare out into
the periphery of the literary landscape that led up to his appearance in 1592. By focusing
primarily on the genre of pamphlets and exploring not just the writers themselves but the
conversations they were having about writing and what it meant to be a professional
author, I feel it possible to better understand the environment that helped mold the figure
we know as Shakespeare. As a foundation, I will examine writers like Robert Greene,

Thomas Nashe, and Gabriel Harvey, and the controversies involving these men within
London’s late 16th century literary landscape—controversies traditionally overlooked as
having little to no bearing on Shakespeare’s ascent in popularity. By decentering
Shakespeare, my goal in this work is to demystify some of the legend created by our
cultural obsession with the Bard, and in doing so breathe new life into a genre long
overshadowed by that very obsession.
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Introduction:
Taking Stock of England’s 16th Century ‘Paper Soldiers’:
Compared to most of his contemporaries, Shakespeare was markedly tight-lipped
for most of his writing career, a fact that compounds the enigmatical nature of the man’s
life and often leads scholars down the road of speculation. To mitigate this lack of
information, scholars and biographers (e.g. James Shapiro, Katharine Duncan-Jones, and
Jonathan Bate, etc.) often turn their attention to the work Shakespeare produced in the
1590s and after if for no other reason than there seems to be surer footing from which to
make claims; however, such moves also tacitly sideline earlier works in favor of the more
polished and celebrated plays. For the early modernist, this could be taken as merely a
strategy of practicality, akin to a Romanticist’s focus primarily on Keats’ annus mirabilis.
Unconsciously though, it may serve to reinforce the cultural mythos of Shakespeare’s
genius, a type of thinking early modernists love to claim their exclusion from with one
hand while silently perpetuating with the other. It would be hypocritical to not include
myself within these ranks, for as much as my interests drift towards semi-canonical
writers of this period, Robert Greene in particular, the impetus behind that curiosity can
be attributed directly to an early introduction to and interest in Shakespeare, a trait I
presume common amongst the majority of those who choose the early modern period as
their field of study.
There have of course been some calls in recent years to address this issue. In his
2017 article “Shakespeare in the 1580s,” Rory Loughnane states, “Rather than comparing
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the achievement of the early works to the later, we should attempt to understand how his
early works inform us about how Shakespeare established himself in the London
dramatic scene of the late 1580s and early 1590s” (124). Loughnane makes an excellent
point, that for too long we have looked at those rough-edged works in comparison with a
Lear or a Hamlet, deeming them as inferior and thus less worthy of study and in doing so,
dismissing useful information we may be able to gather from their pages. The same
mindset applies to many of the works from contemporary writers of this era, and only in
the past few decades have we seen a resurgence in interest and positive attitude from the
academy towards such writers who once dominated the bookshelves of Cheapside and the
stages of Bankside and Shoreditch.1
The first literary reference we have of Shakespeare, subsequently ending the “lost
years”—a term “customary for biographers to refer to [the] seven-year period” devoid of
any trace of Shakespeare—comes from Robert Greene in his 1592 pamphlet Greene’s
Groatsworth of Witte (Ellis 8). Tucked away in a small section is the infamous “upstart
crow” comment, with Greene warning three fellow playwrights to be cautious of this
newcomer, but also the whole lot of actors in general. Greene, arguably the most popular
writer of his time, though dismissed as little better than a hack by prominent
Shakespearean scholars like Stephen Greenblatt,2 possessed a commanding presence,
acting like a body to which all who wrote in London at that time gravitated towards.
Orbiting around Greene we find friends and collaborators like Christopher Marlowe,
Thomas Nashe, George Peele, John Lyly, and Thomas Lodge, as well as enemies like the
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It should be noted such interest is cyclical, passing in and out of fashion every few decades, and is by no
means something rare or singular to this generation.
2
See Greenblatt’s Will in the World, 2004.
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brothers Gabriel and Richard Harvey. Some of these names are remembered today, while
others have faded into obscurity, overshadowed by the legacy of the man Greene once
warned his cohort against. Much of what we study today was directly influenced by
conversations these men (and others) were having in the pages of poems, plays, and
pamphlets published during the late 1580s and early 1590s. However, because
Shakespeare was never a part of those conversations, most of these writers and their
works are dismissed when compared to “the genius of Shakespeare.” As hyperbolic as
that may sound, keep in mind that very phrase is the title of Jonathan Bate’s 1997 bestselling book.
Keeping with Loughnane’s sentiment of studying earlier works, what I propose in
this dissertation is an in-depth study of primary texts focused chiefly on the genre of
pamphlets, including, though not limited to, the aforementioned writers of this period.
Littered within the pages of these pamphlets, regardless of their billed subject matter, are
references to different styles, genres, works, and in some cases writers themselves, all of
which help us understand how writers of this era understood their art and authorship
itself. It must be kept in mind that through all these battles in print, Shakespeare was
witness. Though he may not have played an active role, his absence was his presence,
gnomonically speaking.3 Like a flashpoint in history, this brief period—1588 to 1592—
saw writers begin to question how they define and differentiate themselves through
audience, genre, and persona, each then acting like a model from which young writers,
including Shakespeare, could draw upon as they, in turn, later attempted to carve out their
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In “The Gnomonics of Dubliners” (1988), Bernard Benstock describes the concept of gnomon as “a
nonappearance suggesting a presence made palpable only by the concept of its absence” (520).
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own niche. Through comprehensive comparative analysis of specific works beyond the
scope of where many have thought to look, interwoven with past and contemporary
scholarship, I believe it possible to gain a better understanding of the tumultuous
environment of the London writing scene, how it helped form the very concept of
professional authorship for press and stage alike, and how it fostered the conditions
needed to let someone like Shakespeare rise in popularity through the 1590s. Bardolatry
is grounded on the unquestionable nature of Shakespeare’s genius, and to challenge such
a notion for many is tantamount to blasphemy. As much as we may say the field has
moved past such antiquated notions, residual aspects remain, almost as though they have
become part of the DNA of the field. Apart from the chance finding of some long-lost
document, we will never know certain details about Shakespeare regardless of how much
we search. Any attempt whose driving force is to find such answers is bound to miss the
mark for no other reason than the lack of a discernable target. My approach, with its
attention to the periphery rather than a fixed concentration on the accustomed target of
Shakespeare, aims to give context to the fuzziness by examining seemingly unrelated
events that set the stage for the so-called “upstart” with the hope that by the end, much
like an autostereogram, the picture will come into focus and reveal itself to the reader.
There are dangers to keep in mind, of course, when undertaking this type of
historical exploration and analysis. Certain strategies of inference, though seemingly
valid, do run the risk of spinning off into wild speculation if left unchecked. David Ellis
deals with this in his 2012 book The Truth About William Shakespeare: Fact, Fiction,
and Modern Biographies. Though the title appears to be rather presumptuous, the “truth”
Ellis speaks of deals more with the limitations biographers and scholars face rather than
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some objective or tangible truth about the man and his life. Slightly humorous and in
some places rather scathing, Ellis addresses the concerns he sees coming out of the
academy that I would argue help propagate the continued veneration of Shakespeare. But
these concerns are not limited simply to treatments of Shakespeare; we could apply them
to anyone. Thomas Nashe, for instance, has recently risen in popularity within the
academy, with a host of universities on both side of the Atlantic working collaboratively
on The Thomas Nashe Project. Nashe was a fascinating and complex character, and the
work the Nashe Project’s contributing and editorial team is doing will help push what we
know (and what we believe we know) beyond the previous benchmark established back
at the beginning of the 20th century from giants in the field like R.B. McKerrow. From his
Truth about William Shakespeare, Ellis tells us, “People do not always tell the truth about
themselves, as Freud was by no means the first to have demonstrated. But if what they
say cannot always be taken at face value, it at least provides the biographer with a
starting point” (4). Though this starting point is good, Ellis hints at one of the tendencies I
have also noticed in much my research to date: we tend to read at face value, almost
formalistically, when we try to contextualize the subject we discuss. Case in point,
McKerrow mentions in note twenty of his fourth volume of the Works of Thomas Nashe
(1908) how Nashe complained about excessive allegorizing of his work, yet Nashe
deliberately included false or empty allegories in his writing (e.g. Pierce Penilesse) only
then to complain about people reading too much into his work.4 This style of empty
allegory can be seen as an answer to Spenser’s Shepherds’ Calendar (1579), though by
no means was this sophisticated (albeit cheeky) rhetorical move limited to Nashe. Rather,
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it was a device à la mode used to play off the popularity of Spenser, thus Nashe’s
complaint the public was reading too much into his work should be read as a
disingenuous comment meant to mislead his audience while at the same time a sarcastic
jab towards those readers who fell for the trap. McKerrow was mistaken when he took
Nashe’s outward annoyance at face value, for the “juvenal writer” was in many ways a
kind of apprentice of Robert Greene, a master at this tactic and someone who knew all
too well the value of controversy and sensationalizing to market one’s own brand, so to
speak. McKerrow continues this misreading by grouping Nashe’s presumed opinion on
his audience searching for allegory in with that of Ben Jonson.5 Not only was such a
move anachronistic by some sixteen years, it aligns Nashe and Jonson ideologically when
it comes to writing, when in reality the two could not have been more different, despite
their teaming up for the nonextant The Isle of Dogs (1597). Nashe was disgusted and felt
betrayed by the institution of higher education, a subject he returns to time and again in
his writing. Jonson, on the other hand, who did not attend university, strove to be like
those giants of poesy he read and studied during the private lessons of his youth.
Ideologically speaking, Jonson in some respects replaced Nashe’s pedantic nemesis,
Gabriel Harvey, as the self-proclaimed champion of Posey in the wake of the 1599
Bishops’ Ban which censured all print satire—and specifically banned Nashe and Harvey
from publishing—leaving the stage as the only open forum for satirical work to breathe.
Such details, far removed from anything outwardly having to do with Shakespeare, offer
context into the Poets’ War that emerged between playwrights thereafter and carried on
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McKerrow notes, “Similarly Jonson in the Induction to Bartholomew Fair bids the spectators not to
conceal ‘any state-decypherer, or politic picklock of the scene, so solemnly ridiculous as to search out who
is meant by the gingerbread-woman, who by the hobby-horse man, who by the costardmonger, nay, who
by their wares’”(ibid.).
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into the early 17th century. This Poetomachia was a fight that involved the Bard to some
extent, and as such has become favored hunting ground for those searching for the
identity of the ‘Rival Poet’ from Shakespeare’s sonnets, a subject I will now turn my
attention towards in the first chapter.

7

Chapter One:
Expanding the Scope of Shakespeare’s “Rival Poet” Sonnets Beyond the Usual
Suspects

Shakespeare never openly or independently responded to any of his contemporary
critics, a fact that has titillated and infuriated scholars for centuries. As a result, scholars
have scoured Shakespeare’s remaining works for any inkling of biographic information
that may help us understand who he was and how he related to his literary peers, with no
terrain more fertile than the sonnets. General consensus previously dated the sonnets
between 1593-1596, though through the years, as technology has advanced and become
as much of a tool for the Humanities as it has been for the Sciences, such notions have
evolved. In his 2005 article “Francis Meres and the Cultural Contexts of Shakespeare's
Rival Poet Sonnets,” MacD. P. Jackson claims by using rare word searches of
Shakespeare’s sonnets and plays, along with other primary sources, he has quite
accurately narrowed down through comparative analysis that Shakespeare composed his
sonnets to between 1598-1600.
Though the article discusses a variety of works from this period, Jackson’s focus
falls squarely on the ‘Rival Poet’ series (sonnets 78-86). Utilizing the work of scholars
such as Katherine Duncan-Jones, Johnathan Bate, and James Bednarz, Jackson makes a
compelling argument by building a narrative that cleanly ties this grouping together with
other works, situationally dating the ‘Rival Poet’ sonnets between 1598-1600. “One great
advantage of this approach to dating the sonnets,” Jackson states, “is that it makes no
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assumptions about the 'identity' of Fair Youth, Dark Woman, Rival Poet, or any other
figure dramatized in the sequence” (225). Instead, Jackson’s approach allows for an evenhanded exploration of several of the more popularly supposed rivals, giving credence
only if and when the material seems to present a viable candidate, choosing this as his
payoff instead of claims towards identifying the rival(s).
Christopher Marlowe, the first potential rival Jackson considers, seems to be a
heavy favorite amongst many prominent biographers due to, as Jonathan Bate puts it in
The Genius of Shakespeare, a belief that Shakespeare must have felt an overwhelming
indebtedness towards his fallen compeer (105-106). Relying on a variation of Harold
Bloom’s notion of the “anxiety of influence” that suggests every writer feels an intense
pressure to outdo the great works from which they took inspiration, Bate paints
Shakespeare almost as a man obsessed with the memory and ghost of Marlowe, going so
far as to suggest this obsession flavors the overall tone of ‘Rival Poet’ series, none more
than sonnet 86. Though Marlowe died in 1593, it was not until Shakespeare began to
write some of his greatest works that this anxiety took hold.
As evidence for this theory, both Jackson and Bate direct us to As You Like It
(1599) where the character Phoebe states, "Dead shepherd, now I find thy saw of might /
‘Who ever loved that loved not at first sight?’” (III.v), a presumed nod towards the dead
Marlowe followed by a line taken from his posthumously published Hero and Leander;
later, in Act IV, Rosalind also refers to the myth of these ill-fated lovers, thus it would
appear Marlowe was indeed on Shakespeare’s mind. If this this weren’t enough, we are
then given Touchstone’s line “When a man's verses cannot be understood... it strikes a
man more dead than a great reckoning in a little room” (III.iii), interpreted as a reference
9

to Marlowe’s death over an apparent disagreement about a lodging-house bill. It is this
last example that leads Jackson to make the connection to sonnet 86, pointing to the end
phrase of line 6 “…struck me dead,” and how that very well could be an allusion towards
Marlowe who was indeed stabbed (struck dead) in the altercation.
This connection to As You Like It continues further on a metalevel. When Phoebe
refers to the “dead shepherd,” what she is actually doing is invoking the spirit of the
poet—perhaps that same “affable spirit” from sonnet 86—extending out beyond Hero
and Leander to Marlowe’s “The Passionate Shepherd to his Love,” a poem misattributed
to Shakespeare in the 1599 publication of The Passionate Pilgrim. There has been much
debate over whether Shakespeare was even aware of this work before its publication, but
as Jackson states, “Thus in 1599 Shakespeare—through the lack of care or scruple of
publisher William Jaggard—suffered the embarrassment of seeming to rob Marlowe of
his best-known lyric” (230). One could make the argument such nods in As You Like It
were meant to somehow atone for this misattribution, even though in all likelihood
Shakespeare had little or nothing to do with the publication of the poem. Jackson goes on,
adding these allusions from As You Like It and the presumed guilty Shakespeare must
have felt, superimposing them onto the mindset behind the sonnets, stating, “No wonder
Marlowe was on his mind as he worked on the Rival Poet cluster” (230). In a wonderful
rhetorical move, Jackson has used these assumptions regarding Marlowe based mainly on
Bloom’s ‘anxiety of influence’ to include this handful of sonnets, giving us a fairly
believable theory on both the identity of the rival, along with a presumed time frame for
when these sonnets were written. The problem, of course, is this theory only stands up if
it is not pressed.
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In his 2012 The Truth About William Shakespeare: Fact, Fiction, and Modern
Biographies, David Ellis discusses several problematic strategies biographers use to
overcome the myriad challenges faced when writing about Shakespeare. Beyond hedging
(or “weasel words” as he refers to them), Ellis states, “the English language is full of
devices which help hard-pressed Shakespeare biographers to make what is speculative
sound certain” (13). This is exactly what Jackson—and by proxy, Bate—is doing with
this claim, taking tenuous speculation and linking it to well-established allusions to
Marlowe from As You Like It, using the play as a sort of chronological anchor to hold
such assertions about these sonnets in place. If we deconstruct Shakespeare in this light,
what we are now presented with, quite inadvertently, is a portrait of someone wracked
with insecurities going well-beyond imposter syndrome; of a man so petrified of
offending his audience over the misdeeds of an unscrupulous printer that he felt
compelled to prostrate himself both on stage and in sonnet form to those in his inner
circle. Given what we do know of Shakespeare, especially in the timeframe Jackson is
suggesting, such a depiction seems contradictory, be it as popular playwright or savvy
businessman now shareholder in the Globe. It humanizes him, yes, dispelling the
mythical genius Bard figure we are so wont to eschew, but the end result comes out so far
in the other direction that we end up with a caricature, equally as unrealistic and just as
damaging if not more so.
There is no denying Marlowe was an important influence on Shakespeare, or that
we can see allusions to him in As You Like It, but that does not mean Marlowe is the rival
of sonnet 86. To begin with, if we place 86 in that two-year window of 1598-1600,
Marlowe had already been dead for five to seven years, thus at the risk of sounding
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obvious he wouldn’t have been much of an active rival. The phrase “that struck me dead”
does seem to hint towards Marlowe if we squint, but the temporal questions this brings up
makes such an interpretation far more complicated, often doubling back on itself. Are we
saying Shakespeare was writing in 1599 about an incident that happened six years
previous? Are we getting the professional fears felt in the past put down on paper in the
present? Bloom’s ‘anxiety of influence’ might help on the surface, but again, that
outcome presents a whole new set of problems. Moreover, focusing only on that phrase
seems to cherry-pick at meaning since the full section from which it’s pulled questions
whether the rival’s spirit was “by spirits taught to write/ Above a mortal pitch” (lines 56). This implies the awe that left the speaker taken aback (or possibly defeated in pursuit
of patronage?) stems from an ability inspired by the supernatural because it speaks so
deeply to the human experience. This could be referring to Marlowe, but it is the speaker
who is ‘struck dead’—either in competition with or as witness to his greatness—rather
than Marlowe, so seeing this line as a wink towards Marlowe again starts to make less
and less sense.
And what of the following lines, “No, neither he, nor his compeers by night
/Giving him aid” (lines 7-8)? Though predominantly associated with George Chapman
and his poem “Shadow of Night” (1594), this could reference Marlowe’s supposed
involvement with Sir Walter Raleigh’s informal group of free thinkers sometimes known
as the School of Atheism (Grosart 36). This line of thinking, of course, does not come
without its own set of problems since the idea Marlowe was a part of some secret society
has been hotly debated for over a century. Arthur Acheson’s 1903 Shakespeare and the
Rival Poet was the first work to popularize this fringe theory of a radical coterie, going so
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far as to dub this group the “School of Night,” as evidenced from speculation concerning
Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost. Acheson’s assertion points more towards George
Chapman as the likely rival in Shakespeare’s sonnets, using Chapman’s impenetrable
1594 poem “The Shadow of Night” as the foundation for such claims, as well as the
inspiration for the group’s new moniker. “The term "school of night," then” Acheson
states, “while plainly indicating Chapman and his poems, evidently embraced those
others of like views who, while not openly attacking Shakespeare as does Chapman, may
have given their countenance to that poet's invectives” (93). What we can discern is this
supposed coterie appeared to be of like mind concerning Shakespeare, setting themselves
against him, whether outwardly or behind closed doors. Admittedly, the date of 1594
does move us away from Marlowe, but only if we presume this as the starting point for
the supposed clandestine group. Tangential albeit, it is a bit surprising, considering
Acheson dedicated a whole chapter to “the school of night,” he never drew the
connection to sonnet 86.
In her 2014 Early Modern Literary Studies article “The Spectre of the School of
Night: Former Scholarly Fictions and the Stuff of Academic Fiction,” Lindsay Ann Reid
explores the impact this now-discredited theory has had on early modern scholarship for
the past century, analyzing how its popularity has waxed and waned both in and outside
the academy over the years. The latter half of Reid’s piece focuses more on popular
fictional depictions of this secret society, but it is her review of the various scholars who
took on this theory, whether in support or opposition, that is of use to our understanding
of this supposed group and its connection to the sonnets. If Acheson’s pursuits laid the
groundwork for this theory, it was Arthur Quiller-Couch and John Dover Wilson, leaning
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on their own clout and that of Cambridge University Press, who gave such a notion the
air of legitimacy, bringing it to the foreground of scholarism in their 1923 critical edition.
Reid tells us that through their introduction, “Quiller Couch and Dover Wilson concluded
‘pretty certainly’ that there was ‘in existence at the time [a] School or Society’ and that
Shakespeare had unleashed ‘the arrows of his wit’ upon it in Love’s Labour’s Lost” (6).6
Not only did this move give credence to Acheson’s ‘School of Night’ theory, it also made
Shakespeare an active participant within the battle of wits, though rather than having
merely a rival or two, now whole schools were plotting against him, romantically using
his place in the canon as proof of his subsequent victory and thus obvious supremacy as
poet and playwright.
As the years progressed, Chapman’s relevance within the “School of Night”
began to fade, eclipsed by more conspiratorial notions of Marlowe being the true creative
engine behind the group as seen in Calvin Hoffman’s 1955 The Man Who Was
Shakespeare. Reid singles out Hoffman’s work not because of its contribution to the
overall scholarship on the subject (quite the contrary, in fact), but because this book
signaled a kind of paradigm shift in scholarship as it “absorbed the School of Night
theory into the fabric of its complex Marlovian authorship argument” (13). A decade
later, A.D. Wraight and Virginia F. Stern’s In Search of Christopher Marlowe again cast
Marlowe as a central figure within this supposed group, demonstrating little decline in
this theory despite criticism from the rest of the academy. Reid points out these instances
not to give credence to their claims, but rather to show “the drift of the School of Night
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from the explicitly conjectural to conjecture presented as likelihood to likelihood
presented as historical certainty, with past scholarly speculation coming to assume the
character of certain fact (15). Marlowe (and theories over possible authorship) had
become rather en vogue at this point, so it only makes sense he become the rebel face of
this rebel group. Moreover, it’s far sexier to think of Marlowe and Shakespeare squaring
off since, as David Bevington puts it, “if both had happened to die in 1593 the dramatist
to whom we would pay greater attention today is Marlowe” (209). Although this line of
thinking—that some clandestine group actually existed and was somehow amassing
against Shakespeare during his early career—has for all intents and purposes been
refuted,7 Reid wonders whether our prolonged fascination with the subject, both inside
and outside of academe, has inadvertently carved out a permanent space for such theories
within the overall conversation (15-16). It is possible, however, to consider aspects of the
origins of these theories about Marlowe without necessarily having to entertain the
entirety of what some of the more fringe elements would have had us believe.
In Alexander Grosart’s first of fifteen volumes of The Life and Complete Works in
Prose and Verse of Robert Greene entitled Storojenko’s Life of Robert Greene (1881), we
are given what might be considered an outsider’s point of view of late 16th century
London, an important distinction (especially at the time) as it both removes any notions
of jingoism and decreases the chances for a bias in its approach. In Grosart’s introduction
to this translation of a Russian scholar’s work on Greene (c. 1878), we get a sense of
admiration to the even hand with which Nicholas Storojenko approached his topic, thanks
to the care with which E.A.B Hodgetts demonstrated in its translation, as well as a
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stinging sense of embarrassment that it took a foreigner to undertake this task in the first
place. Though Grosart begins by noting three minor points he has with Storojenko’s
work, he ends this brief criticism stating, “…this Russian Life of Robert Greene is
noticeably well-informed, thoughtful, and fresh in substance; sound and sober, not
speculative; practical and intelligible, not misty of super-ingenious; in style, lucid, and
luminous; and as such deserving of translation” (xi). Comparing Storojenko’s to other
contemporaneous continental works on the same topic, Grosart insists this treatment of
Greene “has exceptional merit” (ibid.), conceivably due to its overall objective tone. It is
this aspect of Storojenko’s work that is most valuable to this exploration because, while
his primary focus may have been Greene, much of Storojenko’s first chapter is dedicated
to situating Greene within the vibrant world of late 16th century London and it is here
where we first find mention of Marlowe.
Moving beyond Greene’s indictment of Marlowe in his preface to Perimedes the
Blacksmith (1588) and Nashe’s own jab that followed a year later in his preface to
Greene’s Menaphon, Storojenko states that at some point in the last few years before
Greene died he and Marlowe must have resolved their differences to the point of
becoming “intimate friends” (27), though he is sure to mention we do not know the exact
date or circumstances of this reconciliation. Pondering the relationship these two writers
had, Storojenko contemplates whether Greene’s penchant for blasphemy may be in part
due to Marlowe’s influence, noting Marlowe was a man “not content with spreading his
doctrine by word of mouth, but wrote whole disquisitions against religion” (35), and how
he was wont to associate with “cliques” that “devoted themselves to the diffusion of
skeptical doctrines” (ibid.). It is here Storojenko spends considerable time discussing
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Marlowe and his association with Sir Walter Raleigh in what, according to a
contemporary source, was referred to as “the public school of Atheism” (36). It must be
stated the source of this account comes from Jesuit Robert Parsons’ rebuke of Elizabeth’s
1591 proclamation against Catholicism and Jesuits in particular,8 thus the strength of his
condemnation will be flavored with all the bitter indignation and fury expected of
religious intolerance of the time.
This tarnishing of Raleigh does not, however, discount the notion that such a
group did exist, albeit loosely and without the moniker ‘School of Night’. Raleigh’s
Durham House was known as a meeting place in London for free-thinking individuals of
the time, ranging from nobles such as Henry Percy, 9th Earl of Northumberland and
possibly Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford,9 to writers like Chapman and Matthew
Roydon, scientists Robert Hues and Walter Warner,10 and of course longtime friend,
business associates, and fellow adventurer Thomas Harriot. Storojenko tells us the term
atheism did not hold precisely the same meaning as it might today, referring then to those
considered “sceptics, rationalists, theists, deists, philosophers, and all…who did not
cherish the dogmatic fanaticism that held another belief from their own” (37). Essentially,
the term atheist was a political weapon to be hurled at one’s enemies to malign them to
both church and court. If such an insinuation was not bad enough, looking more closely
at Parsons’ attack we see he went on to effectively label Raleigh and Harriot corruptors
of the youth, suggesting if something was not done to break up these gatherings,
“…considerable numbers of noble youths may spend their time in making fun of both the

8

See Grosart, Storojenko’s note number 34, p.36.
Ibid.
10
See Trevelyan, p. 200.
9
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old law of Moses and the new of the Lord Christ, with brilliant witticisms and jokes
(Trevelyan 192). It is with that comment that we come to Christopher Marlowe.
According to Storojenko, Marlowe and Raleigh were almost assuredly
acquainted, taken perhaps in part from Marlowe’s apparent high esteem of Harriot’s
scientific acumen.11 Raleigh Trevelyan, in his 2002 work Sir Walter Raleigh, is a little
less certain, asserting that although Marlowe was friends with many in Raleigh’s orbit, he
did “not seem to have belonged to the Durham House circle” (120). If Marlowe had at
some point read Raleigh his rather infamous atheist lecture (as Richard Cholmeley had so
accused), then it “is the only evidence that they ever met” (201). Trevelyan continues,
saying, “Raleigh’s well-known reply to the Passionate Shepherd does not necessarily
prove that they had known one another” (ibid.). Trevelyan’s statement does seem to
contradict Storojenko’s supposition that Marlowe was responsible for introducing Greene
to this (or some other) quasi-secret coterie of radicals and would pose a problem if the
intended goal was to somehow prove the existence of the so-called ‘School of Night’. Yet
neither of these details are a concern since it is Marlowe’s and not Greene’s connection to
Raleigh that is germane to this discussion, and because Reid has already shown in great
detail that the whole concept of the ‘School of Night’ is merely an invention of
imaginative scholars that snowballed its way through the lion’s share of the 20th century
to the point of becoming fodder for conspiracy theorists and fan fiction. Where all this
information does become useful is in setting up Marlowe’s Passionate Shepherd and
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See Trevelyan’s Sir Walter Raleigh, Richard Baines’ ‘Opinion of Christopher Marlowe concurring his
damnable judgement of Religion’: “He [Marlowe] affirmith that Moses was but a juggler, and that one
Hariot being Sir W. Raleigh’s man can do more than he” (201).
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Raleigh’s “well-known” Nymph’s Reply outside of the traditional interpretation, allowing
for a reading that takes notions of atheism and satire into consideration.
Though I am half-tempted to blame the New Critics for the perpetual
interpretations of Marlowe’s “Passionate Shepherd to His Love” and Raleigh’s “The
Nymph’s Reply to the Shepherd” as exemplars of early modern pastoral lyric love poetry,
even in 1599 when Jaggard misattributed Marlowe’s work to Shakespeare it was still
mostly read straightforward and, most importantly, without a sense of satire or irony. In
chapter seven of Christopher Marlowe at 450 (2015), Patrick Cheney gives a most
detailed analysis of the “Passionate Shepard”, moving through numerous suspected
influences, placement and ties within Marlowe’s oeuvre, as well as past and present
critical receptions. Regardless of the lens applied, whether it be the New Historicist
overlay of Elizabethan politics or the more contemporaneous approach of gender and
sexuality, every “criticism discusses “The Passionate Shepherd” as primarily a love
poem” (Cheney), with the delicate (hetero or homo) eroticism of Marlowe’s verse as the
predictable center of discussion. In his section on “Politics and Nationhood,” Cheney
moves nimbly through various works that employ similar language as that of “Passionate
Shepherd,” each one coming from someone in a position of power, be it a self-referential
nod to Tamburlaine,12 or a semi-obscure reference to Lucan’s Pharsalia, an interesting
choice considering the not-so-subtle political implications that one might take as a call
for civil war.13 Whether a seditious plea for personal betrayal or an impassioned call to
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“Forsake thy king and do but join with me, / And we will triumph over all the world.” (1 Tamburlaine,
1.2.171-2)
13
“Captains, lead on: for civil strife ne’er gave / So great a prize;” (Pharsalia IX, lines 183-4)
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arms meant to rally the troops, we can detect similarities between these explicitly
political scenes and Marlowe’s sensual pastoral ballad, yet Cheney points out there is
never any overt mention of politics, indicative of writers from this era and their proclivity
towards allegory (e.g. Spenser, Nashe, Greene, etc.).
As in his political treatment, in his section on “Philosophy and Theology” Cheney
asserts the distinct lack of theological wording, focusing more on the implications of how
the Shepherd’s love promises immortality for the nymph were they to accept such
advances. He states, “Marlowe’s philosophical genius […] is to render the material
eternal, to deify the mind’s union with matter. In the end, the Passionate Shepherd
promises to make his Love, his readers, and future English authors divine” (Cheney).
Such an interpretation does fall in line with the early modern catch-all “atheist,” allowing
for a more pantheistic or deist worldview, or at least one not specifically Christian,
whether Protestant or Catholic. Though his interpretation is inspirational if not a bit
magniloquent, Cheney neglects to take into account these call and response poems were
not meant for the public, but rather that they were “written for private amusement”
(Trevelyan 120), leaving his interpretation with a flavor of anachronism all too familiar in
our field.
Given the poem’s distinct lack of religious language or imagery and thus
employing what David Ellis refers to as an “argument from absence” (13), Cheney uses
most of this section to discuss how “Passionate Shepherd” was responsible for inspiring
imitations, specifically calling out Tatiana’s drug-induced seduction of Bottom from
Midsummer Night’s Dream and a rather weak reference to a comment from The Winter’s
Tale when Polixenes reminisces to Hermione how, as children, he and Leontes, like all
20

children, believed they would be young forever (I. ii. 65).14 How interesting that in a deep
dive meant to celebrate four hundred and fifty years of Marlowe and his work that
Shakespeare finds his way into the conversation; bardolatry may be a thing of the past,
but that’s only because it has become so internalized we no longer recognize it. What is
baffling about this treatment of “Passionate Shepherd,” and I use Cheney and Marlowe at
450 here as proxy for field in general, is that at no point is it even entertained that
Marlowe’s Shepherd could actually be a satire of Jesus, with his “lover” then referring to
those yet to come to the church. We could take this even further given the religiopolitical
situation of England in the late 1580s and 1590s as the Shepherd of God passionately
trying to seduce closet Catholics and recusants to let go of their ties to Rome and its
sphere of influence and to see England and its natural beauty as heaven-on-earth, with the
promise of life eternal up above if they embrace the Anglican church. It could also be
seen as an appeal to Brownists, Martinists, or any other sects of English Protestantism
that may have more puritanical leanings than that coming out of Canterbury or London.
Sir Walter Raleigh’s “Nymph’s Reply” now takes on an entirely new tone, less of
the doe-eyed coy lover blushing as they repeatedly shoot down the advances of a
persistent yet ultimately unwanted suitor, now more of an ardent populace divided by
particular practices of worship yet united in their rejection of a state-imposed faith. Here
our shepherd could be seen less as Jesus and more as the head of the Anglican church, not
Elizabeth of course, but John Whitgift, Archbishop of Canterbury. Raleigh’s allusion to
Philomel stirs up frighteningly violent images of a young girl taken in by the charm of a
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In the section labeled “Philosophy and Theology,” Cheney makes the wildly tenuous suggestion that
“The Immortalizing condition that Marlowe makes famous Shakespeare calls in The Winter’s Tale ‘boy
eternal’,” as though Marlowe somehow inspired these lines.
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young man who, in the end, rapes and abandoned her in the now defiled bucolic setting,
her tongue cut out so she cannot speak of what has been done to her. We could read this
as a condemnation of Archbishop Whitgift for the egregious tactics with which he
deployed his persuivants to snuff out and silence anyone who, by his definition, did not
stand with the church, Queen, and country. What I would call Juvenalian satire par
excellence, Trevelyan characterizes as “half facetious” (120), a familiar refrain from
Parsons’ indictment of Raleigh and his coterie for their “witticisms and jokes” regarding
the bible and its teachings (191). Where MacD Jackson (via Johnathan Bate) suggests
Shakespeare might be suffering from Bloom’s “anxiety of influence,” I would argue it is
entirely possible any anxiety Shakespeare may have felt had nothing to do with influence,
but rather with his inadvertent association to such a blasphemous, polemical work
presented in the allegorical guise of a love poem.
Christopher Marlowe is merely the first of several possible rivals on whom
Jackson chooses to focus. Another, briefly touched upon earlier, is George Chapman,
though his connection is essentially intertwined with Marlowe’s through his completion
of Hero & Leander and presumed association with Raleigh’s “cabal of freethinkers”
(Jackson 232). Keeping with the argument placing the ‘Rival Poet’ sonnets in that 15981600 window, another alternative candidate is Ben Jonson, a sometimes friend, close
enough to contribute a eulogy to the preface of First Folio, but one who still “often
mocked Shakespearian romantic comedy” in his own work while Shakespeare still lived
and the two competed for audiences. Jackson’s inroad to this to this line of thinking
begins with Francis Meres’ Palladis Tamia: Wit's Treasury, ‘A Comparative Discourse of
our English Poets with the Greek, Latin, and Italian,’ published in 1598, in which Meres
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ranks Shakespeare as one of the best writers England ever produced. Jonathan Bate tells
us, “Meres regarded Shakespeare as the wittiest, most mellifluous poet of the age,” and
considered his “Venus and Adonis and Lucrece to have made Shakespeare a reincarnation
of Ovid” (21), high praise that would have undoubtedly incensed those with pedigrees
from Oxford and Cambridge, but also the bricklayer’s son who considered himself their
equal if not their intellectual superior.
The evidence that brings Jackson to the possibility of Jonson being a candidate for
rival comes, in part, from the nautical imagery seen in sonnet 80, the intended recipient’s
worth being as “wide as the ocean” on which the speaker’s “saucy bark” of ability pales
in comparison to the “tall building” of his rival. Jackson pulls from Thomas Fuller’s
Worthies of England (1662) to back up his claim, using the descriptions of Shakespeare
as a small but nimble “English man-of-war” versus Jonson’s characterization as a
“Spanish great galleon […] built for high learning… but slow in his performances” (240).
Such an interpretation is interesting because it moves the speaker’s language away from
the self-effacement with which most of the ‘rival’ series seems to have been written into
more of a “humble-brag” (to use the modern vernacular), a tone more in line with his
learned contemporaries. It also situates Shakespeare as the underdog hero of the late
16th/early 17th century London literary landscape, one wrapped in nationalist pride from
the victory over the Spanish Armada in 1588, taking on a political undertone while
further reinforcing the mythos we are now so wont to eschew. Jackson admits the
anachronism of this portrayal, suggesting Fuller may have been influenced by the sonnet
itself, but then goes on to defend his line of reasoning by noting Shakespeare’s sonnets
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received little if any attention from 1640 to 1700; again, Ellis’s “argument from
absence.”
This move, anachronisms notwithstanding, did allow Jackson a footing from
which to tie at least one of the sonnets with Jonson in what he terms a “suggestive
conjunction of dates” (240). Leaning hard on the “vocabulary evidence” argument
purportedly placing the sonnet mini-series in 1598-1600, Jackson uses the prologue from
Every Man In His Humour to delineate some of Jonson’s earliest volleys towards
Shakespeare. Within some thirty lines, Jonson ridicules playwrights of the time for their
antiquated ways, singling out Shakespeare through allusion for his failure to conform to
classical unities and his dramaturgical approach to battle scenes like those depicted in the
Henry VI-Richard III tetralogy (i.e. the “three rusty swords” to stand for an army).15
Though it is impossible to know the exact sentiment behind Jonson’s jab, it does feel as
though Jackson makes more out of it than was probably intended, a deliberate attempt at
pitting the two playwrights against each other rather than seeing it as a humorous poke
between popular writers of the time. In what seems to be becoming habit, once again
chronology acts as but an obstacle for Jackson’s argument; the prologue to which he
refers comes from the 1616 Folio, not the original 1598 or even the 1601 Quarto, leaving
us with a gap of about eighteen years. Jackson, of course, points out this discrepancy in
time, but he once again doubles down by stating that even though there is no evidence of
Jonson saying such in 1598, he, “had no doubt aired his views in conversation, whether
or not they introduced the original performances” (240). This kind of hedging language is
yet another pitfall Ellis brings up in his Truth About William Shakespeare, though
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See Jonson’s Every Man In His Humour, edited by Robert S. Miola, appendix I, pp. 244-246.
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Jackson’s “weasel words” go much further than the ‘may’ or the ‘if’ Ellis mentions (12);
essentially, Jackson mortgages his own ethos in saying “no doubt,” and in doing so has
his audience unconsciously buy into the supposition of Jonson and Shakespeare being
bitter rivals from the very beginning.
Though timeline problems make establishing these allusions as the needling of a
rivalry tenuous at best, Jackson’s subsequent focus on Jonson’s Every Man Out of His
Humour (1599) does lend itself an air of credibility because of the contemporaneous
nature regarding jokes at Shakespeare’s expense. Beyond a possible jab towards Twelfth
Night in Act III.vi of Every Man Out, the insult that garners the most attention comes in
Act III.iv when the character Sogliardo discusses his vision for a coat of arms and
Puntarvolo suggests his motto be “Not without mustard” (Herford 505). These lines have
historically been interpreted as a poke at the Shakespeare Family’s 1599 effort to merge
their recently acquired coat-of-arms with the Arden family crest. The connection is
specifically drawn to the Shakespeare family motto “Non Sans Droiet” (not without right)
and Jonson’s bumbling Sogliardo as he similarly attempts to gain gentleman status. This,
to Jackson and many others, was a deliberate reference to Shakespeare, though that
phrase, “not without mustard,” happens to be the punchline of a mock fable about a
prodigal youth found tucked away in the pages of Thomas Nashe’s first solo publication
Pierce Penilesse (1592).16 Nashe’s pamphlet was so popular in its day it went through
multiple printings, again in 1593, 1594 (in French), and 1595, suggesting this apparent
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“O Lord, if it may seem good to thee to deliver me from this fear of untimely death, I vow, before thy
throne and all thy starry host, never to eat haberdine more whilst I live. Well, so it fell out that the sky
cleared and the tempest ceased, and this careless wretch, that made such a mockery of prayer, ready to
set foot a-land, cried out, Not without mustard, good Lord, not without mustard, as though it had been
the greatest torment in the world to have eaten haberdine without mustard” (Nashe 11).
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and obvious jab towards Shakespeare could just as easily be a wink to Nashe. We know
Nashe and Jonson were acquainted with each other, even collaborated around this time on
the infamous and now lost Isle of Dogs, making such a connection equally as likely as the
path needed to get to Shakespeare. Ellis, in his exploration of Shakespeare’s forebearers,
is quick to point this out, noting “everyone agrees that the coat of arms [Sogliardo]
describes bears no relation whatsoever to the one secured by Shakespeare’s father in
1596” (26), yet concedes scholars have historically interpreted it as a possible double
reference to the two writers. Taken on its own, Jackson’s neglecting to include this clear
reference to Nashe could be interpreted as mere oversight, though when coupled with the
previous instances and the willingness to entertain blatantly anachronistic lines of
argumentation, it does color Jackson’s work as far more interested in perpetuating a
stance keeping Shakespeare as the victor of such rivalries than presenting an alternative
account where Shakespeare isn’t necessarily the most important figure.
James Bednarz is another scholar adamant in keeping Shakespeare front and
center, though admittedly his work drifts away from the sonnets, focusing primarily on
the rivalries between playwrights and theaters in what is known as the Poetomachia or
‘Poets’ War’. Jackson, half-praising (and completely without irony), characterizes some
of Bednarz’s conclusions in Shakespeare & The Poets’ War (2001) as “likely and
unlikely” (242), referring to Bednarz’s approach to some of the very same allusions he
explores in his own work. Jackson admits Bednarz’s work “says next to nothing about
Shakespeare’s sonnets” (243), but uses Bednarz’s focus on rivalry between Shakespeare
and Jonson as a reinforcing agent to solidify his dating the sonnets, stating, “there can be
no doubt that around 1599 Jonson became for Shakespeare a formidable rival” (ibid.).
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But that conclusion has never been in question. We know these two men were rivals,
though how we characterize that relationship is left to the whirligig of interpretation.
According to Bednarz, “The legend of Shakespeare and Jonson’s wit-combats is
unarguably the most famous case of poetic rivalry in the annals of English literature” (1).
By no means am I disputing such a claim, for this rivalry was indeed made the most
famous. I will repeat that. We have undoubtedly made Shakespeare and Jonson’s rivalry
the most talked about in English literature, so much so that when we speak on the subject
at the various academic conferences of our discipline it tends to take up all the oxygen in
the room, due perhaps to the gravitas of these giants of verse and stage or, alternatively,
to those doing the speaking. It also helps that at the time this feud began Shakespeare was
already established as a major player in the London theater scene, whereas Jonson had at
that time taken on the role of the young upstart. Such a detail, one never addressed head
on, usually gets masked in the conversation of disparate education levels, something that
allows Shakespeare to keep his underdog status despite all evidence to the contrary. It
also helps both combatants were alive to do their fighting rather than a figure like
Marlowe who, if he were one of the rivals, could only be wrestled with in spirit.
Bednarz utilizes the same reference from Sogliardo as Jackson in Every Man Out,
calling it, “Jonson’s most famous slight of Shakespeare” (24), but like Jackson fails to
include any link to Nashe & Pierce Penilesse. Oddly enough, Bednarz begins his book by
saying, “any account of this first public dialogue between Shakespeare and Jonson is
falsified by removing it from its historical context as part of the highly competitive
culture of late Elizabethan commercial theater” (2). Though his entire book is dedicated
to contextualizing this battle of words, by not fully historicizing it would seem Bednarz is
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guilty of doing the very thing he warns against. “At its most heated,” he continues, “the
Poets’ War converted three Bankside theaters—the Globe, Blackfriars, and Paul’s—into
military camps firing paper bullets at one another” (ibid.). If we are to buy into Jackson’s
idea that these and perhaps all the sonnets were written during this tumultuous period, we
must also concede the annus mirabilis quality such an action bestows and all the dangers
that come with such a move, something I’m not sure has been taken into account. Albeit
Bednarz’s focus is almost entirely on the stage, he continues, “the Poets’ War provides
the fullest theatrical context currently available for understanding the interactive
development of Shakespeare’s work” (ibid.), which according to Jackson would also
include the sonnets. Bednarz is correct that we cannot look at the Shakespeare/Jonson
quarrel in a vacuum, for by doing so we lose nuance and detail from other writers like
Marston, Dekker, and Chapman. Yet at the same time it seems strange for us to talk about
the controversies of the “late Elizabethan commercial theater” without understanding that
writers at that time were very literally left without any alternative ground on which to
fight due to the Bishops’ Ban of June 1, 1599. Bednarz argues the importance of this
event and the influence it had on the work produced thereafter is highly overestimated
(57), yet where before we saw pugilism in every medium available—verse and prose,
print and stage alike—going back well past the 1580s and beyond the scope of this
dissertation, the writers of the Poetomachia only had the public ear on stage. This could
be, at least in part, one of the reasons this quarrel draws so much attention; thinking in
Ellis’s terms, a strategy to avoid the argument from absence.
Bednarz mentions plays like Every Man Out, Cynthia’s Revels, and Poetaster as
Jonson’s contributions to the Poetomachia, and As You Like It, Twelfth Night, Troilus and
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Cressida, and Hamlet from Shakespeare, but what’s surprising is there is no mention of
Much Ado. As Benedick ruminates on love and marriage in Act II.iii he asks, “Shall quips
and sentences and paper bullets of the brain awe a man out of the career of his humor?
No! The world must be peopled” (241-244). We assume he is referring to those who will
“break wit against him” for falling in love and that he is literally talking about the
offspring that comes from a heterosexual union, but could the playwright not be speaking
through his character here, commenting on the invective climate and seeing his work as
his children sent out into the world? I do not feel this is reading too deeply, looking for
meaning when there is none, especially considering the myriad of tenuous correlations
made between random lines from Jonson as proof of reference to Shakespeare. Benedick
makes several other comments on writing in Much Ado, ending of course in the final
scene of the play with the observation that “a college-full of wit crackers cannot flout
[him] out of [his] humor” (V. iv. 104-105), which, when read in this light, seems to speak
directly to and contradict the belief Shakespeare held some sort of deep-seated anxiety
over his lack of education, whether it be towards Jonson, the years-dead Marlowe, or any
of the other contemporary writers with a university-level education. This does not
discount the idea Shakespeare could have been writing about his so-called rival(s) in
private, though the idea of him clapping back so publicly through a character as
outspoken as Benedick does seem at odds with the meekness we often tease out of the
sonnets and their speaker.
Early on, Bednarz claims, “The first great dramatic criticism in England begins
with this public dialogue—at once philosophical and personal—among Shakespeare,
Jonson, Marston, and Dekker” (2). Though we are straying a bit away from the sonnets, it
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is wholly important we interrogate the underlying attitude behind this statement as it
speaks to the broader argument. In saying such, it feels as though we are making a
judgement call unconsciously based off that notion of bardolatry so vehemently denied
by the field because it elevates Shakespeare as first and foremost the dramatist, and in
doing so, elevates the genre of drama with him. Bednarz later notes it wasn’t until
Dryden’s time that the cultural importance of the works from this period became
recognized, lifting these authors up from mere playwrights to the status of “dramatic
poets” (15). He claims the early modern period “…lacked, in large measure, those
ancillary institutions of exegesis that foster and control the reception of popular
entertainment in our own day,” meaning there was “no independently established media
to assess [the] merits” of the work produced bar the subjective scribbles of someone like
Meres (ibid.). In plain terms, the lack of scholarly criticism kept the people of the time
from recognizing the greatness of the work. Bednarz notes there were fledgling allusions
and meta-discussions about writing found in “the fringes of dramatic texts and prefaces,
dedications, and epilogues” (16), though he mentions such references with the same
dismissive tone demonstrated by many scholars in the field when it comes to semicanonical works, as though the digressions of Nashe or the gossiping of Manningham can
teach us nothing because they are just that: idle rants or hearsay. Such elitist thinking
stands as its own roadblock to deeper understanding, and the irony of scholars practicing
such mentality is at the same time both laughable and infuriating. The central thesis
behind Shakespeare & The Poets’ War calls for:
…a shift in the contemporary meaning of “Shakespeare,” not through attribution
but interpretation, away from the myth of the anonymous and remote creator,
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synonymous with the theater itself, to the engaged, partisan inventor of witty,
deconstructive paradoxes that still attest in our eyes to his superiority to Jonson.
(16)
Bednarz claims in the same breath that he wishes to move away from bardolatry thinking
and only seeing Shakespeare as a dramatist while claiming Shakespeare’s superiority
over his most prominent rival, Jonson. He’s still giving Shakespeare top billing as the
hero.
As if to avoid a straw man argument, Bednarz does everything he can to venerate
Jonson in the eyes of his readers, noting how recent scholarship has done much to
highlight Jonson’s brilliant efforts of self-creation and how such labor played an
important role in his success in rising to the “poetic authority” of his era (3). He notes
Jonson’s “autobiographical personae” are intriguing not only from the standpoint of
“self-fashioning, but also as the first examples in the history of English drama of a
playwright self-consciously defending his status and explicitly defining the literary
principles upon which his art is based” (ibid.). I categorically stand against this statement
because it does not consider what writers were doing in other genres besides drama open
to them before 1599 and the Bishops’ Ban, an event we will recall Bednarz feels had little
effect on the Elizabethan literary marketplace. In fact, we see that exact thing happening
in the prose work of Robert Greene well over a decade before Jonson was even writing.
Focusing on Greene specifically, I would argue because the creation and evolution of his
public persona took place mostly in pamphlets that we, again, are allowing unconscious
bias to cloud our judgment because—whether we realize it or not—we have elevated
drama to the pinnacle of English literature, silently usurping that spot from the epic along
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the way. As such, our view of literature in general has been skewed by a kind of
historical presentist thinking insulated in the criticism of every era since the 1700s that
went into creating a canon that boasts Shakespeare as the greatest writer in history. It is
this type of mentality that forces us to believe the rival to whom Shakespeare refers must
be someone history recognizes as equally gifted. Marlowe is the obvious choice, and if
not him then Chapman. If Chapman doesn’t suit, perhaps due to Acheson’s bumbling
attempts at establishing the “School of Night,” why then it must be Jonson. John Davies
of Hertford is another “worthy pen,” as is Samuel Daniel with his sonnet cycle’s
connection to Sidney’s Astrophel and Stella, though such a move is inconvenient as it
does shift us back towards the beginning of the 1590s and away from the computercalculated sweet spot of Jackson.
As mentioned earlier, Duncan-Jones does suggest in her late 1990s work on the
sonnets, “Perhaps, indeed, the “rival poet” is a composite figure” (Jackson 244), yet for
some reason we cannot fathom this person being anyone other than those mentioned
above. Any suggestion otherwise almost undercuts the very concept of Shakespeare’s
greatness. No one else possesses the skill to give equal challenge, and certainly not some
hack writer like Greene; but what if? Jackson agrees with Duncan-Jones’ assertion the
rival of these sonnets is most likely an amalgamation of whomever Shakespeare felt most
at odds with (244), which we could interpret as a composite or floating subject that varies
depending on time, place, and provocation. But why do we assume they were all written
in what seems like hours or days of each other when Shakespeare was arguable at the
zenith of his career? This is the feeling one comes away with from the “vocabulary
evidence” Jackson offers in dating the sonnets, implying an even more tumultuous and
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prolific era than already evidenced. Is there any reason these sonnets could not be
separated by years, extending back even to a time when Shakespeare held less of a
prominent position within London’s cutthroat community of print and stage?
The first print reference we have to Shakespeare comes from the now infamous
Greene’s Groatsworth of Witte, Bought with a Million of Repentance (1592). For
centuries, much ink has been spilled over this relatively short pamphlet for that very
singular reason. In more recent times the attention has shifted, from provenance of its
author in the case of John Jowett’s “Johannes Factotum: Henry Chettle and Greene’s
Groatsworth of Wit” (1993), all the way up to the recent past with Andy Kesson’s chapter
contribution to Paul Edmondson and Stanley Wells’ The Shakespeare Circle: An
Alternative Biography (2015) entitled “His fellow dramatists and early collaborators.”
We are fascinated—and I include myself here—by this work for myriad reasons, but
most assuredly because its author not only throws down the gauntlet at a young and
relatively unknown Shakespeare’s feet, but hurls insult after insult at him in the length of
but a breath. It serves us to see this attack in full, beyond the bits and pieces absorbed by
our collective consciousness through textbooks and popular culture. For context, the
speaker is amidst warning a handful of unnamed compeers to be wary of all actors,
singling one out in particular:
Yes, trust them not, for there is an upstart crow, beautified with our feathers, that
with his tiger's heart wrapped in a player's hide supposes he is as well able to
bombast out a blank verse as the best of you, and being an absolute Johannes
factotum is in his own conceit the only Shake-scene in a country. (19)
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Beyond the obvious “Shake-scene” signaling this as an attack on Shakespeare, the
“tiger’s heart wrapped in a player’s hide” is also interpreted as a direct reference because
it plays with one of the lines from a 3 Henry VI soliloquy wherein Richard Duke of York
scorns Margret of Anjou for the unnaturalness of her warmongering behavior compared
to the rest of her sex. This jab carries with it the implication that up until that time
Shakespeare was known solely an actor, likening then his gall to write a play—and a
popular one at that if the line was that well-known— to that of Margret’s aggressive
posture, both exceeding their supposed station in life. Johannes Factotum (jack of all
trades) only bears this idea out since the comment indicates Shakespeare was one to try
his hand at multiple duties within his acting troupe including the source of their material,
a job it would seem had until that point been exclusively reserved for learned men.17
The interpretation of the Groatsworth sharp reproach has historically pitted
Greene and Shakespeare against each other as though they were mortal enemies, but what
is often overlooked is this duel was wholly one-sided. Fate, cruel master that it is, robbed
Shakespeare of any chance to respond with Greene’s untimely death in September of
1592. Thus, since Shakespeare remained the last-but-silent man standing, all we are left
with is a kind of bitter-sweet validation of who the better man truly was, to quote
Chettle’s Kind-Heart’s Dream, “because on the dead they [who are injured] cannot be
auenged” (1). Kesson does an excellent job touching on the position Groatsworth has
held in Shakespeare studies, noting the spectrum of contempt scholars hold for this work,
from Samuel Schoenbaum’s “wearying” view to Park Honan’s depiction of the
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scope of this dissertation.
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comments as “virtually a rape of Shakespeare” (236). In tune with the mentality of
Edmondson and Wells’ subtitle to the book, Kesson rightly notes Groatsworth has
always been “treated as something to attack…rather than as the opportunity to see the
early Shakespeare from the perspective of his new colleagues” of the Elizabethan
literary/theater community (ibid.).
Kesson’s approach to Groatsworth is novel, focusing in on Greene’s term
“newcomers” used some four sentences after the attack—set in opposition to the colorful
phrase “painted monsters”—and what various implications we might be able to glean
from its usage. He asks whether Greene was including Shakespeare in this grouping of
writers new to the scene, or whether Shakespeare would have been lumped in with the lot
Greene choses to demonize for some apparent slight. Touching on Ernst Honigmann’s
work, the suggestion is made that Greene’s attack had everything to do with social
climbing, and that Shakespeare, rapidly becoming a known commodity at the time, was
somehow seen as a threat by Greene (237). This seems like a reasonable explanation if
we know nothing about Greene, but for those familiar with his work beyond the stage it’s
rather clear Greene was in no way intimidated by anyone, let alone some Johannes veni
nuper who Forrest Gumped his way into the slightest amount of success writing for the
stage. In the context of Groatsworth it seems rather obvious Greene did not mean to
include Shakespeare in with those he identified as “newcomers,” for the whole point of
this section of the pamphlet was to warn his brothers-in-ink of the shifting tides of the
theater, and how their time and effort would be better spent seeking patronage rather than
to continue writing for ungrateful actors. The three men singled out prior to the attack are
usually thought to be Christopher Marlowe, Thomas Nashe, and George Peele, though
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that last one has been up for debate; the other two, the so-called “newcomers”—a detail
Kesson conveniently leaves out of his treatment—remain anonymous, though knowing
Greene we can reasonably assume they were both young men of letters either from
Cambridge or Oxford.
Further along, Kesson turns to the work of Terence Schoone-Jongen and Eric
Sams, both of whom read Groatsworth as suggesting Shakespeare was a writer of some
note before September 1592, though they have differing opinions on the text beyond that
point. Kesson asks if it’s fair to draw such a conclusion from Greene’s words, suggesting
it might be better to approach Greene’s attack as one writer simply warning others in his
profession about this actor-turned-writer who “cannot quite do it” (i.e. writing) as well as
his compeers, though he notes “this is not how the passage is usually understood” (245).
It is hard to tell which part of that statement Kesson is suggesting is not the usual
interpretation, though were I to guess it would be the part about Shakespeare not being
able to write as well as his early contemporaries; the rest of the statement, however,
seems to be spot-on. Kesson goes on that we might be best served viewing Groatsworth
as “a document that records changes in the playwriting culture of the new playhouses and
marks out Shakespeare as a newcomer most representative of those changes” (ibid.).
Such a reading lines up with my own interpretation of Groatsworth, though with one
small but significant difference, Kesson’s use of the term representative. The way he
makes it sound, Shakespeare, in is earliest days writing for the stage, was a trailblazer,
not unlike a Wordsworth for the Romantics or a Pound for the Modernists, as though
Shakespeare was the zeitgeist of the Elizabethan stage the moment his words were
uttered. We can see how such an interpretation becomes problematic since it tacitly,
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albeit inadvertently, returns us to the very mythos this alternative history purports to write
against.
Thinking of Shakespeare as representative of anything, it could be more
appropriate to think in literal terms, that is as a representative, not unlike a Samuel
Gompers or a Tom Mann, both well know union leaders and labor activists of the late
19th century. Shakespeare wasn’t singled out because Greene saw him as a creative threat,
but rather because he—out of all other actors from the myriad acting companies—was
the only one with the audacity to push back against the institution of playwrights and
their condescension towards the very group who made their words come to life. Were we
to excise Greene’s jab at Shakespeare, what we are left with is a writer, the most popular
of his day arguably, warning his close circle to be wary of the acting troupes for whom
they write. “Base-minded men, all three of you” (19), Greene calls them should they not
take away some lesson from his own pitiful circumstances. “Is it not strange,” Greene
goes on, “that I, to whom they all have been beholding, is it not like that you, to whom
they all have been beholding, shall (were ye in that case as I am now) be both at once of
them forsaken” (ibid.)? From Greene’s perspective, he has been the one supporting the
actors by constantly, consistently supplying them with new material, the very lifeblood
for success of any troupe. Greene speaks of being forsaken, as though he has been
inexplicably turned pariah by all those who had, until this point, held him in the highest
regard for his skill with pen and parchment. His warning is that if it can be done to the
greatest of writers (i.e. himself), these apes of the stage, these fickle ingrates, will turn,
without question, on the rest of them. He entreats his compatriots to strike, to eschew
writing for the stage and to set their skills towards more worthy projects and “better
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masters,” forcing the actors to “imitate [their] past excellence” (ibid.), that is repeat those
plays already in their repertoire until the public grows weary and abandons the theater
altogether. This, above all, was a call to starve the actors as a whole—an embargo from
the intelligentsia. The tone Greene takes towards Shakespeare drips with distain, though
not because he was some sort of innate threat, but because his success with the Henry VI
series made him the most prominent name within the actors at that specific time. More
nuisance than nemesis, Shakespeare was singled out as an example, one to be crushed by
the weight of Greene’s popularity which is why he is never referenced again; he simply
wasn’t worth it. We have always read into Groatsworth the notion because Shakespeare
was called out by name he must have weighed heavily on Greene’s mind when it is the
exact opposite; the actors were the ones who drew his ire, Shakespeare just happened to
find himself the target.
As much as he set himself up as the victim in Groatsworth, it’s quite difficult for
any reader, then or now, to take pity on Greene for the troupes collectively turning their
backs on him since he essentially created the problem himself. Using dates from the
Stationers’ Register as a guide, sometime before the end of April of 1592 Greene sold his
play Orlando Furioso to the Queen’s Men and then, whilst they were out of London
touring, sold that same play to the Admiral’s Men, essentially doubling his (albeit
meagre) profits with both troupes none the wiser. It’s hard to tell from what records we
have whether the two troupes were the ones to discover Greene’s coosnage or if he
himself was the one to let it slip in his Defence of Cony-Catching (1592), but judging
from the description of events laid out in Defence it seems reasonable to assume the
actors were well aware of Greene’s duplicity well before his persona Cuthbert Cony-
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Catcher publicly accused Greene of the crime. An entry from Henslowe’s Diary dated
February of 1591/92 has Orlando Furioso being performed at The Rose by the Lord
Strange’s men, an oddity explained by the notion that during this period the Lord
Admiral’s and Lord Strange’s men at some point came together to form one larger
troupe, one that eventually dissolved in 1594 once the theaters reopened (Foakes). This
suggests a type of camaraderie between at least two of the more prominent troupes of the
time, one that superseded usual competitiveness over mutual concern for survival of their
profession and livelihood. If they were sharing plays from their repertoire as the
Henslowe entry suggests, it stands to reason the players of these troupes (and others)
were acquainted with each other beyond merely intermingling at the various taverns of
the day, discussing shop-talk as they drank which would have included Greene’s
swindling move. Though admittedly such speculation comes close to what Ellis warns
against, we could easily imagine a whole swath of actors rallying together over Greene’s
attempt to cheat them, and out of such commotion one or two voices from the crowd
either offering their own services or volunteering someone else to try their hand at
penning a play.
Greene’s actions concerning Orlando Furioso do deserve more attention, though
that subject is something to be discussed in a later chapter. Whether Orlando Furioso was
a type of catalyst or just another instance in a long line of disrespects compounding with
the setbacks these companies were experiencing, it’s clear there was a ground shift within
the theater community around this time (1591), one that allowed Shakespeare to break
through the glass ceiling built upon a foundation of tradition, class, and university
education. The act of writing a successful play could have—nay, would have as
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demonstrated by the reaction in Groatsworth—been interpreted as an act of defiance, of
having the courage to stand against such social institutions, elevating that individual to
the status of champion within the actors’ ranks (whether it was sought-after or not), and
in doing so make that person an easy target for someone like Greene. It has been
historically assumed that Shakespeare, for whatever reason, never responded to Greene’s
attack in Groatsworth, but what if that’s not the case? I argue we have merely been
looking in the wrong place, or to put it another way, we have been overlooking certain
works because of preconceived notions recycled and reinforced through centuries of
scholarship that downplay Greene’s influence on those writing during this contentious
period, especially Shakespeare.
Time and again, the same names are brought up when considering the identity of
Shakespeare’s rival in his sonnets, yet never once, even with Duncan-Jones’ proposal of a
composite identity, has the name Robert Greene been included for consideration. This
makes complete sense considering the esteem/contempt with which Greene is held in
Shakespeare studies, but such a view also acts as a blind spot towards earnest, objective
exploration of the subject, the kind that doesn’t automatically situate Shakespeare as
protagonist (and thus Greene as antagonist). One sonnet in particular—sonnet 78—stands
out when juxtaposed with Groatsworth, mirroring language from the attack and even
hinting at Greene being the rival through elegantly subtle language. For the sake of
perspicuity, I shall include in modern spelling the entirety of sonnet 78 below:
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So oft have I invoked thee for my Muse,
And found such fair assistance in my verse
As every alien pen hath got my use
And under thee their poesy disperse.
Thine eyes, that taught the dumb on high to sing
And heavy ignorance aloft to fly,
Have added feathers to the learned’s wing
And given grace a double majesty.
Yet be most proud of that which I compile,
Whose influence is thine and born of thee:
In others' works thou dost but mend the style,
And arts with thy sweet graces graced be;
But thou art all my art, and dost advance
As high as learning my rude ignorance.

The want has been to read the sonnets biographically, and in that vein this reading will
follow suit. However, I will offer an alternative reading, and to begin with I would
challenge the reader to divorce themselves from the presumption the opening lines refer
to the speaker invoking his muse in any overt or public way. The muse referred to herein
is typically associated with the Fair Youth, and though there is no absolute consensus as
to the identity of this individual, the most popular opinion tends to be Henry Wriothesley,
3rd Earl of Southampton. Taking Jackson’s dating the sonnets to 1598-1600 these lines
begin to make a kind of sense since both Venus and Adonis (1593) and The Rape of
Lucrece (1594) were dedicated to Wriothesley, that is he—or more pointedly, his
patronage—was the inspiration for each poem’s inception. A common assumption among
scholars is that these, along with the rest of the Fair Youth sonnets, are the instances to
which the speaker is referring, giving us the sense that our speaker is looking back at his
past works. Such logic tracks until we consider these sonnets were never written with
publication in mind, nor were they ordered in any deliberate authorial succession.18
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Beyond Thomas Thorpe’s 1609 quarto, Jaggard’s 1599 Passionate Pilgrim, or
tangentially connected the 1598 quarto of Love’s Labour’s Lost, we have nothing else to
guide us as to when the sonnets were written. The author (thus the speaker) may have
invoked his muse countless times to himself, all in private, before any of these other
works were written, let alone read by anyone. As small as it is, such a presumptive leap
from the first line makes the reader buy into an assumed timeline of the sonnets at an
unconscious level, perpetuating a narrative construct without ever realizing it. The same
can said for the “assistance” rendered when it is interpreted as active; most often such
“help,” if interpreted as inspiration rather than patronage or encouragement,19 comes
passively to the poet without the source of such inspiration ever knowing the part they
served in the creation of a work.
The next two lines of the first quatrain, wherein the speaker alludes to other
writers (i.e. “every alien pen”) have also typically been interpreted to suggest a later
composition date, congruent with Jackson’s finding only if the standard interpretation is
applied. In the succinct analysis Carl Atkins provides to sonnet 78 in his Shakespeare’s
Sonnets: With Three Hundred Years of Commentary (2007), he notes how scholars from
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, though not in complete agreement over what the
speaker may have meant from “got my use,” varying from other writers of the time
adopting our poet’s style through mimicry or, more specifically, these same writers
following suit in pursuing this same individual as a patron (208). It is understandable how
using the financial approach as a primer holds some merit with the patron interpretation
in mind when looking at line four since this could mean these rivals were given the
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financial backing needed to publish (i.e. “disperse”) their work. Yet a different
interpretation could just as easily be these “alien” pens refers to other writers of the time
using this same addressee as their own muse just as the speaker in 78 has done, each
doing his best to impress this person by humbly laying their creations at the feet of their
muse, “dispersing” them as he/she walked along. If this were the case, financial
motivations go out the window, as does the assumption this sonnet necessarily has to
come from Jackson’s two-year window.
The first half of the second quatrain has a familiar tone to it, one that at first
glance could point us towards Jonson and the Poetomachia, but only if we limit our
thinking the same ways Jackson and Bednarz are wont to do. Of course, Jonson took jabs
at Shakespeare regarding his humble education myriad times (whether serious or in jest),
as did the authors of the Parnassus Plays towards the end of the 16th century, but that is
not what is happening here. The speaker is addressing his own feelings of inadequacy, the
kind of self-effacement typical of writing from this period, especially in the case of
someone at the start of his career. If we were to see this as a type of response, the clues
pointing to that which the speaker is reacting lay in the metaphor subtly constructed in
each of the first two lines using words like “sing” and “fly.” The third line of the stanza
completes the metaphor as the speaker moves away from himself to once again focus on
his rivals, stating how the brilliance his muse so freely gives has “added feathers to the
learned’s wing,” double blessing them in the process. This is where we see the first link
to Greene, Groatsworth, and the “upstart crow” insult since it is followed by the
accusation that this person has been “beautified by our feathers,” a quip interpreted as
everything from taking inspiration from the style of those then writing—a point not
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without some irony considering the first quatrain of the sonnet—to flat-out plagiarism,
though no evidence of such behavior has been found at this stage of Shakespeare’s
career.
With the theme of unpolished verse set to parchment by an ill-educated hand, the
third quatrain entreats its addressee to take pride in knowing they are solely responsible
for such bursts of imagination. The speaker observes in the works of those others who
claim his muse for their own, such inspiration “dost but mend the style,” suggesting it is
they rather than the addressee who are honored, and that their “Arts with thy sweet graces
graced be,” accusing them of selfishly wasting such divine gifts to further their own
interests. In the final couplet of the sonnet our speaker tells his muse rather than having to
rely on years of education and training, “But thou art all my art, and dost advance / As
high as learning my rude ignorance,” beautifully rounding out the central theme of the
speaker’s reliance on his muse for all he is able to create; how because of his humble
beginnings he is in fact more genuine in thought and deed than any man from higher
learning could ever be. Atkins’ treatment points out the technical skill demonstrated in
the closing of this sonnet, the polyptoton of the graces/graced and the antanaclasis of
art/art/art, stating, “these rhetorical figures are used gracefully, avoiding the feeling of
artifice so common to the bombast of Shakespeare’s “learned” contemporaries” (205).
Though his insights are true enough, what’s impressive is despite the close attention this
sonnet has been given over the centuries, no one has made a connection to Greene &
Groatsworth. Given his diction (i.e. bombast and “learned” contemporaries), upon first
reading over this breakdown I half thought Atkins was being clever and would at some
point nod towards some scholar from the past three hundred years noticing what seems
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glaringly obvious, but instead we are given painfully literal references to the sport of
hawking that seem just erudite enough to make sense to both scholar and lay person.
Dismissed as rhetorical skill, what points directly to Robert Greene is the
antanaclasis mentioned above, the art/art/art from lines twelve and thirteen of the sonnet.
From around 1584 until the time of his death, Robert Greene bragged about his
education, referring to himself as Master of Arts every chance he had, whether it was
“Master of Arts in Physic” from the title page of his 1585 pamphlet Planetomachia to the
more learned variety “Artibus Magister” from his works published towards the end of the
1580s and beginning of the 1590s. Prose pamphlet or play, solely authored or
collaborative work, with only a few exceptions almost every work Greene published
during his life included this moniker on its title page, and Greene was rather prolific—
there are thirty-two instances by my count, not including works of questionable
provenance. This was as much a calling card for Greene as was Omne tulit punctum qui
miscuit vtile dulci, his favorite Latin tag borrowed from Horace. Storojenko notes in his
biographical sketch that, according to Gabriel Harvey, Greene was “vain of his Master of
Arts robes” (Grosart 55), though considering the source it might be best to take this view
as one extreme on the spectrum of how Greene was opinioned publicly. On the other end
might be Henry Chettle, a close friend who in Kind-Hart’s Dream describes Greene as a
“schollerlike Gentleman,” using his friend’s preferred title “maister of Artes” when
addressing him only one line later (5). Whether we fall in Harvey’s camp or in Chettle’s,
Greene had a pompous persona, one that equally attracted attacks as much as it shielded
him. Knowing Greene, through his own means albeit—a point that shall be further
explored in a later chapter—was recognized in literary circles by the moniker Master of
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Arts, we can see how Shakespeare’s simple rhetorical device usually thought of as
compliment towards his muse was in fact a very targeted, very deliberate counter-attack
to the slight he had received from Greene. When taken in conjunction with the references
to “feathers” and “wing” from earlier in the sonnet it becomes clear sonnet 78 was in fact
a response to Greene’s attack from Groatsworth, suggesting a composition date far
earlier than the one purported by Jackson.
An additional wrinkle this interpretation gives us has to do with another sonnet
Jackson and others have focused on, sonnet 86, with its reference to the influence of
spirits on the unnamed rival. As discussed earlier, Marlowe seemed to be a favorite for
the identity of the “affable familiar ghost” who taught his junior(s) how to write (Atkins
223), with the then living rival being a coin-toss between Chapman or Jonson; but
another name now comes to mind if this ghost were to be that of Robert Greene. Thomas
Nashe, believed to be the “young Juvenal” referred to in Groatsworth (19), was both a
friend and mentee to Greene. It was Greene who first gave Nashe a public platform in the
prologue of Menaphon (1589), and the two worked closely together until Greene’s death,
after which Nashe picked up the mantel in the feud with Gabriel Harvey. In a sense,
Greene was speaking to his friends from beyond the grave in Groatsworth, like a Dickens
character, offering advice so that they, too, do not end up like him.20 Even after his death,
Greene remained a somewhat popular figure in London’s literary circles, his ghost often
finding its way into stories offering news from the afterlife.21 Would I argue Nashe is the
rival in sonnet 86? Not necessarily, only that the inclusion of Greene into the mix of
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rivals through sonnet 78 complicates the subject in unforeseen ways that spider out
through our understanding, raising new questions that until now haven’t even been
considered.
One point I am assured those who will take issue with Greene being the rival from
sonnet 78 will pounce upon is Warren B. Austin’s 1969 computer analysis concluding
Greene did not write Groatsworth. Austin’s groundbreaking study went on to influence
the field regarding the provenance of this text, through John Jowett’s “Johannes
Factotum: Henry Chettle and Greene’s Groatsworth of Wit (1993), to Andy Kesson’s
more contemporary work from The Shakespeare Circle wherein he cites Jowett on the
topic only a few lines into his second paragraph (235). Austin’s work took a statistical
approach comparing 100,000 words from Greene and 40,000 words from Chettle to
determine who was more likely to be the author—a technique not unlike the one Jackson
used to determine his dates of 1598-1600 for the ‘Rival Poet’ sonnets—the conclusion, of
course, being Chettle. Austin’s work, for decades now, has been viewed with absolute
authority because of the impartiality inherent in the empirical result of a computer-based
statistical analysis, the kind that gives credence to Jackson’s own computer-assisted
approach. As tempting as it is, I would caution us to be hesitant of completely hanging
our hats on such approaches. In a field like ours, so open to interpretation, I understand
the want for unbiased answers; it gives promise at an unconscious level of validating our
field in not just the Humanities, but all of academe. Technology is a fabulous tool, one
we should use if and when possible, but that does not make it infallible. What is often
overlooked is the computer is limited by the imagination of the programmer. Austin’s
results do point towards Chettle, but as Richard Westly points out in “Computing Error:
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Reassessing Austin’s Study of Groatsworth of Wit” (2006), the parameters Austin
established at the outset were severely limited in scope, leaving out pertinent data that
swayed the results in Chettle’s favor. After breaking down which texts and which parts of
texts Austin decided upon at the outset of his analysis, Westley asserts the pertinent
question we should but never have asked is, “why Austin, whose stated interest is to find
reliable marker words that identify Greene and Chettle’s writing, omits any part of the
limited number of texts he has chosen to study” (5). Westley notes several inconsistencies
that call into question the validity of Austin’s findings, from shoddy work with primary
texts (4), to a general dismissal of key words not found anywhere in Chettle’s relatively
small corpus yet are used throughout Greene’s sizable oeuvre. The statistician craves
more data, yet Austin deliberately truncated his sample sizes for both authors, perhaps
out of convenience, perhaps due to the limitation of the technology of the time. Either
way, such misunderstanding and willing disregard for the principles needed to generate
impartial results from computer-assisted studies demonstrates at best a kind of cavalier
approach on Austin’s part or, at worst, a deliberate attempt to discredit Greene to further
increase his presumed irrelevance as a writer worthy of study from the early modern
period.
By his own hand, Henry Chettle admitted he was the one who edited and brought
to print Greene’s Groatsworth of Wit after the death of his friend, and while it may bear
some of his own lexical idiosyncrasies, this pamphlet was undoubtedly the work of
Robert Greene. Groatsworth, out of everything to come out of the early modern period,
has been the one text treated with such abhorrence because of the material contained
therein that we simply do not know what to do with it. Likewise, Greene (its sometimes-
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author), because of his impudence in attacking Shakespeare, has been painted as the hack
villain of the Elizabethan writing scene and as such, relegated to the fringes of
importance in academic study. When reading scholarship that attempts to answer “how”
something or someone is connected to Shakespeare, I am often left with a nagging
disappointment because the author almost always falls short in or outright avoids trying
to answer the question of “why.” The end of the 1590s was undoubtedly a contentious
time for poets and playwrights, but it was nowhere near as cutthroat as the time
Shakespeare first entered the literary marketplace. The old bardolatry myth gives us a
virtuous and confident Shakespeare that eschewed getting involved in the fray; more
recent scholarship paints him as insecure, wracked by imposter syndrome and ‘anxiety of
influence’—neither portrait feels accurate. What I accomplish through reading sonnet 78
as a response to Greene’s attack from Groatsworth is a picture of young but pragmatic
actor-turned-playwright who understood it was better to keep his head down and his
mouth closed, lest he find himself the target of even more hostility. Shakespeare, unlike
Gabriel Harvey, understood decorum would not let him answer such insults back, but he
also understood how pugnacious of an environment the early 1590s truly were. But to
fully understand the variables of this contentious time in renaissance London writing, we
need to look back, not to when the fighting began, but to when it became encouraged by
the state.
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Chapter Two
The Marprelate Controversy and its Aftermath: The Training Grounds for
Polemics in the Elizabethan Literary Marketplace.

Though David Ellis presents a sound case in The Truth About William
Shakespeare regarding the challenges and pitfalls in attempting a Shakespeare biography
through a postmodern lens, such an approach does have its merits as long as the theory is
kept in check.22 One of many issues with metanarratives and the Elizabethan era has
entirely everything to do with the historiographical weight of the people and events of
that time and the cultural gravity each one has to influence our attention. Shakespeare,
arguably, has the strongest pull, but the information we have about the man is sparse at
best. Couple that with the gaping hole of the ‘lost years,’ oftentimes it makes any attempt
at (re)constructing a true account of his life little more than an exercise in futility, yet it
never stops us from trying.
One example of that near irresistible pull is James Bednarz’s Shakespeare & the
Poets’ War, a work focused on the stage invectives of the early 17th century. By
exploring the back and forths between the various troupes, theaters, and especially
playwrights involved and with heavy importance paid to the historical context of the
highly competitive environment of stage writing at that time, Bednarz claims, “the Poets’
War provides the fullest theatrical context currently available for understanding the
interactive development of Shakespeare’s work” (2). Bednarz is correct that we cannot
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look at the Shakespeare/Jonson quarrel in a vacuum, for by doing so we lose nuance and
detail from other writers like Marston, Dekker, and Chapman. Yet at the same time, it
seems strange for us to talk about the controversies of the “late Elizabethan commercial
theater” without understanding that writers at that time were very literally left without
any alternative ground on which to fight due to the Bishops’ Ban of 1599—a sweeping
act of censorship by the church forbidding the publication of satires and epigrams—the
seeds of which were planted years beforehand and had little if anything to do with those
Bednarz chose as his focus. Where before we saw pugilism in every medium available
going back to the 1580s and well beyond, the writers of the Poetomachia were left with
no alternative but the stage to air grievances and showcase their writing. This
concentrated focus on the stage could be, at least in part, a reason this event draws so
much attention—that and of course Shakespeare’s involvement.
James Shapiro, another scholar whose work has focused around roughly the same
time, chose a different approach, using a particular year as a method to stitch together his
narrative in 1599: A Year in the Life of William Shakespeare. Rather than focusing on a
particular chain of events as Bednarz did, Shapiro uses a myriad of incidents from that
year ranging from the personal and relatively inconsequential—like an imagined
Shakespeare wandering through the rooms and corridors of Whitehall palace—to the
political and entirely serious—England’s embroiled military campaign in Ireland—to
form an almost immersive mélange of sights and sounds for his reader. Beneath Shapiro’s
chronicle lies an undercurrent of British national identity that spans four centuries,
reaching into the heart of contemporary London with the construction of the new Globe
Theatre in 1997, but also reaching backwards in time more than a decade from his chosen
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year of 1599 to the miraculous navel victory over the Spanish Armada in 1588. The
significance of this triumph at that time cannot be understated, for it helped solidify
Elizabeth’s legitimacy on the throne as well as England’s self-determination regarding
religion vis-à-vis Rome, both of which infused into the ipseity of the nation as a serious
player on the world stage. As much as Shapiro presents the Spanish Armada and the
specter of another invasion as an influential sub-plot within the larger metanarrative that
is Shakespeare, there were other events, smaller ones, happening in the late 1580s that
may have had far more influence on the development of Shakespeare’s literary career
than anything discussed in Bednarz’s or Shapiro’s work; yet for all its drama, it had
nothing to do with the stage.
Religious discord was nothing new in England. Even before the tumult of
Catholic/Protestant oscillation and uncertainty that began with Henry VIII’s divorce from
Rome and its influence and ended with his daughter Elizabeth taking the throne, voices
like John Wycliffe and the Lollardy movement had been outspoken critics of prelatic
governance going back to the latter half of 14th century. What makes the Marprelate
Controversy (1588-1589) stand out against such a backdrop wasn’t the message being
delivered, but rather the approach taken in its delivery. Such arguments, according to
Joseph Black’s chapter on Marprelate from The Oxford Handbook of English Prose
1500-1640, “could be lifted from any number of reform-minded publications of previous
decades. A central motive of the Marprelate project, however, was the belief that polemic
of this kind had ceased to be effective” (546-47). For years, Puritans and Presbyterians
had petitioned church and parliament alike to reexamine the way in which the word of
God was delivered as well as the correct hierarchy of church government as it was laid
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out in the Bible. Every attempt, regardless of the messenger, was dismissed with such
resolute authority that, from the point of view of those seeking to open discourse, it
seemed like autocratic obstinance rather than justifiable rejection based on reason and
logic.
In 1587, a year before the Marprelate tracts were printed, Presbyterian leaders
seeking to have a “plain style and non-magisterial argument” regarding the issue of
church governance “elicited a magisterially dismissive 1,400-page rebuttal from John
Bridges, Dean of Salisbury, entitled A Defence of the Government Established in the
Church of Englande” (Black 548). As much as this lengthy rebuke was meant to silence
those speaking out against the Anglican church, Bridges’ style of writing departed from
the more solemn tone expected from a church proxy, carrying with it notes of satire and
condescension meant to evince the seriousness with which the episcopacy took such
petitions. As Eric Vivier points out, the Presbyterian grievance to Bridges’ beyondlengthy refutation of their plea to be heard had less to do with its content and far more to
do with its tone: in essence, Bridges’ Defence “was too funny” (4). Instead of treating
such a serious topic with the expected reverence it deserved, “Bridges poked holes in the
argument for episcopal reform by poking fun at his presbyterian [sic] opponents” (ibid.),
breaking with decorum and established rules of civil discourse in such a way that
Bridges’ behavior was leveled as improper of a Dean of the church by those against
whom he had written. Bridges’ text, along with a handful of others authored by various
members of the episcopacy, became the catalyst for the Marprelate tracts, though several
other events needed to take place before those responsible for their creation were
galvanized into action.
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Out of the handful of people suspected to be actual author of the seven extant
tracts attacking the episcopacy, as well as the dozen or so others involved in the secret
printing and distribution of the pamphlets, three men, in various capacities, stand out as
having the most to do with their production: Robert Waldegrave, printer; John Penry,
production manager; and Job Throkmorton, chief author. As Leland H. Carlson lays out
in Martin Marprelate, Gentleman: Master Job Throkmorton Laid Open in His Colors,
“On 23 February 1586/87,” Throkmorton, a member of parliament, “delivered in the
House of Commons his ‘Speech on the Low Countries,’ which was critical of England’s
foreign policy and of such monarchs as Henry III, Philip II, and James VI,” the negative
reception of which nearly landed him in prison had he not fled London, though it did
signal an “abrupt end” to his career in parliament (6). Days after Throkmorton gave his
unpopular speech, Penry presented to parliament a copy of his first work, A Treatise
Containing the Aequity of an Humble Supplication Which Is to Be Exhibited unto Hir
Gracious Majesty and This High Court of Parliament in the Behalfe of the Countreys of
Wales, That Some Order May Be Taken for the Preaching of the Gospell among Those
People, resulting in him getting locked up for a month in Gatehouse. Joseph Black tells
us it was “Whitgift [who] ordered the entire edition confiscated and had Penry arrested,
examined before the court of high commission, and sentenced to prison” (547). Carlson
speculates both instances were enough for Throkmorton and Penry to hold serious
grudges against the entire establishment. Waldegrave enters the equation when, on April
16th, 1588, he had his shop in St. Paul’s raided & every copy of Throkmorton’s The State
of the Church of Englande, Laide Open in a Conference between Diotrephes a Byshop,
Tertullus a Papist, Demetrius an Usurer, Pandocheus an Inne-keeper, and Paule a
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Preacher of the Worde God seized. Waldegrave initially escaped capture, but a month
later he was caught, and all his printing equipment was either seized or destroyed by
members of the Stationers’ Company (chief among those involved was John Woolfe, a
name to remember) tasked to do so by order of Archbishop Whitgift (7). “Thus,” in
Carlson’s opinion, “the Marprelate books were partly a result of the indignation and
frustration of the author—Throkmorton—of the sympathetic collaboration of the
coordinator of the project—Penry—and the resentment of the printer—Waldegrave” (8).
As much as I am inclined to agree with Carlson that some amount of enmity was
responsible for the inception of the Marprelate tracts, I am reticent and would caution
against ascribing too much weight to the outcome of these particular events and the
personal animus associated therewith as the driving force behind the Marprelate
campaign; the subject against which Martin Marprelate wrote was far more serious than
any matter of personal pride, thus a closer look at Penry’s March 1587 petition to Queen
and Parliament may be in order.
In An Introductory Sketch to the Martin Marprelate Controversy, Edward Arber
gives an excerpt of John Penry’s supplication to the Queen on behalf of the people of
Wales, entreating all governing bodies to allow preaching of the Gospel to the people of
Wales. Arber notes, “The words seem innocent enough to us, yet had they never been
written, it is probable that Martin Marprelate would never have come into existence”
(56). Penry’s petition lays out how much the people of Wales were in need of spiritual
guidance, for many of the citizens were either reverting back to idolatry (e.g.
Catholicism), or worse yet regressing further back to the pagan beliefs and superstitions
that dominated the region before the arrival of the church centuries prior. Considering the
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very real threat of Rome’s attempts to regain a foothold within the British territories, it is
odd, though perhaps only to a modern reader, that Penry’s address would have garnered
such a negative reaction. It seems it was the audacity of the supplication that landed him
in such trouble (the suggestion of the gospel being administered in the Welsh tongue
notwithstanding), for being in print this entreaty could have been read as a veiled threat
of insurrection towards church and crown. On the other hand, considering the duplicitous
and conspiratorial nature of the political climate of the late 16th century, Penry’s
publication could have also been interpreted as a kind of subtle communique to the
Papacy back in Rome hinting at another front from which to engage the hearts and minds
of those under English rule beyond the attempts already made in Ireland. This gives us
some idea of how events leading up to the first printing of the Marprelate tracts fit into
the geopolitical landscape, but domestically an entirely different yet equally precarious
issue was at the heart of the Puritan and Presbyterian contention towards the church; in
short: the bishopric itself.
Though it would be hard for a modern audience to defend many of the actions and
overreaches of the episcopacy from this time period, some credit, even begrudgingly,
must be given to the efforts they made in keeping the Puritans for gaining too much
power in church and state affairs. As odd as it sounds and as antithetical to civil liberties
as it was, Arber reminds us the Puritans “would have cramped the general Literature of
the time much more than did the easy-going Bishops and their chaplains. Not a play
would have been permitted to be represented, much more to have come to the press” (27).
Arber invokes such names as Sidney, Spenser, and Shakespeare, noting that had such
positions of power been held by some of the more hardline Puritans, most of what we
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consider to be the great works of this time would have been censured into near
nonexistence. Of course, the 21st century audience—even a 19th century one in Arber’s
case—has had centuries to act as a prism through which to view such authoritarianism,
thus allowing for such a diplomatic, deferential, even tongue-and-cheek perspective as
the one Arber offers, yet that buffer of time does not negate the brutality that was shown
the Puritans, nor should it. Arber reminds us that when elevated to the position of
archbishop in 1583, Whitgift’s approach to the Puritan problem “was that of an
ecclesiastical ‘Government of Combat.’ The plague of Puritanism was to be stamped out
by physical force” (26). Reminiscent of Richelieu’s guards from Alexander Dumas’ The
Three Musketeers, Whitgift’s persuivants acted with near impunity rounding up
nonconformists and recusants, often imprisoning those suspected without hearing or trial.
Arber supplies a facsimile of “A true copy of a lamentable petition delivered to ye
Queens majesty the 13th of March 1588” (35), a document recounting the detestable
conditions under which regular citizens were being kept in the various prisons around
London for “crimes” relating to religious practices. What follows is the examination of
one Henry Barrow on March 18, 1588. Present and active in the examination were
Archbishop Whitgift, Lord Chancellor Christopher Hatton, Lord Treasurer Burghley,
Lord Buckhurst, and Bishop of London John Aylmer. It would be generous to refer to
this as a fair hearing. Essentially, it was a railroad job of Barrow, his fate determined well
before the inquiry even began. To Barrow’s credit he held himself with dignity and
humility, attempting to use logic and the backing of scripture as his defense, but the
contempt with which he was answered by every member of the court speaks volumes; he,
like the rest of the Puritans, would not be heard. Arber notes, “If such an examination
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seems unseasonable at a time when Spain was preparing an Armada for England, which
if successful would have swept Prelate and Puritan away together, the unseasonableness
is chargeable to Whitgift, who had kept Barrow in prison since November 1586” (48).
The Stationers’ Register, the product of a secular guild charged with all printing in the
metropolis, was even conscripted to serve as agents much the same way as the
pursuivants, something demonstrated in the case of Waldegrave. Whitgift’s approach was
swift and exacting, always with the intent of blocking “reformers from gaining access to
channels of influence” in every sphere (Black 547), public or private. It was this
overreach of power from the church, like the 1586 Star Chamber decree limiting who
could own a printing press, or the use of Knights of the Post, witnesses paid to offer
damning testimony against non-conformist, and above all the ex officio oath—little more
than a tautology from which the bishops claimed authority and exercised that power
through positions on the Privy Council and Star Chamber—that had reformers up in
arms. Parts of Lambeth Palace, Whitgift’s home and official residence of the Archbishop
of Canterbury, were even used to hold non-conformists as prisoners, like Henry Barrow
mentioned earlier, for months or years without due process. More than any personal
grudge, these were the issues at the heart of the Marprelate tracts.
As Leland Carlson suggests in his work from the 1980s and Eric Vivier expands
upon in his recent work from 2014, the catalyzing text that began the Marprelate
Controversy was John Bridges’ Defence of the Government Established in the Church of
Englande for Ecclesiasticall Matters (1587). Mentioned earlier, Bridges’ Defence was an
enormous work aimed at admonishing outspoken leaders of the Puritan and Presbyterian
movements unhappy with myriad aspects of church ministry. From an ideological
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standpoint, the crux of the disagreement between the episcopacy and the reformers came
down to hermeneutics. If the Puritans saw themselves as the acme of virtue by dint of
their asceticism, the Presbyterians came to view themselves in a similar light vis-à-vis
their intense study of scripture. Beyond merely the Bible, the advent of the printing press
had profound and sweeping effects on education, secular and ecclesiastical, increasing
literacy rates amongst those who until that point had relied on the church as their sole
conduit to the word of God and salvation. Too many learned men, though not a direct
challenge to church authority, ran the risk of eroding the foundation of power the
bishopric enjoyed, thus the Presbyterian assertion that “interpretation was open to
everyone and that their godly learning carried the weight of revelation” presented a
position the church needed to answer in no uncertain terms (Vivier 6), hence Bridges’
lengthy retort. “By presenting themselves as both godly and learned,” Vivier suggests, it
allowed the Presbyterians to assert “their control over the meaning of Scripture” (7), and
in doing so solidify their position as a legitimate stakeholder in the debate over the
structure of church government. Though I agree with Vivier’s point, he seems to neglect
in his treatment the fact that Whitgift’s authoritarian approach left the Presbyterians no
other avenue to assert any kind of agency, and due to that neglect inadvertently paints
what was in essence a survival tactic on the part of the reform movement with the patina
of self-righteousness and pedantry. Though I am sure this was not the intent, it does hint
to the understated reverence Vivier shows towards Bridges throughout his piece, similar
in tone to the erudite fawnings of James Nielson towards Gabriel Harvey,23 an
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independent and relatively minor voice of the anti-Martinist movement, but one that will
become increasingly important in the chapters to follow.
The first rejoinder from the man calling himself Martin Marprelate was the
Epistle, printed by Robert Waldegrave in October 1588 off a secret printing press it is
believed John Penry acquired on the continent somehow. Though the argument wasn’t
new—again, we see similar sentiments stretching back to the Lollards—it was the style in
which Marprelate wrote that signaled something new was happening, within the debate as
well as in polemic writing in general. Vivier notes one of the main demands from the
Presbyterians was for “free and open debate about church government” (11), something
Bridges in his Defence argued was unnecessary since the “debate had in fact already
taken place—and had been decided in favor of the episcopacy—at the beginning of
Elizabeth’s reign” (ibid.). Since no petition on the matter would be heard, and since many
of those who dared to speak out were either jailed or censured with extreme prejudice by
Whitgift and his pursuivants, Marprelate undercut church authority by changing the
venue, moving the debate out from behind closed doors directly into the court of public
opinion (Black 552). Marprelate took the condescension and ridicule Bridges displayed in
Defence towards the Presbyterians (and Puritans), mirroring and amplifying it back
towards the episcopacy, escalating things beyond mere debate over church structure,
calling out each bishop by name and accusing them of hypocrisy and rampant corruption.
Casting off traditional conventions of writing when dealing with something as
serious as ecclesiastic matters, Martin (as he will be referred to from here on out) adopted
a more colloquial tone primarily to engage with his audience as a man of the people, but
also to further mock Bridges and the language of his Defence. “The rollicking style,”
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Carlson tells us, “homely stories, clever alliteration, spicy gossip, and direct informal
approach were calculated to catch and hold the readers’ attention” (56). Bridges’
customary approach was to refer to his audience as “brethren” or the “indifferent reader,”
clever, even benign epithets that on the surface seem to communicate a sense of civility
and fellowship, yet considering its immense length and the cost therewith, Defence would
have by default excluded whole swaths of the population. Those who could afford it
would have no doubt been members of the nobility, of which the majority would have
already made up their minds, aligning themselves with the episcopacy out of duty or their
own self-interests, emptying such rhetorical moves on Bridges’ part of their sincerity.
Martin, seeing through such empty gestures, left off the loaded modifier “indifferent” and
spoke plainly to his “reader,” positioning himself as an “everyman” through selfdeprecating humor about his own difficulty trying to decipher Bridges’ deliberately
dizzying syllogisms from Defence, and reserving “brethren” primarily in reference to the
bishops as a backhanded sign of disrespect; however, not all of his jibes were as subtle.
One of Martin’s favorite insults to throw at the bishops was to refer to them as
“petty popes” and “petty Antichrists,” insinuating even though England had broken away
from the Catholic church and Papal influence, all they had done was trade one pope for
another. Arber tells us throughout his research into the origins of religious dissent in
England, every occurrence of uprising was a reaction to “unrighteous and outrageous
abuse of powers secured originally by Papal Bishops, which hav[e] come down
unimpaired to their Protestant successors […] for the maintenance of their worldly state
and corrupt power” (72). This brings us to why the Presbyterians were so bent on
scriptural interpretation because in their reading, Jesus spelled out quite specifically what
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his church was supposed to look like and how it was supposed to be governed. Rather
than having some sort of artificial hierarchy with a pope or archbishops at its head, the
running of each parish was to be broken up between four equal positions: pastor, doctor,
elder, and deacon. Each had their own duties—pastors preach to the flock, doctors study
the word, elders act as arbitrators, and deacons handle the finances. To the Presbyterians
and Puritans, this was the solution to weeding out corruption in the church, but
considering the danger such a suggestion posed to the episcopacy it begins to make sense
why Bridges went to such lengths to undercut and disprove each and every point in his
Defence. And while this 1,400-page behemoth may have had a cooling effect on many of
voices calling for reform, it had exactly the opposite reaction from Martin.
Acutely familiar with works making up the contemporary conversation regarding
Protestant church reform both in England and on the continent, Martin takes the bishops
to task over the insistence their authority was granted jure divino. Pulling from JeanFrançois Salvart’s Harmony of Confessions of Faith (1581), Martin counters Bridges’
assertion from Defence the episcopacy received its authority and thus superiority over all
other church leaders from the Christian Magistrate (i.e. Queen Elizabeth), noting instead
such authority can only be granted from Jesus Christ. What follows is an excerpt from
Martin’s Epistle on this subject presented in full so the reader may get some sense of the
taunting playfulness with which Martin wrote.24
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And now, brethren bishops, if you will not believe me, I will set down the very
words of the French Confession contained page 359 of the Harmon. We believe
(saith the Confession, article 30) that all true pastors, in what place soever they be
placed, have the same and equal authority among themselves given unto them
under Jesus Christ, the only Head and the chief alone universal Bishop, and that
therefore it is not lawful for any church to challenge unto itself dominion or
sovereignty over any other. What an horrible heresy is this, will some say. Why
gentle Martin, is it possible that these words of the French Confession should be
true? Is it possible that there ought to be an equality between his Grace and the
Dean of Sarum, or some other hedge-priest? Martin saith it ought be so. Why then,
Martin, if it should be so, how will the bishops satisfy the reader in this point?
Alas, simple fellow, whatsoever thou art, I perceive thou dost not mark the words
of the Confession. My good brethren have long since taken order for this gear.
For the Confession doth not say that all pastors but that all true pastors and all
pastors that are under Jesus Christ are of equal authority. (13)
The crux of Martin's argument, backed up here by a text the episcopacy has itself used in
the past to forward its own claims (i.e. “My good brethren have long since taken order for
this gear”), no doubt against the specter of a return to Papal rule, is there should be no
hierarchy whatsoever within the church—all are equal under the eyes of God. Pastors are
meant to act as shepherds to their flock (i.e. congregation), but the structure of the church
as set down in scripture does not require a shepherd for the shepherds (e.g. bishop,
archbishop) as Jesus is the only one to fill that role. Martin’s style of writing even mirrors
such notions of equality suggested in Harmony since it draws bishops, pastors and the
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common man into the same dialectic without standing upon ceremony, a rhetorical tactic
used throughout his Epistle to annoy the bishops by dismissing the respect traditionally
due their positions, further deflating their swollen egos. The last sentence referencing “all
true pastors” is yet another subtle attack towards the bishops because it insinuates a
negligence on the part of the episcopacy due to the relative infrequency with which they
deliver sermons and thus perform the kind of duties that would make them “true pastors”
of the church. Though quite simple, this informal approach, with its winks and nudges of
humor, was incredibly disarming to the smug and staid members of the episcopate.
Later in Epistle, though keeping with the same impish tone, Martin raises the
stakes of his attack by accusing the episcopacy of treason against the crown, using their
own words against them to show they consider themselves above to be above the queen.
Mimicking what Vivier describes as Bridges’ “near deconstructive” use of close reading
and skill with building syllogisms (10), Martin unpacks the concept of divine right of
monarchy as it applies to church and state and where the episcopate, according to
Bridges’ assertions from Defence, falls within that hierarchy. Martin asks his readers,
though directed more towards the bishops, the following:
Would your worships know how I can show and convince my brother Bridges to
have set down flat treason in the former words? Then, have at you, Dean. (1) It
is treason to affirm her Majesty to be an infidel, or not to be contained in the Body
of the church. (2) It is treason to say that one priest or elder may have a lawful
superior authority over her Majesty. Take your spectacles, then, and spell your
own words, and you shall find that you have affirmed either of these 2 points. For
you affirm that a priest may have a lawful superior authority over the universal
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body of the church, and you dare not deny her Majesty to be contained within the
universal body of the church. Therefore, to help you to spell your conclusion, you
have written treason, if you will be as good as your writing. (21)
This syllogism builds off the concepts laid out earlier from Harmony regarding the
hierarchical structure of the church. If a bishop supposedly has reign over the body of the
church, and the queen herself is part of that body—remember, it would be treasonous to
think the queen infidel and not part of the body of the church—it logically follows for
Martin by that argument bishops see themselves as having reign over the queen: ipso
facto treason of an entirely different vein. This is exactly the reason Henry VIII divorced
himself from Rome and started the Anglican church—he did not feel the Pope should
hold any authority over him. Henry VIII appointed himself as the head of the church so
that no religious leader could claim authority over his rule, hence if the Archbishop or
any of the bishops believe themselves to be head of the body of the church they were, in
Martin’s eyes, little better than petty popes.
As if abstract accusations of treason against the bishops were not enough, Martin
also singles out several of the bishops by name—John Aylmer in particular—outlining
myriad instances of what he categorizes as cozenage, the contemporaneous catch-all term
for cheating, stealing, or any dishonest and self-serving behavior. In one instance, Martin
recounts a time when thieves stole several bolts of blue and green cloth from a group of
dyers. The thieves were eventually caught, tried, and executed, but Aylmer (or “Lord
dumb John” as Martin refers to him), seeing how these men were in his custody,
confiscated the material and refused to give it back to the dyers despite several of the
thieves confessing as to where the material had come from. When the dyers requested to
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have their property returned, they were apparently dismissed out of hand, being told their
wares were now the property of the Bishop of London. To avoid claims of hearsay,
Martin tells his readers, “The dyers' names are Baughin, Swan and Price. They dwell at
the Old Swan in Thames Street. I warrant you, Martin will be found no liar” (15). Martin
comments on how the fine blue fabric most likely went to make uniforms for Aylmer’s
livery staff, and the green perhaps went to make tablecloths and cushions for the bishop’s
residence (ibid.). Minor as this incident may seem, such an act is clearly an abuse of
power, especially for a man of the church, and providing the names of the men wronged
only strengthens Martin’s credibility amongst his readers since they can corroborate the
information for themselves.
Some twelve pages later in near rapid fire, Martin rolls out a litany of other
offences Aylmer was supposedly guilty of, ranging from the serious (e.g. breaching a
legal will) down to the frivolous and hypocritical (e.g. bowling—and possibly
gambling—on the sabbath). Circling back to the idea of the church not having enough
learned men in ministry positions, Martin asks, “Who made the porter of his gate a dumb
minister? Dumb John of London” (27). Aylmer apparently did in fact promote his porter
to the position of minister, though he defended this action not on the qualification of the
individual, but rather because ministers at that time were given such pittance to live off it
made it near impossible to find candidates who would accept the position. The
seriousness of the implication Martin makes here is twofold: first, the unethical practice
of confirming someone obviously unqualified for a such a position; and second, that
Aylmer embezzled from the church, pocketing the small salary himself while still
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keeping the man on as his porter.25 Adding on to this behavior of corruption and selfdealing, Martin askes, “Who hath cut down the elms at Fulham?” (ibid.), referencing the
near clearcutting of a wooded area around Fulham Palace that got Aylmer into trouble on
several occasions.26 These are but a few of the instances Martin lays out for his reader
concerning Aylmer’s cozenage as Bishop of London, and it appears what is being
suggested is if these are the ones already known about, one can only imagine what other
offences this high-ranking official may have committed.
John Aylmer isn’t the only one Martin accuses of corrupt dealings, in fact he goes
after John Bridges as well, suggesting in no uncertain terms the only reason Bridges
holds the position of Dean of Salisbury is through simony. Addressing Bridges directly,
Martin asks, “Yet, brother Bridges, a word or two more with you ere we depart. I pray
you, where may a man buy such another gelding and borrow such another hundred
pounds as you bestowed upon your good patron Sir Edward Horsey for his good word in
helping you to your deanery” (26)? The inflammatory nature of such an allegation against
Bridges and Horsey aside, comments such as this insinuated Martin, whoever he may be,
had an extremely high level of access to the inner workings of the church, a realization
that had the bishopric reeling perhaps just as much as having their dirty laundry aired for
all to see. If this weren’t enough, Martin further baits Bridges, saying, “Go to, go to! I
perceive you will prove a goose” (ibid.), goose being slang at the time for a prostitute,27 a
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reference to how he acquired his position. He finishes with Bridges by suggesting, “Deal
closelier for shame the next time” (ibid.), meaning if he and/or the rest of the bishops
insist on committing such obvious and unseemly acts, yet another jab towards their
soliciting behavior, they should at least have the courtesy of being a bit more discreet in
their actions.
As Edward Arber tells, and indeed as Martin so eloquently demonstrates
throughout his Epistle, “The Bishops were for ever mixing up spiritual and temporal
prerogatives, and trying to get the people to believe they were inseparable” (Arber 71).
This type of thinking is exactly why the Presbyterians and Puritans so adamantly called
for a restructuring of church government and why Martin felt compelled to publish his
tracts after those voices were so summarily dismissed. Such conflation on the part of the
bishops bred a kind of aristocratic arrogance (i.e. “lordly ways”), the type that lends those
of that mindset to believe they can act with near impunity. Martin’s strategy was to act as
a check to this ever-growing power, a sort of proto-Fifth estate, meant to expose every
instance of cozenage from the church, great or small. Through meticulous research,
scholars like Arber, Carlson, and Black have mapped out almost everyone involved in the
creation of the Marprelate Tracts, ranging from sympathetic members of the aristocracy
who hid and housed the printing press to hired help who transported or assisted in the
actual printing. What remains unknown and near impossible to ever confirm is the
veracity of Martin’s claim he had an expanding sphere of followers throughout the
territories feeding him information on the actions and misdeeds of the bishops. Towards
the end of Epistle, Martin claims he will “place a young Martin in every diocese which
may take notice of your practices” (51), going further to say he would place two of his
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followers in certain diocese of Essex and Suffolk—those most prone to corruption we
might gather, perhaps due to their proximity to Fulham—with the hope that “in time they
shall be as worthy Martins as their father is, every one of them able to mar a prelate”
(ibid.). Though one could interpret such an assertion as empty rhetoric full in line with
the hyperbolic bravado Martin was wont to use, keeping in mind the sociopolitical
climate of the time one can see why the episcopacy would view this remark as dangerous
and took such an insinuation so seriously. Martin until this point had been a gadfly, a
singular annoyance protected by the anonymity of his persona, yet in these comments we
see that idea evolve. The name Martin “itself is multivalent, playing ironically with
contemporary senses of ‘Martin’ as monkey, bird, ass, dupe, or rustic clown” (Black
550), and the chosen surname Marprelate, as we are told by Martin himself above, refers
to the deliberate intent to tarnish or “mar” the reputation of those prelates guilty of
corruption. One man can be caught, pamphlets can be confiscated, printing presses can be
destroyed (i.e. Waldegrave), but an idea is far more resilient. Should the views Martin
was espousing, the very same ones Whitgift and the rest of the bishops actively worked to
repress from the Presbyterians and the Puritans, gain traction amongst the general
population to the point where the common man feels emboldened enough to speak out,
the prospect of insurrection becomes a very real threat. Taking this even further, as Black
tells us in the introduction to his 2008 work dedicated to Marprelate, there was genuine
concern the Martinists and the Catholics would join forces, both in England and on the
continent. It became tricky for those in church and government to raise these concerns in
order to gain intelligence since it might just strengthen both sides or even give them ideas
on how to challenge the legitimacy of the Anglican church (lxviii).
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The campaign to root out Martin came swiftly after the publication of Epistle in
October of 1588. By mid-November of that year letters were dispatched to Whitgift
informing him of the Queen’s concern regarding these seditious pamphlets. Whitgift was
given direction to utilize “the Court of High Commission to arrest those responsible for
the writing, printing, and distributing of Martin’s Epistle” (Carlson 53), an act that
showed the gravity with which the state approached the situation, but also one that served
to reinforce the very concerns over episcopal overreach Martin was attempting to bring to
light. Carlson notes the almost immediate momentum the investigation took on since
members of the High Commission “obtained six depositions in November and dispatched
a letter on 16 December, commanding the ecclesiastical commissioners at Canterbury
Cathedral to search for Martin’s books” (54). Despite this show of force from church and
state, Martin’s second work, Epitome, came out mid-November 1588, continuing to rail
against Bridges, Whitgift, and the rest of the episcopacy for their twisting of the word of
god to their own ends. The crux of the argument, much like that from Epistle, was against
the bishops’ misuse of scripture to justify their positions. Epitome goes on to discuss
other issues vis-à-vis the church such as the sacrament, pulpit height, church
ornamentation or lack thereof (i.e. lead covering of the building), prayer times, sermons
on Wednesday, and how the English church and its running compares with that of
Protestant churches in the Netherlands or Germany. Though he mentions this second
pamphlet in the preamble of Epistle as though it was already written and merely waiting
for the press, the introduction of Epitome shows Martin was acutely aware at the time of
the campaign to roust him and his followers out. Irrespective of that pressure, he still
chose to taunt his would be captors, asking why it was they felt such the need to find him,
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stating in his usual flippant tone, “Why, [Martin’s] meaning in writing unto you was not
that you should take the pains to seek for him” (2). Referencing the defeat of the Spanish
Armada months prior and in doing so painting the bishops as another kind of enemy of
the state, Martin suggest 1588 would truly be a “wonderful year” if he could, through his
efforts, gain enough popular support to run the bishops and their corruption out of
England forever. Mocking them further still, and perhaps in an attempt to sow the seeds
of dissent within the ranks of those working for the church while also rallying the
common man to resist the church’s officers, Martin states, “Be packing, bishops, and
keep in the pursuivants, or, if you will needs send them abroad to molest good men, then
pay them their wages, and let them not pull it out of poor men's throats like greedy dogs
as they do” (4). The implication here is twofold: first, that Whitgift and his commission
do not have enough money to pay the persuivants their wages, something that would
undoubtedly breed bitterness amongst those in their employ; and second, that the
episcopacy has lost control over the men they have hired to round Martin and his
followers up, likening the pursuivants to a brute squad of marauders and thieves,
undercutting their authority in the eyes of the public an discrediting the church even
further. Martin may have played the fool and claimed he came by his colloquial style
honestly, but the level of sophistication with which he lays out his arguments and goes
after his enemy suggests he was as brilliant a tactician as he was a rhetorician. This,
above all, is what has convinced scholars the chief hand responsible for the Marprelate
Tracts belonged not to John Penry, but to Job Throkmorton.
In the first attempt at answering Martin back in print, Thomas Cooper, Bishop of
Winchester, published An Admonition to the People of England in January 1589. “A
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staunch patriot,” Carlson tells us, “the prelate could not understand, after the Lord’s
crowning mercies in delivering England from the Spanish Armada, why such widespread
ingratitude should prevail” (55). Though sincere in his effort to try and steer the
conversation back into something that resembled civil discourse, his book “was defensive
and ineffective in coping with Martin’s satire and ridicule. Sweet reasonableness proved
to be not a palliative but an irritant” (54). Shortly thereafter in late January to early
February of 1589 Martin released Certain Mineral and Metaphysical Schoolpoints, the
only broadsheet of his tracts, set out in a style that almost emulated Luther’s Ninety-five
Theses from 1517. According to Black, Throkmorton and Penry had not intended to
continue the tracts, but when Cooper published Admonition, they could not resist
answering back. In the broadsheet, Martin makes clear his objections are not treasonous
and that they are in fact more supportive of Queen and country than the episcopacy itself
since, recalling the charge Martin made earlier through syllogism, the bishops saw
themselves as head of the church and thus above the Queen. “Of the thirty-seven
schoolpoints,” Black tells us, “twenty-five derive from books published by Martin’s
opponents (seventeen from Cooper’s Admonition, five from Bridges’ Defence, the
remainder from works by John Aylmer, Robert Some, and Richard Cosin),” those
remaining dozen or so addressing information taken from myriad sermons or from
transcripts of investigations or trials recorded for the specific occasion (89). Though
much of Martin’s humor is lost on a modern audience due to the esoteric nature of the
material to which he refers, taken as a whole, Minerals is rather funny, the best being the
seventh point when he calls Bishop William Overton out for making the outlandish claim
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that the religious practices of the Puritan were the cause of Spain’s attempted invasion
(3).
The way we might view Minerals, with its broadsheet format that strayed from
Martin’s usual style seen in Epistle and Epitome, is as a kind of deadpan stopgap meant
to carry on the conversation while the next tract was being set to print. In “The Rhetoric
of Reaction,” Black tells us, “The tracts sparked a nationwide manhunt, accompanied by
a multimedia campaign in which church and state joined forces to counter the influence
of what Martin and his opponents both termed ‘Martinism’” (545). I agree with Black in
all but one point, the idea that church and state had to join forces. This was one of the
central issues against which Martin was writing, that the church had far too much
influence over/in civil matters (e.g. Whitgift seat on the Privy Council, Star Chamber, ex
officio oath, etc.). March 1589 is when the full response to Cooper’s Admonition came
out, entitled Hay Any Work for Cooper, wherein Martin revels at the attention both
Admonition and the nationwide manhunt has brought him. He goes as far as to thank
Cooper and the rest of the bishops, stating, “Why, ye do not know what a pleasure you
have done me. My worship's books were unknown to many before you allowed T.C. to
admonish the people of England” (2), insinuating the very effort to silence him is what
has resulted in bringing more followers to the Martinist movement. In hindsight,
Cooper’s worst misstep in writing Admonition was his attempt to bandy wits with Martin.
In attempting to establish the moral high ground, castigating Martin for his vile language,
Cooper neglected to address the numerous accusations made against episcopacy. Though
an amusing rhetorical parry and thrust, essentially countering Cooper’s bumbling use of
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fallacious reasoning with his own,28 Martin pounces on this opportunity, claiming, “But
in your confutation of my book you have showed reverend Martin to be truepenny
indeed, for you have confirmed rather then confuted him” (3), meaning anything that was
not denied (e.g. the bishops were petty popes) must in fact be true by virtue of the
absence of any denial. The foundation for Cooper’s argument in Admonition was
decorum, but had he (or the rest of the bishops, for that matter) learned anything from the
reaction to Bridges’ Defence it should have been Martin’s assertion that “a senseless
book deserves a foolish response” (Black 549), hence the embrace of fallacious
reasoning, and that his use of uncouth language and adoption of the rustic simpleton
persona was meant to mirror the respect given to the Presbyterians and Puritans,
effectively treating the episcopacy with the contempt Martin believed they deserve.
The rest of Hay Any Work is deliberate in its haphazard organization much the
same way as Epistle and Epitome, conversationally meandering between examples of
prelatic corruption, exorbitant syllogisms interwoven with scripture supporting the need
for ecclesiastic restructuring, calls for running the bishops out of England on a rail,
pauses for Martin to laugh at his own jokes, and even slanderous claims of bigamous and
adulterous behavior on the part of several high-ranking church officials, Archbishop
Whitgift being one of them. Perhaps due to the rising pressure of the manhunt, Martin at
one point warns if he ever were to be caught and hanged, ten Martins would pop up to fill
his place (24), harkening back to the idea of Martinism as a growing movement and the
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Cooper falls victim to an appeal to tradition in Admonition by stating: “What is the cause why wee bee
with such spight and malice discredited? Surely, because as the duty of faythfull Subjectes dooth binde
us, living in the state of a Church refourmed, we doo indevour to preserve those Lawes, which her
Majesties authoritie and the whole state of the Realme hath allowed and established, and doe not
admitte a newe platforme of government, devised, I knowe not by whom.” (12)
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name itself as an all-encompassing term: both the one and the many. He insists, however,
he is in fact one person, though mentions many have been accused of being either
responsible for or contributing to the tracts (e.g. Eusebius Paget, Giles Wigginton, John
Udall, and John Penry), but states, “If they cannot clear themselves, their silliness is
pitiful and they are worthy to bear Martin's punishment” (25). Something about the tone
of this remark seems different, callus even, which could help us understand why there has
been a debate over whose hand was actually responsible for these works. In the previous
pamphlets, the attitude seemed light-hearted, logical but still jocular, yet the language in
Hay Any Work feels as though it is backed by a fury. Where before it was enough to call
the bishops asses and petty pope, then wink to the reader at how this upset the Puritans
just as much as it did the prelates, now the language sounds more threatening, in one spot
insisting he would make the bishops smoke for their misdeeds (i.e. burn in hell) if he
could (41). And as for those suspected of being Martin mentioned above, if they too
ignorant prove themselves innocent of the accusations levelled against them, they deserve
what is coming to them, which in effect would be to hang. This is quite a different
attitude, though perhaps, as was the case with Bridges’ Defence, Martin is merely
mimicking the style of his opponent then amplifying it back to win the battle.
One final note to explore before moving away from Hay Any Work would be the
brief allusion to actor Richard Tarleton towards the end of the pamphlet. It is not the first
time Martin invokes Tarleton’s name, mentioning him in Epistle around the same area he
accuses Bridges of prostituting himself. Though Tarleton died in September 1588, he was
by far the most famous comic actor of his era, celebrated for his burlesque style, crowdpleasing jigs, and above all his ability to doggerel extempore to suit the need of the given
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situation. Commenting on Martin’s affable style of writing in his pamphlets, Arber tells
us, “Their authors, confessedly men of irreproachable moral character, merely adopted
the “extemporizing” style of Richard Tarleton…to ridicule and affront” the episcopacy
(11), attempting to achieve in writing the same effect Tarleton elicited upon the stage.
Moreover, Black notes, “The identification with Tarleton, a performer famous for his
ability to improvise, register[ed] contemporary uneasiness…with Martin’s extemporizing
fluidity” for several reasons (551), chief amongst them the difficulty it presented the
church—an institution not exactly known for humor—in mounting an effective defense
against such rhetorical flourishing, but also and perhaps equally as troubling, the popular
appeal this Menippean style of satire had with the general public.29 Clearly, those in
power needed a new strategy if they ever hoped to quell this mounting threat.
From Black’s “The Rhetoric of Reaction,” we begin to understand how serious a
problem Martin was becoming, well beyond a mere gadfly calling out corruption and
hypocrisy of the church and its leaders in search of reform. Since church and state were
so intertwined, “to push for innovation in church government was to call into question the
legal foundations of monarchical sovereignty” (711), and regardless of Martin’s
consistent claims of fealty to crown and country, his efforts risked undermining the very
legitimacy of Elizabeth’s rule on the world stage. Whitgift’s pursuivants continued to
scour the streets of London as well as the countryside, questioning or detaining anyone
they thought might help in discovering the location of this rouge printing press or the
identity of the man known as Martin Marprelate. The outcome of their efforts, as Carlson
tells us, resulted in a compilation of sworn testimony known as the Puckering Brief, a
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See Navitsky.
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document “completed around the end of January [1589], and extending to eighteen
printed pages” (50). This document summarized the illicit activity of thirteen
individuals—three printers, five harborers, and one suspected author (John Udall, though
this was incorrect)—with four still at large: John Penry, Job Throkmorton, Richard
Waldegrave, and a new name, Humphry Newman, the man discovered responsible for
distribution. Soon after in February 1589, Richard Bancroft, one of the earliest to
recognize the danger Martin posed to the country, delivered a sermon from Paul’s Cross
rebuking the Puritan/Presbyterian call for episcopal reform and condemning Martin and
his growing number of followers.
Though Bancroft was already known as an outspoken advocate for the present
hierarchical structure of the church from his written work throughout the 1580s, it would
seem this speech was what won him the particular attention at the time of those in
positions of authority, and as Black tells us from his chapter in The Oxford Handbook of
English Prose, it was on his advice “the church decided to launch an unusual counteroffensive: they would sponsor hired pens to defend the embattled bishops with writing
that deployed Martin’s own stylistic weapons against him” (555). Since Martin moved
the venue of the debate into the burgeoning marketplace of print and in doing so, public
opinion, Bancroft realized the old rules of engagement no longer sufficed. As evidenced
by Bridges’ and Aylmer’s beleaguered attempts, the position we see coming out of
primary sources as well as scholarship on the subject suggests the bishops, as learned as
they were, simply did not possess the rhetorical skills needed to engage Martin in a way
that would effectively counter his attacks for the reading public. Though at face value I
would agree with this supposition, I would suggest Bancroft’s strategy was more
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polyvalent in its conception. Having these hired pens answer Martin in his own
“Tarletonizing” manner freed the bishops from having to stoop down to his level and
sully the dignity of their office. Moreover, another and perhaps the more calculated
reasoning was by introducing new players into the conversation—much as Martin
himself did with the addition of his two sons, Martin Jr. and Sr. in some of the latter
pamphlets—ones championing the episcopacy’s position though doing so at arm’s length
from the church, they would deliberately flank Martin’s position and draw his attention,
forcing him to defend himself against these new aggressors, effectively moving the
bishops out of the direct line of fire.
As Thomas Nashe alludes to in the first few pages of Pierce Penilesse (1592) and
not unlike the contemporary situation in academia regarding the number of Ph.D.
graduates versus tenure-track positions, the universities at that time were producing more
graduates than there were jobs needing filled. Two of the most common vocations for
educated men at that time were seeking employment with a nobleman as a secretary (e.g.
Spenser), or, far more often, taking up a life as a man of the cloth—note the irony here
vis-à-vis Martin’s complaint the church was painfully neglectful in its lack of educated
ministers. With the ever-growing popularity of the theater as well as the public’s everincreasing appetite for print, many of these men turned to using their education—and
more specifically their pens—as a way to support themselves in what is we in the 21st
century might refer to as the “gig economy lifestyle.” For Bancroft, this was the ideal set
of circumstances from which to recruit his mercenary force of writers: young, skilled, but
desperate rhetoricians and satirists willing to do what they could to scrape by. Keeping in
mind it was Bancroft’s intention to reach the same popular audience as Martin, it makes
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sense that one of the first men approached for this campaign was John Lyly who, at the
time, had gained some success with his popular Euphues series.30 Another was Thomas
Nashe, tenacious but essentially unheard-of compared to Lyly, yet as history bears out he
became perhaps the fiercest of the polemicists this era would go on to produce. The last
name generally associated with the church’s anti-Martinist campaign was Robert Greene,
someone far better known than Nashe though nowhere near as popular as Lyly in 1589.
In total, the anti-Martinist troupe produce eight pamphlets of various styles and
lengths. From his chapter in The Oxford Handbook, Black succinctly lists each of churchsanctioned pamphlets with their publication dates, telling us:
These officially encouraged publications likely comprise two collections of
satirical verse, Mar-Martine (1589), and A Whip for an Ape: or Martin Displaced
(1589), and six prose satires: Martins Months Minde (1589), Pappe with an
Hatchet (1589), An Almond for a Parrat (1590), and three tracts by ‘Pasquill’, A
Countercuffe given to Martin Junior (1589), The Returne of the Renowned
Cavaliero Pasquill of England (1589), and The First Parte of Pasquils Apologie
(1590). (555)
Following Martin’s lead, these anti-Martinist authors donned various personae, thus
enjoying the security anonymity affords. In Whip for an Ape the poet tells us he is a
“rimer of the Irish race” (Rhythms Against Martin Marprelate 4),31 and a little over
halfway through Mar-Martin one can detect from diction and speech pattern hints of a
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Marprelate.
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Scottish dialect (5); when combined, the localities of these personae suggest a wide
disapproval for Martin and his followers stretching to the far reaches of the English
sphere of influence. Hatchet is credited to someone going by the name Marforius,32 a fact
we later learn in Almond when its author, one Cutbert Curry-knave, brags how his friend
utterly trounced Martin in Hatchet, leaving the treasonous libeler and his sons utterly
silent for the past few months (4); from its dedicatory epistle, we know Marforius was
also responsible for Martins Months Minde. The final three tracts, as Black mentioned
above, belong to someone calling himself Pasquill.33 These last two names, Marforius
and Pasquill, carry with them a hidden meaning as they are derived from Rome’s “talking
statues,” marble sculptures located in various piazzas throughout the city used by the
citizens as a kind of bulletin board system to anonymously post complaints and satirical
epigrams against the church and government since the beginning of the 16th century
(Nachot 275-79). Lyly is thought to have taken up the name Marforius, and Nashe’s—
though sometimes Greene’s—hand is usually attributed to that of Pasquill and Cutbert
Curry-knave; however, considering the anonymous nature of these tracts it is difficult to
say with any certainty exactly who was ultimately responsible for penning these works.
We have no way of knowing which of the men Bancroft tapped first, nor any
details of their arrangement with the church since in order to work that relationship had to
remain clandestine. Without the discovery of some long-buried church document
referencing this arrangement, any attempt at teasing out details would fall into the realm
of supposition like the kind we see James Shapiro’s 1599—wonderfully imaginative and
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Spelling of this name varies; an alternative is Mar-phoreus.
Spelling of this name also varies: Pasquin, Pasquil(l).
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entertaining, but more fantasy than fact. Keeping in mind David Ellis’ counsel on
speculation (13), what we can see in these tracts is a certain familiarity between their
respective authors; nothing that would lead us to make a claim of friendship extending
beyond the bounds of their noms de guerre, but a kind of lockstep associated with what
might best be described as mutual respect, one that goes well beyond the circumstances
of engaging a common enemy since, after all, these men were essentially mercenaries,
and one not typically demonstrated amongst the competing writers of this period.
Moreover, as Black points out, although Bancroft’s plan was to have these men attempt
to reach the same audience as Martin, much of their content was “densely allusive and
learnedly satirical,” employing the kind of rhetoric easily lost on the common man. “Too
often,” Black continues, “their rhetorical virtuosity seems an end in itself, and their
imagined audience one of fellow university wits, rather than provincial alehouse
grumblers concerned about the power of the local church courts” (555). We see the same
sort of focus and bombast in the preface of Greene’s Perimedes the Blacksmith (1588), in
which he rebukes several of his contemporaries regarding comments that were made
regarding his style of writing, apologizing to his readership in the next line as he explains
“I but answer in print what they have offered on the stage” (3).
Seeing how Lyly, Nashe, and Greene were all either aspiring or established
playwrights, we might say it was inevitable this blending of print and stage polemics, like
that seen in Greene’s preface to Perimedes, would have found its way into the Marprelate
controversy as well. We might also say with the comparison of Martin’s style to that of
Tarleton, such a conflation was always already present. When the anti-Martinist writers
entered the melee, Martin, I would argue, realized he had to change his tactics, letting his
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sons take on the newcomers, leaving the father persona to focus on the bishops,
essentially countering Bancroft’s attempt to outflank him. In doing so, however, the
original Martin persona ceased publishing under his name just long enough to open the
door to the anti-Martinist to proclaim him dead. Out of all the anti-Martinist tracts, Black
tells us, “The most polemically effective [was] probably Martins Months Minde, which
makes good use of a fictive frame built around the narrative of Martin’s last days, with
his speeches of repentance, autopsy results, funeral, last will, and epitaphs” (555). Some
scenarios given were that Martin was caught by the Spaniards and burned at the stake,
while others say the crew of his ship turned mutiny and hanged him. A less-flattering
account has him overindulging (as was his custom, they say) in the local hot wine and
dying of surfeit, his body being tossed overboard and being thus “drowned twice.” Two
others paint him as a clumsy buffoon, either breaking his neck after his horse tripped and
fell or bumbling into some unfortunate situation where he was “trust up” as a rogue
because no one knew him (Nash E2v).34 These and other scenarios gave the stage players
rich meat to feed upon, resulting in bawdy comic burlesques depicting Martin’s death that
would have had even Tarleton blushing. Black notes the anti-Martinist theater seemed to
manifest independently from the officially sanctioned pamphlets, painting it more as a
result of “theatrical enterprise than episcopal propaganda” (555), but that very
manifestation brings up an important point. The existence of a theatrical offensive
independent of the church suggests the episcopacy lost control of the paper soldiers they
helped create not long after the anti-Martinist campaign began. The very fears critics on
all sides had at this time, that Martin’s vulgarity would start a domino-effect leading to
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the breakdown of decorum and civil discourse, became realized upon the stage. Due to
the increasingly lewd nature Martin was depicted upon the stages of Shoreditch,
including the Curtain and the Theater, by the autumn of 1589 several city officials
requested the suspension of all plays, though instead a cease and desist order was given.
Carlson tells us the Lord Admiral’s Men acquiesced, though the Lord Strange’s Men
disregarded the order and went on to perform at Cross Keys the same day the order was
issued (73). It’s useless to speculate on the identity of the actors involved in the
performance considering the fluid nature the Lord Admiral’s and the Lord Strange’s men
shared around that time,35 though this episode shows in very real terms how this conflict
extended out much further than the traditional narrative has led us to believe.
This cease and desist order may have prevented the acting troupes from
participating any further, but their involvement stretched the boundaries of the
conversation beyond the official channels. As authorities grew closer in the mid and latter
part of 1589 to locating the travelling press and silencing Martin for good, new voices
began to emerge, those of private citizens like Richard and Gabriel Harvey, critical of
Martin, but just as censorious of those associated with the anti-Martinist movement for
the apparent shame they brought themselves through the misuse of their education,
though perhaps more specifically for the potshot Lyly—and by synecdoche the whole
lot—took at the eldest brother, Gabriel, in Hatchet.36 As new works began to hit the
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John Lyly and Gabriel Harvey had a near decade-old quarrel between them. In Hatchet, Lyly attempted
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booksellers’ shelves, ones written and published by actual people with actual names,
those initially tasked as mercenary writers, keenly aware the public still had an appetite
for scandal and, moreover, emboldened by the license heretofore granted them from the
church, understood they still had a reading audience and that they were no longer served
by the protection anonymity or pseudonyms offered. Fights could now be had out in the
open. As the conversation evolved, the label “Martin” began to take on new meaning.
“Martin’s name got attached to troublemakers of any sort: the noisy, the irreverent, the
challenging, the railing, the libelous, and the scheming. In print controversy, to be a
Martin was to be a bad reader or a bad interpreter, anybody who crossed the accepted
boundaries of rhetorical practice” (Black 558). One of many to blur these lines was
Richard Harvey in his epistle to The Lamb of God (1589). The main thrust of this work is
directed at Martin, but Harvey takes it upon himself to remind his fellow university men
“scholars know and should practice the rules of decorum” (2), echoing calls heard since
the beginning of the conflict. Harvey insisted it was never his wish to enter this quarrel,
nor that he was provoked to do so by anyone other than Martin himself, who as he puts it
“provoketh all men” (4). Magnanimous as he attempts to be, Harvey cannot help but call
Lyly out for the jab made towards his brother Gabriel earlier that year, stating quite
contradictorily he could not be moved to action by anyone as contemptuous as the “vain
Pap-Hatchet” (ibid.). Where Harvey truly betrays this high-minded façade is when he
goes after Thomas Nashe by name, “who taketh upon him in civil learning as Martin doth
in religion, peremptorily censuring his betters at pleasure” (ibid.). The youngest and most

thy wit will be massacred; if the toy take him to close with thee, then have I my wish, for this ten years
have I looked to lamback him” (5). We recognize this as a reference to Gabriel Harvey through the
mention of “earthquake,” an allusion to his Three proper & wittie familiar Letters (1580). Whether by his
own or Martin’s hand, Lyly hoped to publicly humiliate Harvey.
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recent graduate of the “University Wits,”37 Nashe was a relative newcomer to the print
marketplace outside of his work in the anti-Martinist campaign. In comparison to Lyly or
Greene who had been publishing for years, Nashe was virtually unknown, a point Harvey
hammers home during this tangent, referring to the “rash presumption of [Nashe’s] age”
and dismissively noting he had never heard of anyone by the name Thomas Nashe except
for a butler from Pembroke Hall he offhandedly remembered from his time at Cambridge
(ibid.). Harvey speaks with the same dismissive contempt towards Nashe he uses when
speaking about Martin, as though both men were beneath him, each an embarrassment in
their own way to the proud tradition of men of letters.
This animus towards Nashe came not from his work on the anti-Martinist tracts,
as was the case with Lyly, but rather from the preface he wrote for a pamphlet published
just outside the periphery of the Marprelate conflict, Robert Greene’s Menaphon (1589).
The characters, pastoral setting, and familiar storyline of Menaphon situate it as Greene’s
attempt to capitalize on the popularity of both Philip Sidney’s New Arcadia (1590) (a
revised version of his Old Arcadia (1580) that at the time only existed in manuscript
form), and John Lyly’s Euphues series, the style of which Greene had been trying to
emulate for some time with varying levels of success. Nashe’s preface, however, takes on
a tone more akin to Sidney’s An Apology for Poetry (or the Defence of Poseie) written
near a decade earlier, ruminating on the present state of writing in England. Nashe does
make several nods towards the Marprelate controversy,38 once again blurring those lines
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between where the fight starts and stops, but for the most part his preface laments how
poor English writing has come to be, projecting a counterclaim to Sidney’s argument
over the importance of mimesis. Where Sidney speaks in abstracts and of the ideal poet,
Nashe refines the argument, grounding it in the real world to show the problems with
practical application of imitation unchecked. The men Oxford and Cambridge were
producing of late, though following models of education that trace back to the GrecoRoman world, were not reaching the final and arguably most important stages of their
rhetorical training where one moves beyond mere mimesis to demonstrate more than just
a cursory understanding of what had been practiced, but how the different pieces worked
and could be manipulated to form something original. Eloquence had replaced substance,
and the gift of classical education had been reduced to a vehicle for those content with
translating works great works from French, Italian, Latin, and Greek, or now sought
approval of their wit from the uneducated audience of a theater (4), rendering the
products of their years of schooling into little more than a second-stage simulacrum.39 As
much as this was an admonishment of the myriad one-hit wonder playwrights and fauxpedants who would be translators, it was just as much an indictment of the universities, a
theme that flavored Nashe’s writing into the 1590s.
But Nashe did not spend all his time bemoaning the nature of contemporary
English writing. He praises Greene, though with a bit of gentle ribbing, commenting how
Menaphon’s “attire (though not so stately, yet comely) doth entitle thee above all other to
that temperatum dicendi genus which Tully in his Orator termeth true eloquence” (4),
implying that although the language may seem plain (i.e. not needlessly and artificially
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elevated), Cicero himself would have praised it for its lucidity. Nashe extols Greene for
his ability to write extempore, noting how Ovid or Plutarch took years to pen the works
for which they are now famed, yet Greene, “quicker than his eye,” can produce new
writing as fast as his hand will let him with a wit so sharp even the “proudest rhetorician”
would be outmatch against him (ibid.). Bear in mind one of the greatest worries the
church had regarding Martin was his ability to write extempore or “Tarletonize”; if this is
a trait prized by those tapped to write against him, it is quite possible Nashe and Greene
held a similar feeling of admiration towards Martin, seeing him as less of an enemy and
more worthy opponent. Continuing the badinage, Nashe concludes his praise of
Menaphon with a rather obscure allusion, likening Greene’s text to the “unsavory scent of
the pitchy slime that Euphrates casts up” which the Sabaeans would use as half palate
cleanser/half smelling salt when they overindulged in too much sweet-smelling perfume
(5). Essentially, Nashe is calling Greene’s Menaphon a remedy for the sickeningly overstylized writing that had been saturating the print and stage market for years.
Nashe’s praise does not end with Greene, however. In a noticeably patriotic turn,
Nashe rattles off a litany of men, past and present, dedicated to advancing the English
language who have either made great strides in translating classical works from Latin or
Greek, or who have made their own contributions to the English canon of literature. “Sir
Thomas More […] Sir John Cheke […] Sir John Mason, Doctor Watson, Redman,
Ascham, Grindal, Lever, Pilkington, all of which have […] set before our eyes a more
perfect method of study” (6-7). Each man, in his own way, worked to advance the
English language as equal to those spoken on the continent. Nashe invokes Chaucer,
Gower, and Lydgate, spurring his readers to hold these English authors in the same
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esteem granted Petrarch, Tasso, and Celiano. He applauds Gascoigne for having the
courage to assert Italian and English equals just as Cicero once did with Greek and Latin
(7). Other contemporaries like Spenser, Peele, Roydon, and Aschlow are all praised for
their wit and skill with the English language, and in regards to the shrinking number of
quality translators Nashe notes, “Thomas Newton with his Leland, and Gabriel Harvey,
with two or three other, is almost all the store that is left us at this hour” (8). At last, we
come to the sticking point. Richard Harvey’s attack on Nashe in his preface to Lamb of
God came not from some crude slight Nashe offered Gabriel under one of the various
personae he donned in the anti-Martinist tracts, nor did it come from an unflattering
representation of Gabriel’s talents in Nashe’s criticism of bad writers. Richard Harvey
took umbrage with Nashe because he did not give Gabriel enough respect or praise in his
preface to Greene’s Menaphon. Like a stray spark from a dying fire, this exchange
between Thomas Nashe and Richard Harvey served as the ember that ignited a feud that
raged on into the next decade, outlasting many of those involved in the initial
conflagration between the bishops and the infamous Martin Marprelate.
There was, of course, more to the story. To claim otherwise would be reductive,
though most of the details germane to understanding the depths of that story stretch back
to the beginning of the 1580s and these men’s time at university or forward in time to the
Bishops’ Ban in 1599, and as such outside the scope of this particular chapter. To be sure,
personal rivalry and ego did play a significant role in how events unfolded, but in many
ways, what transpired during this tumultuous two-year paper war speaks to a larger
conversation that was happening in late 16th century England regarding the evolution of
writing and print culture, and the tracts by Martin Marprelate and the young men hired to
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write against him are essential to understanding that grand narrative. Black tells us, “most
Elizabethan scholars agree that the tracts and the controversy they generated did
influence late Elizabethan literature and culture,” though he admits such influence “is
easier to intuit than to document” (557); still, recalling James Bednarz’s stance from
earlier about the Poetomachia being the greatest battle of wits in English literature to
date, it was through this vicious public dialogue at the end of the 1580s each of those men
involved in the ‘Poets’ War’—Jonson, Dekker, Marston, Chapman, and even
Shakespeare—first cut their teeth in the ways of invective.
Out of all the writers involved in the Marprelate controversy who were still active
in the years to follow, Thomas Nashe stands out as the one whose work was most shaped
by Martin’s playful rhetoric, “particularly with respect to his performative manner and
self-reflexive play with ironic personae” (Black 557). Though for years Nashe has been
one of many relegated to the outer echelons of semi-canonical writers, Black observes
how Nashe has become “increasingly recognized as a major influence on the literature of
the 1590s, making him an important conduit for the transmission of Martinist style”
(557). I agree with Black that Nashe was the most visible of those left writing but would
argue linking Nashe so closely with Martin neglects the role Robert Greene also played in
shaping Nashe’s style. By no means is it an either or situation, especially considering
Martin had just as much influence on Greene as he did Nashe, but to forget one yet give
credit to the other tacitly perpetuates the same dismissive narrative about Greene that has
persisted within early modern scholarship for centuries. Black does walk this statement
back some, noting a “case can also be made for the controversy’s influence on Robert
Greene, another writer increasingly seen as an influential presence in the literary culture
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of the 1590s, particularly with respect to his experiments with personae and cultivation of
authorial celebrity” (557). Once again, I do agree with the point Black makes regarding
the influence Martin had on Greene, yet I take issue with the language used because it
feels more like an afterthought than a serious treatment (e.g. “a case can be made”).
Though certainly not deliberate, this statement contains traces of the indifference with
which past and contemporary scholars have treated Greene vis-à-vis his position within
the canon as antagonist in the narrative that is Shakespeare.
As much as Martin Marprelate and his writing influenced and inspired both
Robert Greene and Thomas Nashe, the outcome of the controversy itself—a two-year
manhunt resulting in arrests, incarcerations, and eventual executions—though exciting,
also served as a warning. Both men saw the incredible potential polemics held to increase
their visibility amongst the reading public, but I would argue both men also realized how
dangerous it was to try and take on the establishment. If they wished to emulate Martin,
they would have to be smarter. Witnessing—strike that, being part of—what happens
when taking on a juggernaut like the church, both men in the years to follow found
slightly safer targets of corruption and incompetence at which to direct their critiques. In
Greene’s case, it was the burgeoning free market and the Nouveau riche it created; for
Nashe, the University and the dwindling system of patronage. It was in this period of
animosity and creativity that both men began to come into their own and make names for
themselves. Though Nashe was fiercely talented, it was Greene who succeeded in
supplanting Lyly as the new sensation, becoming by far the most prolific and most
popular writer amongst the reading public. If the Marprelate controversy had a winner,
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without question it would be Robert Greene, thus it only makes sense to me to focus on
him in the following chapter.
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Chapter Three:
The Defence of Robert Greene: Architect of a Celebrity Turned Derelict

Robert Greene is best known for an obscure allusion once made to a supposed
“upstart crow,” widely held to be the first written reference to a young William
Shakespeare in 1592. Greene’s Groatsworth of Witte, Bought with a Million of
Repentance, much like the writer himself, has attracted controversy since it was first
published, yet the reception of this pamphlet was and still remains that it represents little
more than the lashings out of a ruined man on his deathbed and thus the end of his career.
This view, though not entirely without basis, has come to serve as a stand-in for the name
Robert Greene in the canon of early modern literature, and has perpetuated a slide within
the field towards a mindset content with simply shrugging off the dismissal of this writer
along with all of his work. Some might take issue with that statement, but those Greene
scholars that would speak up quite literally are drowned out in a world where the
conversation is dominated by the popularity of the works of Shakespeare, and where any
mention of Greene in that mainstream conversation would only be in reference to
Shakespeare, thus reinforcing the previous argument. The irony of this rests in the fact
that during his life, Greene was arguably the most well-known writer of the time in
London’s burgeoning print marketplace.
In his 2004 best-seller Will in the World, Stephen Greenblatt suggests that
although Greene was “hugely talented,” he was “by no means the most accomplished”
writer of the University Wits (203). Greenblatt is most likely alluding to Greene having
only four plays attributed to his name, of which hardly one could be named by someone
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outside of the field of early modern literature. With works such as Kyd’s The Spanish
Tragedy or Marlowe’s Tamburlaine coming out of this period (c. 1587-88), the genre that
tends to garner the most attention when judging a career from the early modern era is
without a doubt drama, and none of Greene’s attempts at writing for the stage ever
received the kind of contemporary acclaim that would now be considered necessary to
call someone a success. If plays are then the metric, either in quality or quantity, it is easy
to see why Greene’s name has been eclipsed by many of his contemporaries. From the
21st century perspective, a bit of a revival has taken place in London’s contemporary
theater scene over the last decade or so, with Greene’s The Honorable Historie of Frier
Bacon, and Frier Bongay coming to the stage in 2013, and his prose pamphlet Pandosto:
The Triumph of Time being converted for performance in 2016. It must be noted,
however, these works were performed at Shakespeare’s Globe as part of their “Read Not
Dead” series, wonderful and challenging revivals where actors are given a script on a
Sunday morning for a performance later that afternoon, script in hand. Often performed
with token costume and music, “The performances are instinctive, adrenaline driven and
inventive” (“Read Not Dead”) but are not meant to be polished performances. This
speaks volumes to the contemporary view of Greene because the theatre acts as
gatekeeper to the general public’s interest and awareness, and though appreciated, staging
one-off performances of little-known works in a dry run format intimates to the audience
how serious such works should be taken. Where interest and opinion within the academy
begins to shift regarding Greene mostly comes when we move our attention away from
the stage and explore his prolific yet all-but-dismissed prose work, which is another
matter altogether.
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Greene scholarship is by no means new. Interest extends back centuries, every
few decades seeing a rekindling of interest. Most recently, Kirk Melnikoff’s volume on
Greene in The University Wits series from 2011, as well as his Writing Robert Greene
(2008), co-edited by Edward Gieskse, have done an excellent job of gathering together
scholarship about this divisive literary figure who, despite the opinions of some in the
Shakespeare camp like Greenblatt, had a rather fecund career. Within the span of a
decade, Greene was able to publish thirty-five prose pamphlets, one verse poem, and six
plays, reaching a vast and diverse audience. When we combine that information with the
various public accounts of his wild behavior and ferocious appetites in his personal life,
he was perhaps the most famous and infamous writer of London’s contentious literary
scene. Greene’s pamphlets are most often categorized by phases or themes: Romance,
Repentance, Cony-Catching, etc., which seems fairly straightforward when considering
the customary approach to canonizing an author’s work.40 These works are also seen by
many critics and scholars as mere kitsch, having little to no literary merit, often only
serving as a vehicle for self-aggrandizing and feigned or fleeting repentance for a life of
licentiousness. Often bawdy beyond the pale, as well as being littered with allusions that
are easily interpreted if not suggested as semiautobiographical, Greene’s pamphlets make
it understandable to see why he is often painted as the hack writer-cum-villain of
London’s Renaissance writers, yet this only tells part of the story. If we step back from
the dominant views, Greene becomes something of a puzzle: with one breath a man
capable of brilliant and erudite prose, but with the very next breath responsible for some
truly unremarkable verse poetry, often published in the very same piece. He seems a man
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more concerned with writing extemporal, leading many to believe he cared more for
quantity than quality, yet this does not explain why he would often apologize for such
egregiousness in the prefaces to his work rather than simply revise before publishing.
Critics such as Greenblatt, seeming to echo through time the voice of Greene’s nemesis,
Gabriel Harvey, have often ascribed this behavior as the effects of a talent wasted;
however, I would like to propose another alternative.
If we view Greene’s works and life not separately, but as a whole—spanning
years, themes, and genres, including perceived missteps—something ingenious was
actually happening. I argue Greene was, quite strategically, laying the foundations for the
creation of a public persona that would allow him the ability to speak, much like the wise
fool from the stage, with a certain sense of impunity, essentially inventing the concept of
the “London author.” When seen in this light, works interconnected rather than broken up
and categorized as well as deliberate mistakes meant to act as fodder for his enemies,
what begins to take shape is an author who was the architect of his own celebrity, using
multiple tactics and crossing genres in order to create a niche for himself. That niche,
however, was never fully capitalized on due to his untimely death. If Groatsworth is
where the scholarship from most of the camps tends put their focus, then, like any good
thing, we must follow the leaders.
A tendency when approaching Groatsworth has been to focus on the “upstart
crow” section, to view this obscure reference as the center of the pamphlet itself, thus
interpreting any and all other sections as though they refer in some way to Shakespeare.
For a writer as full of himself as Greene was, this interpretation seems problematic at
best. Though the idea of Shakespeare being the player the young Roberto meets is
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exciting, as is the interpretation that the Ant in the fable at the end of the pamphlet also
represents the up-and-coming playwright who left a fallen Greene destitute in the streets,
both of these suggestions seem forced. We are now looking for Shakespeare within this
work. We want him to be there, when in reality the myriad allusions throughout the
pamphlet likely refer to Greene’s more immediate companions, the contentious writing
scene of London, and most importantly to Greene himself, made quite evident by the
score of references to himself in the small passage containing the upstart crow comment.
Another favored view of Groatsworth, along with many of Greene’s pamphlets
from the late 1580s and early 1590s, is as some sort of loose or aggrandized
autobiography. This is no mere interpretation, for Greene says as much in Groatsworth
by having his readers “suppose [him] the said Roberto” from the prodigal son narrative
that makes up the bulk of Groatsworth (16), insinuating that what has transpired in this
tale had some basis in reality. Looking at Greene’s corpus of prose work, Robert W.
Maslen in “Greene and the Uses of Time” suggests, “It is tempting, then, to read these
pamphlets as a form of cumulative autobiography, a means by which Greene sought to
write himself into the history of his time—and perhaps to change the way the people of
that time saw themselves” (161). Maslen seems to suggest that within those loose
autobiographical machinations Greene was also attempting to assert himself as a stand-in
for the common man, each of the characters we might read as Greene then doing
whatever necessary to maneuver through the various social hierarchies of their present
situation in order to survive. Maslen finishes his thought, suggesting “it is a profoundly
satisfying way of reading” Greene’s pamphlets (Maslen 161), a sentiment I share, but not
without some reservation. Tempting, sure; and satisfying, agreed. Yet such a suggestion
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needs to be approached with a skeptical eye. Considering Greene’s propensity for
embellishment, it might be wiser to treat such works more like a funhouse mirror
reflection of London at that time rather than straight allegory—a depiction of the tastes
and moral climate, albeit a slightly distorted view—through the lens of Greene’s writing.
Greene was prone to exaggeration, and in some cases flat-out lying, yet within those lies
we can see some kernel of truth—perhaps not always a literal truth, only a refraction of
truth twisted and morphed through poetic device. This is one of the many issues that
make Greene so challenging to read since we can never truly know what is true.
However, the wont to take him literally often leads to misreading: take for instance the
preface to Groatsworth.
The trouble with this opening address to the reader lies in the metaphor Greene
chose, that of the swan song. In both a nod to his favored Greek as well as in reference to
his own illness at the time, Greene, in his usual courteous manner, addresses his
“Gentlemen” readers to take both pity on his condition and yet pleasure from his writing.
Gentlemen, the swan sings melodiously before death, that in all his lifetime useth
but a jarring sound. Greene, though able enough to write, yet deeplier searched
with sickness than ever heretofore, sends you his swan-like song for that he fears
he shall never again carol to you wonted love-lays, never again discover to you
youth's pleasures. However yet sickness, riot, incontinence have at once shown
their extremity, yet if I recover, you shall all see more fresh sprigs than ever
sprang from me, directing you how to live, yet not dissuading ye from love. This
is the last I have writ, and I fear me the last I shall write. And however I have
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been censured for some of my former books, yet, gentlemen, I protest they were
as I had special information. (3)
In a formalist reading of this opening discourse, one might be tempted to take these
words at face value. Here is a man on his supposed death bed, wishing to write his last—
and here is where some of the confusion comes in—best work for his adoring audience.
The courteous tone, the lament and self-effacement, all suggest on the surface Greene is
in profound earnest as he faces his own mortality. Where doubt begins to arise stems
from three small words that, considering Greene’s situation, are often interpreted as hope:
“if I recover.” Greene dying shortly before Groatsworth was published would seem to
suggest that his condition turned rather quickly, a thought further supported by the
promise of “if” he recovers his audience should expect a plethora of new stories from him
far better than any of those he has written in the past. But I argue this was a selling tactic,
an exaggeration, wrapped in the truth of his condition and conceived to sell more of his
works and advertise for those he hadn’t yet written; unfortunately for Greene it came
true. His death, attributed to a surfeit of Rhenish wine and pickled herring,41 sounds from
all accounts of his enormous appetites like something he was quite used to. Though ill,
Greene thought he would recover. If we then interpret his later diatribe in Groatsworth,
the one against actors and containing the “upstart crow” comment along with him
advising his compatriots to get out of playwriting, within the context of his usual
demeanor, Greene was deliberately trying to create a scandal which, once recovered, he
could later apologize for in his next pamphlet. Greene used the preface of Groatsworth to
further plant this idea of his repentance in the mind of his readership, but he also used it
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to garner sympathy from them. Stepping back from Groatsworth specifically, we can
view Greene’s general use of prefatory address to the readers as both stylistic and
strategic since it enabled the opportunity of interjecting his voice within the narrative
wherever it suited him by setting up a pattern from the very beginning of the text. We see
a similar approach in his first work, Mamillia: A Mirrour or looking-glasse for the Ladies
of Englande (1583), with author-becoming-character within his own writing, a technique
he then honed over the entirety of his career.
If repentance and bravado are themes usually associate with Greene’s writing, the
preface to Mamillia gives us a much different picture of a young Cambridge graduate at
the beginning of his career. Savvy and self-deprecating to the extreme, it is in that
extremity of feigned modesty we start to see inklings of the robust and bawdy persona
that has become synonymous with Greene’s name. He begins this address by discussing
the “divers epistles” from “sundry men” he saw opening the myriad works he read in
preparation for his first publication, admitting the anxiousness he felt in seeing that even
these other authors to whom he looked up felt their own work not worthy of publication.
He quotes terms like “toys,” “trifles,” and “trash” often used by those authors in reference
to their own work, wondering then how Mamillia might be received vis-à-vis these far
superior creations. Greene asks, “If then those learned men do count their works but
counterfeit that were carved with such curious cunning, and termed them trash which
were merchant ware, what shall I call mine, which is of such simple stuff as it is neither
worth the cheaping nor the changing” (3)? He goes on to say he will make no attempt at
labeling his work, instead leaving that task to the “reader’s gentle judgment” to come up
with a name since he cannot think of any term sufficiently low enough, instead entreating
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their patience to assess Mamillia as they see fit. This is not the audacious scoundrel we
hear of from Greenblatt, but rather a character who writes with sophistication and subtle
arrogance regarding his skill as well as cunningly placed deference toward his audience.
Dubbed a “Lylian romance” (Mentz 124), Mamillia imitates many of the
characteristics of John Lyly’s Euphues series. Before Greene’s rise in popularity, Lyly
was London’s most popular writer, delighting audiences with the wittiness of his
Euphues. The Anatomy of Wyt (1578) and Euphues and his England (1579); no doubt
Greene hoped to garner partial if not equal success from his imitation. The story narrates
the tale of a man (Pharicles) and two young women (Mamillia and Publia) caught in a
love triangle created by the fickleness of men in their inability to remain constant to one
woman. Katharine Wilson tells us “despite its apparent naivety, romance is often
concerned with the mode of its own narration” (9). Wilson also speaks of a kind of “selfconsciousness” this genre tends to manifest through the creation of “reader figures”
(ibid.), but it is unusual to see a story in which the narrator and not some character breaks
with their tale, interjecting their own thoughts at random. Lyly in Euphues does so,
though his interruptions tend to have a didactic, even moral tone; Greene mimics this
mode in Mamillia, though his attempts come subtly, taking on a kind of metanarrative
feel that extends beyond even the Lylian narrative style. Delineating Wilson’s notion of
self-consciousness of characters in romance, a common convention of the genre is to
have characters opine on their innermost thoughts (in essence, a soliloquy were we
speaking of drama). Coming out one of these drawn out sections of character
introspection where Pharicles essentially convinces himself to pursue Mamillia regardless
of the consequences, we hear the narrator say the following:
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Pharicles having thus made an end stood in a maze with himself, not that it did
proceed from any sincere affection enforced by her virtue, but that his mind was
set upon lust, inflamed by her beauty, which disease I doubt nowadays reigns in
many Italian gentlemen. Whether it be that Mercury is lord of their birth or some
other peevish planet predominant in the calculation of their nativity I know not,
but this I am sure, that their ripe wits are so soon overshadowed with vice, and
their senses so blinded with self-love, that they make their choice so far without
skill as they prove themselves but evil chapmen, for if she be fair, they think her
faithful, if her body be endued with beauty, they judge she cannot but be virtuous.
(12-13)
This digression continues for several more lines, ending in what almost seems like the
narrator’s sudden realization of his departure from the tale with the line, “But again to the
purpose” (13). The humor found in the poke at the behavior of Italian gentlemen coupled
with the narrator’s sudden tangential correction is enough distraction to make the reader
drop their guard and completely forget that the fourth wall has just been broken. Pages
later we are told, “Mamillia, gentlemen, was driven into such a maze…”(17); a few pages
after, “And surely, gentlemen, if Pharicles had rested on this point, in my judgment he
had hit the mark” (19). These are but a few examples where the narrator inserts himself
into the story to become a character, creating almost a form of induction we would
normally associate with the stage. The technique Greene uses is what is so ingenious:
first, seemingly accidental, yet as the story progresses this voice becomes more
prominent to the point of actually carrying on a one-sided conversation with the readers,
addressing them time and again as “gentlemen,” just as Greene the author did in his
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preface. We are never told who the narrator is, and by virtue of there being a preface it
would seem the reader is to assume the narrator is a character and not the author;
however, the familiar and repetitive addressing of the audience as “gentlemen,” not to
mention the commentary interjected through constant digressions, blurs that line to a
point where we honestly cannot be sure who the narrator is actually meant to be. The
conclusion of Mamilla dissolves this latent ambiguity, for the fact it is signed “Robert
Greene” suggests it was in fact the author to whom we should attribute these first-person
interjections, not some nameless narrator. Simply put, through imitation and innovation
Greene was constructing a persona, one whose use may not have even been fully realized
when he wrote Mamillia in the early 1580s.
Some five years after Mamillia was published, Perimedes the Blacksmith became
the latest of Greene’s “toys” to entertain his growing readership, yet the tone we find
within its pages, and especially its preface, speaks to the evolution of style, voice, and,
most importantly, confidence Greene developed in his writing persona. If the preface of
Mamillia suggested a certain amount of deference to his audience, it is safe to say that all
of the placating Greene once wrote with either no longer served his purpose or his skill as
a biting satirist was now coming into its own. The preface of Perimedes still touches on
the art of writing just as we saw in Mamillia—Greene situating himself within a
discourse community—though what we are presented with here draws the audience into
the world in which these writers interact (i.e. the streets, the theater, the tavern). Better
put, it brings that private world into the public sphere and the audience directly into a
dispute where the gauntlet has been thrown down. After the slightest of pleasantries to his
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loyal readers, Greene goes on the attack, singling out two unnamed detractors for recently
mocking him upon the stage.
I keep my old course, to palter up something in prose, using mine old poesy still,
Omne tulit punctum, although lately two gentlemen poets made two madmen of
Rome beat it out of their paper bucklers, & had it is derision for that I could not
make my verses jet upon the stage in tragical buskins, every word filling the
mouth like the fabunden of Bow-bell, daring God out of heaven with that atheist
Tamburlaine, or blaspheming with the mad priest of the sun. But let me rather
openly pocket up the ass at Diogenes’ hand than wantonly set out such impious
instances of intolerable poetry, such mad and scoffing poets that have prophetical
spirits, as bred of Merlin’s race. If there be any in England that set the end of
scholarism in an English blank verse, I think either it is the humour of a novice
that tickles them with self-love, or too much frequenting the hothouse (to use the
German proverb) hath sweat out all the greatest part of their wits, which wastes
gradatim, as the Italians say, poco a poco. (3)
Do we know who these gentlemen poets were or the production to which Greene is
referring? It is entirely possible Greene is referring to a play about the Roman emperor
Heliogabalus, famous for his lascivious and epicurean lifestyle, but sadly that play is
nonextant. Tom Rutter explores various ways Greene’s “mad priest of the sun” comment
might shed some light on the subject in his essay “Marlowe, the ‘Mad Priest of the Sun’,
and Heliogabalus” (2010), though his work deals more with early modern knowledge of
Heliogabalus and insinuations regarding Marlowe’s sexual orientation than it does
researching who might have been responsible for writing the play itself. Along those
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same lines we could speculate from the mention of ‘atheist Tamburlaine” one of the poets
is Marlowe, but it seems as though Greene is using Tamburlaine and thus Marlowe as an
example of the kind of writing he isn’t doing rather than the specific target of his ire. For
all we know, Greene could have been responding to two other Cambridge men he met
during their Grand Tour who now mocked him for not yet having some success in writing
for the stage.42 Yet far more interesting than to whom he might be responding (publicly,
mind you), is what we can deduce about Greene’s view of the contemporary stage. To
loosely paraphrase the above diatribe: anyone who thinks blank verse plays are the
premier form of writing is either an adolescent full of themselves or is slowly going crazy
due to syphilis from too many visits to the brothel. It would seem Greene forgot about
these scathing remarks from the preface in his hope from the title page that Perimedes
“may breed delight to all and offence to none.”
Moving on from the preface, if we were to use Mamillia as the basis of our
expectations what seems strangely missing from the narrative of Perimedes are Greene’s
interjections, be it his subtle tangents or his direct addresses to the audience. Instead,
what we find is a literary forgery laid out as a series of tales from the perspective of a
husband and wife who, in all outwardly appearances, would seem the very bent of
Christian virtue and honor: humble, meek, never idle, content with their station in life
(though the wife, Delia, does push back against this point), happily married, and above all
respectful to both the secular and religious governing bodies. Christian faith is never
overtly brought up, the story itself being set in Egypt sometime after the 3rd century BCE,
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See Grosart’s “Biographical Sketch” from Life and Complete Works in Prose and Verse of Robert Greene,
vol. 1, pp. 9-10.
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yet his two main characters would have clearly been interpreted as such which is what
makes Perimedes such an intriguing pamphlet. Greene masks such rhetorical moves
through heavy references to Stoic and Cynic thought, knowing full well his target
audience would recognize such teachings from their university days and the influence
such schools, especially Stoicism, had on the development of the Christian faith through
theologians like Thomas Aquinas. From this vantage point, Perimedes can be read as a
veiled critique against avarice, essentially calling out those guilty of straying away from
the foundations of faith. Greene, of course, could not be called out on such a critique
which the genius of his approach. By calling Perimedes a newly discovered/translated
piece, placing the story in a world far removed from the church, and using Greeks
schools of thought celebrated within the halls of the University, Greene quite adroitly
distanced himself from any accusation those in power could level against him, keeping
himself safely out of jail or the noose. Considering Perimedes was licensed March 29,
1588, only a short time prior to the beginning of the Marprelate Controversy discussed in
the prior chapter, we know how volatile the situation was concerning discussions of
church corruption, thus Greene was taking an awful chance publishing Perimedes, even
through its multiple levels of allusion and allegory. Typically, Perimedes is not
considered to be part of the conversation regarding the Marprelate Controversy, and
Greene’s level of involvement, though a topic still debated, is primarily limited to the
mercenary writers responsible for the anti-Martinist campaign hired by episcopacy. At
face value, Perimedes reads like a work championing a simple and virtuous life, echoing
much of the rhetoric coming from voices like John Bridges, John Aylmer, and Thomas
Cooper regarding how a good Anglican should conduct themselves. This sentiment of
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modest living, along with the rather unforgiving rebuke of the two unnamed poets from
the preface, could have been what drew the attention of someone like Richard Bancroft
when the episcopacy began recruiting university men for their anti-Martinist campaign.
The irony of course is the actual message of Perimedes has more in common with
Marprelate’s views than it does with the bishoprics, that the greedy and corrupt will
eventually get theirs if one has patience and faith. Greene’s work shows obvious signs of
imitation, yes, but those attempts at feeding the audience what was popular are stitched
together with subversive political undertones I would argue a certain segment of those
consuming Greene’s prose recognized. It is this cunning, which it would appear
Greenblatt overlooked when forming his opinion, that speaks to Greene’s skill as a
writer.
Returning to Greene’s evolution through his works, Perimedes does deviate from
the model of Mamillia at the end of its narrative, though we do see something very
similar between their closing lines when told, “If the rest of their discourse happen into
my hands, then gentlemen, look for news” (32). This echoes almost identically the ending
of Mamillia, yet what is missing is any type of signature. This omission may seem trivial,
but its absence suggests the speaker/frame narrator is Greene himself just as it was in
Mamillia, not author, but the voice who has now become a character within the work (i.e.
the persona). Perimedes rounds out with a brief word of praise from Greene’s friend
William Bubb, along with some truly poor verse poetry along with an apology from the
author, reinforcing the idea we have left the quasi-fictional world of Egypt and are
brought sharply back to present-day London and the conversation of writing itself. This
shift seems like a completely disjointed addition, though I would add not if we look
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forward instead of backward and juxtapose this piece with Groatsworth. In “Reimagining Robert Greene,” Kirk Melnikoff and Edward Gieskes suggest this
disjointedness at the end of Perimedes stems from Greene’s habitual lack of revision in
his approach to his writing career (2), a view that seems rather established in academe
and resonates exactly with Greenblatt’s depiction from Will in the World; yet this
explanation seems too convenient, and as such, dismissive. The note of praise from
William Bubb refers to the author as “Robin,” and the note from “The Author,” which
seems almost apologetic in tone, is signed “R.G.” Looking back to the beginning of the
pamphlet, the title page mentions no author, though the dedicatory epistle to Gervase
Clifton is signed Robert Greene and the preface, R. Greene. These shifting or altogether
missing monikers throughout Perimedes creates a space where authorial identity becomes
blurred, just as the boundary between narrator and character become blurred, extending
this constructed persona off the page and into the streets of 1588 London. Though Joseph
Black is right in saying Greene was inspired by the rhetoric and style of Martin
Marprelate, I would argue that Greene was already practicing some of the techniques we
may attribute to Marprelate’s influence well before Martin’s divisive works hit the
bookshelves (557).
Though Perimedes does offer us clues as to how Greene was playing with identity
and persona, the various detail errors throughout along with the terrible poetry at the end
do little in helping us understand his reasoning behind publishing something many of his
contemporary critics and present-day scholars view as something that could have been
much better had he only taken the time to revise. The answer most settled on is it all
came down to financial gain. Greene wrote with a fury and published his works at such
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break-neck speed for no other reason than a paycheck. But that does not explain why he
would then take time to apologize in the very pieces containing such egregious errors or
the preface of his next work. Surely a writer of his talent, as Greenblatt was even forced
to admit, would not be so careless, even if it were merely to add more coin to his purse.
The answer, I would argue can be, found within Stoicism, a school Greene seems quite
familiar with, and was a tactic for dealing with the invective print environment itself. We
know the literary marketplace was riddled with detractors all jockeying to be the best or
most popular writer. Putting into practice a lesson from Epictetus’ Enchiridion,43
Greene’s strategy for deflecting the various attacks directed towards him and his writing
was to include errors or sections that were mediocre deliberately, like those from
Perimedes, then to admit openly the transgressions or blame it on his extemporal vein
and by doing so reduce any sting that could be inflicted on him. What this precarious yet
cunning strategy also allowed was the ability to test out different styles and genres with
the shield of a written public apology at the ready within that very piece or in the preface
of his next pamphlet.
Although we tend to classify Greene’s work into separate categories according to
genre and subject (Mentz 124), almost all his works carry a theme running just under the
surface, arguably unifying them: summum bonum, or greatest/highest good. The use of
this Latin tag within Greene’s catalogue is by no means innovative. It was commonplace
for others, like Marlowe or Nashe, to intermingle this Ciceronian phrase (perhaps as a
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do not make excuses about what is said of you, but answer: “He was ignorant of my other faults, else he
would not have mentioned these alone.””
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form of satire).44 In Greene’s work, however, it becomes something more, perhaps closer
to what the philosophers and rhetoricians of old might have meant and what the
contemporary church claimed to stand for. For Greene, the summum bonum went hand in
hand with concept of literature working as society’s “looking-glass,” though the question
now remained where to point this critical lens. Through the 1580s, Greene’s chameleonlike writing had offered guidance on modest behavior for young gentlemen and ladies,
but where Greene’s career truly crossed the line out of mere peddler of trashy and
titillating romances and into infamy was when he turned away from mimicking Sidney
and Lyly in the pastoral worlds of their work and found inspiration in the alleys and
taverns of Cheapside and Shoreditch.
The Cony-Catching Series, according to Stephen Greenblatt, has Greene
positioning himself as some “kind of ethnographer” with the hopes of “introducing
respectable English readers to London’s dense society of cheats, swindlers, and
pickpockets”(205). If we consider this series as an exposé, taken individually and at face
value, Greenblatt is correct. The stories themselves set Greene up as a sort of hero who
immersed himself into the seedy underbelly of London’s worst in order to come back and
warn his fellow citizens of the dangers these men and women pose to the honest,
Christian citizens of England. As Steve Mentz suggests in “Magic Books” from Rogues
and Early Modern English Culture (2004), these pamphlets could have had a sort of
calming effect on Greene’s audience, acting as a guidebook or “countercharm” for the
populace to use to protect themselves against these rogues (244). The very real threat of
such “coosnage” could explain the popularity of the first pamphlet and thus the
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subsequent additions to the series, but all of this seems too upfront for a writer as
calculating as Greene.
Mentz asserts the Latin tag found on the title page of A Notable Discouery of
Coosnage,45 “Nascimur pro patria” [We are born for our country], “give[s] way to works
that honor his civic duty”(242), suggesting Greene somehow saw these pamphlets as a
way for him to aid his fellow countrymen, dovetailing quite well with the “prodigal
reformer” persona Katharine Wilson discusses in the first chapter of her Fictions of
Authorship. Accurate and quite reasonable as both Wilson’s and Mentz’s accounts are, I
would argue such interpretations limit themselves to the very literal and thus miss much
of the nuance of what Greene was trying to accomplish with this ethnographic exposé, a
point that becomes evident later in the series with the third installment, The Defence of
Cony Catching. We tend to see Greene as someone guided by pragmatism and
opportunism, reacting only to the market forces and the appetites of his audience, and
because of that mentality we regard each of his works as almost standalone and imbue the
man with the characteristic of operating on pure impulse. Admittedly, Greene’s outward
appearance lends itself to such a characterization, but if we completely buy into such a
portrait the idea of summum bonum and civic duty gets stripped of near all its sincerity,
leaving us with a rather one-dimensional vision of an extremely complicated figure.
However, if we take a step back to consider the Cony-Catching series as a whole, and the
first two installments were written as a kind of setup, laying a foundation within the
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quoted material related to the Cony-Catching series will be taken from Nina Green’s modern
transcription. Please see footnote three from chapter two of this dissertation for more clarification about
this choice.
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unconscious mind of the audience and that the lynchpin of the series was the third
installment, Defence, we gain a whole new perspective on summum bonum and why
Greene wrote this series to begin with. Beyond the body of the text, the evidence for such
an interpretation can be found in the paratext and Greene’s fondness for addressing his
readers at the begin of each work, though with the Cony-Catching series he makes some
subtle changes that, without taking a broader view of his oeuvre, are quite easy to
overlook. The image that follows is the title page from the first installment of the ConyCatching series, A Notable Discouery of Coosenage.

46
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Figure 1 A Notable Discovery of Coosenage.
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At first glance, the illustration and diction from the title page seems rather
straightforward and typical for a pamphlet from this era. Greene is presenting his
audience with an exposé of the cheating and stealing committed daily by con artists and
thieves on an innocent and unsuspecting population, hence Greene’s claim the pamphlet
is “Written for the general benefit of all gentlemen, citizens, apprentices, country farmers
and yeomen that may hap to fall into the company of such cozening companions” (1).
What is atypical, Greene’s sudden altruism notwithstanding, is the greeting and
dedication when compared to the rest of his work. In the past Greene has always
addressed his audience as “Gentleman,” or at least some variance thereof, yet here he
decides to break that grouping up, though not just once. On the next page, immediately
above his customary greeting to his readers we see “To the young gentlemen, merchants,
apprentices, farmers and plain countrymen, health” (2). This is twice now, even before
we have begun the text itself, that Greene has categorized his audience, extending it past
university educated men or those whose families have a coat of arms. Moreover, with the
addition of “Countrymen” and “Citizens” to the Latin tag summum bonum mentioned
above, this is the third time Greene has plucked the chord of patriotism within his
readers. With sentiments of national identity sufficiently targeted, in the midst of an
exposition on how well-travelled and familiar he was with the debauchery of different
cultures of the continent Greene states, “I have not seen more excess of vanity than we
Englishmen practise through vainglory”(2), a statement then juxtaposed afterwards with
the introduction of these new and undiscovered arts of “Cony catching” and
“Crossbiting” (ibid.). The sarcasm may be subtle, but it is there none the less. The
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English may hold themselves up as better than everyone else—culturally, spiritually,
etc.—but they are no less capable of sin if their wills are not checked against
transgression.
Though set on the familiar streets of London rather than the distant regions of
Arcadia, Italy, or the Barbary coast, as were Menaphon, Mamillia, or Perimedes
respectively, the body of A Notable Discovery shares a similar style and structure as
much of Greene’s past work. Those simple shepherds from his romances and novellas are
now replaced with actual country squires, yeomen, or farmers, all naïve to ways of their
new urban surroundings. Greene introduces his readers to foreign-sounding characters
like the setter, verser, and barnacle (6), but the narrative develops in the same episodic
fashion as those told over the course of several nights in Perimedes the Blacksmith. One
might go as far to say Greene was telegraphing the same ideals embodied in the titular
character of Perimedes—how to live a modest and virtuous life—to his present audience
through his use of the same episodic style. Keeping with the didactic feel from his prior
works, each of Greene’s episodes in A Notable Discovery places some dupable country
cousin (i.e. the cony) into a situation where they are descended upon men (and sometimes
women) who take advantage of their inexperience to fleece them out of their money, be it
through confidence scams involving cards and dice, or elaborate setups of misdirection
leading to the young man having his pocket picked or purse cut. The pamphlet ends, that
is the first time, with the same Latin tag from the title page, Nascimur pro patria,
reaffirming the civic-minded nature of the piece mentioned by Mentz earlier; however,
Greene also leaves us with another old proverb, “Fallere fallentem non est fraus” [To
deceive the deceiver is no deceit] (20). This final Latin tag makes sense within the final
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situation of this section where the cony-catcher is caught and must pay back his victim,
but I would argue it speaks to a larger purpose. Greene was planting a seed that would
continue to grow as the series progressed. Had this been the actual end of the pamphlet, I
believe more readers, including members of the Stationers’ and those issuing the “seen
and allowed” rulings, would have caught on. In order to obfuscate the message, Greene
added four additional anecdotes about others who have dealt with cony-catchers along
with a promise of future pamphlets on this subject, cleverly hiding his intent behind what
appeared to be his typical slipshod style of organization.
In The Second Part of Cony-Catching, though the greeting and overall tone
remains the same as the first, the Latin tag has now changed to “Mallem non esse quam
non prodesse patrie” [I would rather not be born if not for my country’s benefit] (1),
shifting the subject away from the inclusive “we” to the more self-absorbed “I” in order
to reinforce the great service he and he alone has done for England. Greene also chose to
index the various types of cony-catching schemes, outlining them for the reader almost
like a list of characters from the beginning of a play. In grandiose style, Greene
denounces the “coosnage” of these reprobates, invoking Ovid’s words from
Metamorphosis, essentially labelling the lot an “incurable wound” capable of corrupting
all of London if not excised resolutely, by force if necessary (3). The reprimand goes
even further as we see here:
Sith then this cursed crew, these Machiavellians that neither care for God nor
devil, but set with the Epicures gain and ease the summum bonum, cannot be
called to any honest course of living, if the honourable and worshipful of this land
look into their lives, and cut off such upstarting suckers that consume the sap
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from the root of the tree, they shall neither lose their reward in heaven, nor pass
over any day wherein there will not be many faithful prayers of the poor exhibited
for their prosperous success and welfare, so deeply are these monstrous cozeners
hated in the commonwealth. (3)
This would appear to be a call to action to remove this blight upon the nation, but
Greene’s choice in diction is curious. The obvious reading, considering the focus
Greene’s ethnography, would assume he is referring to the cony-catchers, but again, his
word choice might suggest otherwise. The labeling of this cursed crew as
“Machiavellians” would carry with it an atheist implication, yet it would also have
connotations aimed at the aristocracy and princes. The summum bonum coupled with the
Epicures does suggest a historical/philosophical interpretation alluding to the fact that
these thieves care for nothing but fulfilling their own desires, but that does not discount
the contemporary religious connotation that phrase holds, thus it could also be taken as a
reference to the church. In the pages of these cony-catching pamphlets, masked by
rhetorical technique and narrative structure built on imitation and allusion to the classics
that evolved from his earliest works, Greene was using his audience’s familiarity with his
style and reputation to create a foil out of the Cony-Catchers for what he saw as the real
crime being “daily practiced” on the country—the exploitation of the common man by
the hypocrisy and corruption of those with wealth and power. Considering the sheer
scope of Greene’s allegory and how minutia-laden his narrative is, it is easy to see why
this connection has been missed. It isn’t until the next pamphlet, The Defence of Conny
Catching, that we begin to see more obvious hints towards Greene’s motivations, where
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we get almost a vindication of criminals as Greene presents his audience with yet another
“looking glass” for London.

47

The title page of Defence ( see Figure 2. above) presents us with a bit of a puzzle,
though only if one takes the time to analyze the message it actually portrays. Setting aside
the text for the moment and focusing on the illustration itself, we see a representation of a
rabbit armed for battle, sword and shield in hand, the gauntlet thrown down at his feet.
This suggests the overall adversarial tone of the piece, but we must remember who it is
that armed such. The “cony” (i.e. rabbit) as defined by these works is not the thief but the
mark upon whom such criminals prey. On the title page of A Notable Discovery the cony
looks rather overwhelmed, sat with cards in hand, dice in front of him, a pitcher and cup
behind him representing the wine or ale he is offered to fetch him in. Yet if this is a
defense of the cony-catchers’ position it seems rather peculiar that the title page for this
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Figure 2 The Defence of Conny catching.
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work would depict an image of the victim championing their assailant’s cause. Brining in
the text now, we see this pamphlet was written as a “confutation” to the two previous
publications of the series, and Greene is even singled out by the initials R.G. The author
is identified a one Cuthbert Cunny-catcher, a “licenciate of Wittington Colledge,” a
clever rebuke to Greene’s standard address of Master of Arts. Though Cuthbert mentions
in his preface he took leave of Wittington College at a young age, which would explain
the eloquence with which he speaks, it is quite possible this could be reference to the
almshouse connected to college. However, the name Wittington could also be an allusion
to an alley just up from London Bridge, which, if this were the case, would imply that the
education Greene received at Cambridge and Oxford was no better than the one Master
Cuthbert received down thieves’ alley in Cross Keys. It would also insinuate both
institutions of higher learning, Cambridge and Oxford, were just as full of crooks.
As is the case with all of Greene’s work, the title page of Defence contains a Latin
tag, but as this is written by a supposed thief persona speaking against Greene and his
previous two works, that same tone of national pride and civic mindedness would not
work. Instead, we are given Qui bene latuit bene vixit, dominatur enim fraus in omnibus
[He who lives hidden, lives well, for falsehood rules over all], a fitting epitaph for a thief
who lives in the shadows, constantly on the lookout for the constable or his next mark.
But stepping back for a moment, remembering how Greene’s Latin tags seem to have
more to them than what they appear to be on the surface, we can see Greene is actually
tipping his hand—remember, deceit is everywhere. If the Marprelate Controversy taught
writers of this time anything it was that anyone who dares to speak up against those in
power does so at their own peril; even if that voice takes cover behind the fragile shield a
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persona offers, there are no guarantees of safety. However, if one writes under their own
name and undertakes a dangerous task, such as immersing themselves amongst the
criminals that plague the citizens in the name of queen and country so those fine citizens
may be warned of how to protect themselves against such criminality, why that person
becomes a champion of the people, somewhat beyond reproach in the eyes of the
establishment despite previous reputation. The insulation Greene built himself through
his first two pamphlets of the series was masterful, for it now allowed him to speak out
against anyone he chose.
The Cuthbert persona makes little effort to justify his life of crime, instead
employing whataboutery to focus his energy on exploitation, and not just of the rich on
the poor, but of the citizenry in general on themselves. Under the guise of this new nom
de guerre, Greene quite literally attacks himself for the scrutiny given to these dark arts
of cony-catching from the previous pamphlets. Cuthbert rails,
You strain gnats and pass over elephants; you scour the pond of a few croaking
frogs and leave behind an infinite number of most venomous scorpions. You
decipher poor cony-catchers, that perhaps with a trick at cards win forty shillings
from a churl that can spare it, and never talk of those caterpillars that undo the
poor, ruin whole lordships, infect the commonwealth, and delight in nothing but
in wrongful extorting and purloining of pelf, whenas such be the greatest conycatchers of all, as by your leave, Master R.G., I will make manifest. (4)
The tone here is vitriolic, full of the same kind of animus seen years prior when
Marprelate spoke out against the corruption he saw in men like Aylmer, Cooper, Bridges,
or Whitgift. It could very well be this Cuthbert is referring to those same men again,
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though he broadly spreads his anger against all those above him, from merchants and
landlords all the way up to the aristocracy, shrewdly saving his ad hominem attacks for
the only safe target, the author Robert Greene. Driving the point even further but still
directing the argument specifically towards Greene the public figure, Cuthbert ends the
next paragraph by stating, “Why write you not of these cony-catchers, Master R.G.”(5);
to put it plainly, he couldn’t, at least not until now. Any reservations Greene was trying to
put forth some sort of social commentary in writing Defence should now be laid to rest.
Reading Defence as a serious social critique does present certain problems. It
would seem altogether hypocritical for Greene to assume a position of moral authority,
especially since he was known “for a life that combined drunken idleness and gluttony
with…fleeting attempts at moral reform” (Greenblatt 205). It becomes even more
problematic when we consider the voice of the persona delivering this castigation comes
from the mouth of a common thief, but I believe Greene was counting on that very
reaction. The irony is deliberately obvious, and the satire is spread on thick in the little
vignettes, like the one titled “A Pleasant Tale of A Usurer” (5). Cuthbert’s strategy
throughout Defence draws attention to the countless ways the public gets swindled daily
without anyone so much as blinking, and not just from the usual culprits (i.e. usurers), but
anyone trying to sell their wares. Near the middle of the pamphlet, tucked in a section
called “A Pleasant Tale of Will Sommers,” comes a small but damning digression, again
aimed at Greene himself. Ever the polite rascal, Cuthbert ask his opponent “by your leave
a little,” to allow him the opportunity to prove Greene just as much a cozener as any
mentioned thus far. Cuthbert states, “Ask the Queen's players if you sold them not
Orlando Furioso for twenty nobles, and when they were in the country, sold the same
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play to the Lord Admiral's men for as much more? Was not this plain cony-catching,
Master R.G.” (11-12)? We have seen before how Greene has managed to slip himself
subtly into his own work, sometimes anonymously as the narrator, or even more overtly
as “the author” in divers other pamphlets, but what he has managed to do here is truly
unique. By referencing a real transgression the actual Robert Greene committed while the
theaters were shut down and the troupes were on tour, an offence that would have no
doubt rippled through the acting community, Greene used this Cuthbert persona to call
attention to his own despicable behavior, amplifying his misdeeds beyond idle gossip
amongst players to his much wider print audience. He blurred the lines between reality
and fiction to the point where the character/persona Greene and the man are
indistinguishable, employing once again that favored tactic of beating his critics to the
punch. This sheds some light on what Lois Potter may have meant in her 2012 biography
of Shakespeare when she stated Greene was “the best-known writer of the decade, mainly
because he was so willing to exploit his own personality, or persona”(73). Whether this
was Greene’s plan from the start in selling Orlando Furioso twice, to use the misdeed as
a way to make himself look bad and give the Cuthbert persona ammunition for Defence,
or if he simply got caught sooner than expected and did what he could for damage
control, is anyone’s guess. I am inclined to believe it was a deliberate publicity stunt to
generate a scandal, and although infamy and celebrity are not exactly synonymous, they
do tend to generate equal amounts of public interest.
This section of “Will Sommers” also adds a new element to Greene’s style of
satire: the arrival of “the fool.” Such a stock character is quite prevalent in writings for
the stage, but outside of a subtle reference to Bathyllus in The Second Part of Conny-
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catching, Greene seldom uses such a character in his pamphlets, at least not in any way in
which they are titled as such.48 The “Will Sommers” tale itself describes a situation of a
king who has his fool settle a land dispute between two lawyers and a yeoman—the fool,
of course, deciding in favor of the poor yeoman—but it is the setup to this tale that is
most telling. As Cuthbert begins to introduce this tale he states, “I remember by the way a
merry jest performed by a fool, yet wittily hit home at hazard, as blind men shoot the
crow”(10). It is quite possible this line is meant merely as a transition; however, judging
from the levels of subtlety already seen in his other works, it is more likely Greene is
telegraphing his intentions. The allowed fool can speak open truth, often coming close
yet narrowly avoiding “hazard” simply because we expect the fool to speak mostly mirth
and not matter. The precise virtue of the position is what allows for the fool to escape
reprisals: we choose to listen to them rail and jest, yet they can just as easily be ignored.
To break down Cuthbert’s analogy, we can acknowledge the luck of the blind man’s aim
if he does happen to shoot the crow, but he would never be employed as a serious
marksman, and nor would he want to be. The blind man’s objective is never to hit a
specific target, but rather to have the freedom to throw stones to begin with; so it is with
Greene. The Fool’s jabs are only successful if they are buried within his repertoire of
jokes, explaining why this section is found in the middle of Defence, and Defence the
middle of the entire Cony-Catching series.
Greene’s effort of inserting himself into his own fiction did not end with the
Orlando incident. He even went as far as to take on actions and traits of the characters
from his stories like Defence, building up the truthiness of a persona it took years to
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curate. Gabriel Harvey reminds us of Greene’s outlandish behavior in his Four Letters
and Certain Sonnets (1592), a pamphlet published shortly after Greene’s death meant in
part to slander his name even in death, reporting spasmodically some of his more
noteworthy indiscretions. Harvey tells of “his obscure lurking in basest corners, his
pawning of his sword, cloak and what not when money came short,” and his “employing
of Ball (surnamed Cutting Ball)” (13), a known member of London’s criminal
underworld. Much of this sounds like the tales of the crooks and thieves Greene describes
in his Cony-Catching series for one very good reason—it is. Cutting Ball was most likely
the one who gave him access to all the secrets of cony-catching in the first place, though
not before he was fleeced as the cost of entry. Tucked in the middle of The Second Part
of Cony-Catching is “A Pleasant Tale of the Cony-Catchers,” we see a vignette play out
like Harvey vaguely described in which a merchant is taken in by a confidence scheme in
which the Barnacle, supposedly losing all his money, “blasphemed the name of God
mightily, and laid his sword and his cloak to pawn to the goodman of the house, and
borrowed money of it to the value of some 20 shillings” (12). We see a similar scenario
in Defence, again in the “Will Sommers” section, in which a haberdasher is forced to
pawn his hat and sword, together worth fifty shillings, for a mere five shillings out of
desperation (12). This could of course be coincidence, that Greene the man is doing the
same thing in real life that his characters had done in his writing; however, while Greene
was without question reckless in his lifestyle, the level of sophistication with which he
wrote would suggest he was seldom such when it came to penning his work beyond the
extempore for which he was praised. If anything, we might see this as Greene drawing
inspiration from his life to further sensationalize his brand, the popularity of which led to
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the publication of two more installments of this exploration into London’s sordid criminal
underbelly.
A Quip for an Upstart Courtier may be the exception to my claim regarding
Greene’s recklessness in writing, for as his celebrity grew so too did his egotism, even
though he condemns such vice in men in the introduction of this work; 49 as we have
seen, Greene loved playing the ironical hypocrite. In what Steve Mentz categorizes in
“Forming Greene” as the last in the series of “Satire/Invective” books (125), Greene
continues his tirade against a litany of professions, examining the honesty and virtue of
each, expanding his scope in this installment to now include a few fellow academics,
specifically Gabriel Harvey and his family. The first printing of this pamphlet apparently
contained a rather provocative section “mocking not only Richard and Gabriel Harvey
but also their father and brother. The passage was excised after the first printing, but
Gabriel Harvey was nonetheless furious, particularly since one of his brothers had died
just before the publication of Quip”(Crupi 22). From this we can deduce several insights:
first, popularity and demand for this pamphlet was such that at least a second edition was
printed; and second, that either through remorse, respect for the dead, or perhaps pressure
from his inner circle, Greene removed the insult from the second edition. Whatever the
impetus for the removal, this is hardly the expected behavior of a scoundrel, yet another
point challenging the legitimacy of the sketch history has drawn of this man.
Nevertheless, this incident spawned Harvey’s wrath towards Greene despite the fact that
he died, and more significantly, helped shape the opinion of Greene within the critical
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“Noli altum sapere [do not be arrogant] was rather the saying of a fool than the censure of a
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establishment for centuries. These are incredibly important texts in understanding the
intricacies of the quarrel between Greene and Harvey, along with how Thomas Nashe fits
into the picture. As such, both Quip for and Upstart Courtier and Harvey’s Four Letters
and Certain Sonnets will be explored in greater detail in the following chapters.
With that in mind, it is worth discussing in this chapter how Harvey’s railings
toward Greene after his death were received by the literati of the 1590s. In his Palladis
Tamia Wits treasury (1598), Francis Meres recalls the treatment shown by Harvey
towards Greene, writing, “As Achilles tortured the deade bodie of Hector, and
as Antonius, and his wife fuluia tormented the liueleffe corps of Cicero: so Gabriell
Haruey hath shewed the same inhumanitie to Greene that lies full low in his graue”(286).
Profoundly damning of Harvey’s actions, it is strange that such a sentiment has been
almost forgotten except for those few still interested in Greene.50 It would seem the
majority of those in the academy concerned with the early modern era are quite content
with our last memory of Greene coming from his most outspoken critic who, by his own
admission, conceded in Four Letters they never actually met (13). The only other
impression we have of this divisive literary figure then comes from the final work before
his death—Groatsworth—and because its publication coincided with his death, this
pamphlet is often treated as though it were Greene’s seminal work.
What can we take away from Groatsworth? The notion that we should read this
work as some sort of deathbed confessional seems more than slightly problematic,
especially considering Greene’s propensity for exaggeration. He was of course ill, but
bearing in mind the mention to his health in the preface of Groatsworth was also found in
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another work from that same year, The Black Book Messenger (1592),51 it was more in
his character to use his illness to create a buzz in his audience with the suggestion that
Groatsworth was his swan song. As stated earlier, the fact that he died before he could
publish this pamphlet himself suggests his death came suddenly. The persona Greene
worked years to construct in an effort to make himself the most (in)famous writer of his
day, literally personifying myriad facets of his creations, became hijacked after his death
by the vehement condemnations of Gabriel Harvey and stripped of all nuance and passed
off as truths. Those truths were then happily accepted to give the myth about Shakespeare
first conceived in the 18th century and still perpetuated to this day its villain.
Groatsworth’s importance today is predicated on the fact it contains the first mention of
Shakespeare; any other information we may gather from this text, when stacked up
against the works of Shakespeare, seems little better than ancillary. What we need to
consider when approaching Greene and his work is the volume at which he lived his life
was meant to be read in concert with his pamphlets. Any satire or critique we take from
his writing was reflected and amplified in his own action—in dress, in blasphemy, in
carousing, and in repentance. His persona was a living allegory for the hypocrisy he saw
in the entire country. If we reserve buying into the judgment that dominates the
perception of the Greene oeuvre within the canon and allow ourselves the opportunity to
enjoy these works on those such terms, what we may find is an appreciation for this
complex, often misunderstood author, one whose influence on the works coming out of
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Greene’s preface to Black book’s Messenger begins: “Gentlemen, I know you have long expected the
coming forth of my Black Book which I long have promised and which I had many days since finished had
not sickness hindered my intent; nevertheless, be assured it is the first thing I mean to publish after I am
recovered” (2).
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this period extends well beyond the simple inspiration for a character, even one as
beloved as Jack Falstaff.52
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Greenblatt concludes Chapter seven of Will in the World by stating Shakespeare “conferred upon
Greene an incalculable gift, the gift of transforming him into Falstaff” (225).
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Chapter Four:
Quibbling to Quarrelling: An Exploration of the Nashe/Greene/Harvey Controversy

The print culture of late 1580s and early 1590s London was characterized by
invective volleys between writers. The Harvey brothers (Richard, Gabriel, and to a lesser
extend John) became the butt of many jokes found in print and on stage. What arguably
started as friendly pokes between men of letters soon began to bruise egos, eventually
growing hostile, reaching near fever-pitch between Gabriel Harvey and Thomas Nashe
that culminated in 1599 with the absolute censure of all printed works by both men in the
Bishops’ Ban. Several writers (e.g. Peele and Lyly) took turns antagonizing the Harveys
for some quip or claim they had made in print, but the mainspring to all this fighting was
found in Robert Greene’s Quip for an Upstart Courtier, in which Greene overstepped
propriety by portraying the Harvey’s father as one of his characters.53 Capitalizing on
Greene’s popularity at that time, I believe Nashe entreated the help of his friend to join
this quarrel, who created a scenario where the two fantastical characters of Cloth
Breeches and Velvet Breeches from Quip—who I suggest are meant as loose caricature
stand-ins for both Thomas Nashe and Gabriel Harvey—were to have their quarrel settled
by a jury of English countrymen, with Greene himself acting as arbiter. In this chapter I
will examine Robert Greene’s Quip for an Upstart Courtier (20 July 1592), Thomas
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Though allegories were common in writing at this time, the suggestion that the rope-maker character in
the first (non-extant) version of Quip being John Harvey Sr., a rope-maker by trade, went past mere
allusion. Beyond having the same vocation, Greene’s character gives personal details (e.g. hailing from
Saffron Walden, having three sons at Cambridge, naming specific titles published by sons Richard and
Gabriel, etc.), that unequivocally point to this character being Gabriel, Richard, and John’s father.
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Nashe’s Pierce Penilesse (8 August 1592), and Gabriel Harvey’s Four Letters & Certain
Sonnets (4 December 1592) in an attempt to better understand the rhetorical moves each
man was making to define not only their own position of authorial legitimacy, but also
what it meant to be a public author in this new age of print. The interactions and reactions
between these men during their skirmish of words can then be seen as emblematic of the
larger conversation happening within the literary landscape of late 16th century England
as the influence institutions of power (i.e. the church and/or university) once had over a
rapidly growing reading populace began to erode under the groundswell of public
appetite for texts that challenged the traditional definition of works worthy of print.
The first printing of Quip contained an intended slight towards the entire Harvey
family, one that was later retracted, and it is believed by some Nashe may have had some
input in its writing.54 It is possible Nashe could have taken this retraction and reprint as a
sign of betrayal on Greene’s part, which might explain Nashe’s supposed estrangement
towards Greene after his sudden death in 1592, claiming mere acquaintance with this
period’s most infamous writer. In the second of his Four Letters, Harvey addresses
Nashe’s and Greene’s supposedly waning friendship, stating,
Alas, even his fellow-writer, a proper young man, if advised in time, that was
principle guest at that fatal banquet of pickle herring (I spare his name, and in
some respects wish him well) came never more at him, but either would not, or
happily could not, perform the duty of an affectionate and faithful friend. (13)
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Without question, this “proper young man” refers to Nashe, though the comment must be
viewed with a skeptical eye. McKerrow has pointed out any of Harvey’s so-called
insights concerning Greene’s death, including Nashe’s reaction, must be treated as
suspect due to ulterior motives and unnamed/unreliable sources from which Harvey
received his information. Nashe’s entrance into the fray—at least after his anti-Martinist
tracts—began with his preface to Greene’s Menaphon (1589), in which he opined on
what he saw as the sorry state of poetry in England caused by the low caliber of writers
the universities were then producing.55 A main issue for Nashe was the undervaluing of
English poetry over contemporary works from the continent or those of Greek and
Roman antiquity. Rather than striving towards producing something that might be held
up to a Chaucer or a Gower, students translated and imitated works of Ovid, Virgil, or
Tasso, never breaking beyond the mimetic level of rhetorical study to the innovative and
extemporal realm of creative genius, a trait Nashe praises Greene for possessing when he
states, “but give me the man whose extemporal vein in any humour will excel our
greatest artmasters' deliberate thoughts, whose inventions, quicker than his eye, will
challenge the proudest rhetorician to the contention of like perfection with like
expedition” (4). Greene and Nashe both shared, among other things, a view that
conventions were simply meant as guidelines, not absolutes. To mine the past (or works
from the continent, for that matter) for inspiration is all fine and well, but to be stuck
there is little better than stagnation. The only way to get beyond mediocrity was to push
boundaries, whatever they may be; something few were willing to do. In following
passage, we see Nashe critiquing both the pupils-turned-poets as well as their university
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it around the end of 1589. See McKerrow p. 444.
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instructors, claiming that such pedagogy created little better than hack playwrights,
incapable of appreciating anything outside the scope of their learning, let alone producing
anything of real substance.
Indeed, it may be the engrafted overflow of some kill-cow conceit that
overcloyeth their imagination with a more than drunken resolution (being
not extemporal in the invention of any other means to vent their manhood)
commits the digestion of their choleric encumbrances to the spacious
volubility of a drumming decasyllabon. 'Mongst this kind of men that
repose eternity in the mouth of a player, I can but engross some deep-read
schoolmen or grammarians, who having no more learning in their skull
than will serve to take up a commodity, nor art in their brain than was
nourished in a serving-man's idleness, will take upon them to be the
ironical censors of all, when God and poetry doth know they are the
simplest of all. (4)
To Nashe, disillusionment was what a university education offered, which is perhaps why
we have no record of him ever completing his degree. Rather than true scholars and
poets, those noble walls of Cambridge and Oxford were creating a new breed of pedantic
literati, wholly impressed by their own achievements and whose learnedness was only
surpassed by the narcissism it engendered. Where knowledge should have been a vehicle
granting and inspiring never-ending creativity, such shallow men, incapable of seeing
beyond the “commodity” they took up—be it a clerical position or secular post, writing
here and there for a theater or acting troupe—were satisfied with the status quo of
mediocracy. Now one might perceive a certain level of hypocrisy from Nashe’s railings,
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which would indeed be correct, but such thoughts must be tempered with the realization
that Greene, for whom this preface was written, utilized intentional hypocrisy as a tactic
throughout his career (e.g. his double sale of Orlando Furioso called out in The Defence
of Cony Catching as mentioned in the previous chapter), so to interpret this preface at
face value without considering Nashe—channeling Greene—was ironically and fully
aware of what he was doing runs the risk of shallow reading. What we see in the preface
to Menaphon are the burgeoning sentiments and fledgling techniques that would become
the foundation for Nashe’s style and corpus: biting sarcasm mixed with a seething distain
for the (mis)educated that encompassed those in the aristocracy who perpetuated a system
of patronage that rewarded such shallow thought; that, along with a sense of pride and
nationalism entrenched in the belief that England was just as capable of producing great
works of Poesy as anything from the continent, past or present. It is essential to
understand where such sentiments in Nashe’s work come from, especially as we move
towards Pierce Penilesse, lest we confused them with some sort of classist (though it
would be remiss to assume Nashe’s work is free of any such intimations), or antiimmigrant stance. With that being said, perhaps the best place to approach the quarrel
these men shared is with the text that ignited the controversy, Greene’s A Quip for an
Upstart Courtier.
Much like Nashe, Greene’s view of many of his contemporaries was rather
scathing. In the introduction to the 2010 critical edition of Quip, editors Jesse BleakleyRitchie, Mark Farnsworth, Lara Hansen, et al. note, “Perhaps ironically, Greene scorned
playwrights for their lack of education and their appeal to the public; he felt the literary
talent was a mark of a good writer, not his popularity” (18). The irony of course lies in
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the fact that Greene, lacking a steady patron, relied mainly on the popularity of his prose
work as a means of income, composing plays only when he was in dire need of money.
The success of Quip came on the back of Greene’s wildly popular Cony-Catching series
exploring London’s criminal underworld. According to Stephen Greenblatt, the ConyCatching series has Greene positioning himself as some “kind of ethnographer” with the
hopes of “introducing respectable English readers to London’s dense society of cheats,
swindlers, and pickpockets” (205). In all, the series contained six parts published over
several years, speaking to its popularity within the London readership. And because of its
illicit nature, a certain amount of intrigue, excitement, and deplorability became attached
to Greene’s name, something he relished and capitalized on as much as possible, which
helps explain the undeniable buzz that elevated him above the rest of the hack writers to
an almost celebrity status.56 To Greene, controversy was just another form of publicity, a
tactic both he and Nashe seemed to have learned from their involvement and proximity to
the Marprelate Controversy discussed in chapter two of this dissertation.
Beyond the jab at the Harvey family that has come to dominate the scholarly
conversation regarding Greene’s Quip, there is another controversy, one not associated
with the personal quarrel these men had with each other, involving issues of originality
and plagiarism that also haunt this text. In his 1865 A Biographical and Critical Account
of the Rarest Books in English Language, critic and confirmed forger John Payne Collier
argued that Greene’s Quip bears more than a passing resemblance to Francis Thynne’s
The Debate Between Pride and Lowliness (1577). Collier notes it was unknow as to
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whether Thynne’s Debate was initially printed with the expressed purpose of being sold
to the public, and because of that uncertainty it is difficult to tell how well it was known
to the reading public or how Greene managed to come by a copy.57 On the surface there
are notable structural differences between the two texts, Thynne’s being written in verse
quatrains while Greene’s is in his standard prose, but when comparing the actual content
of the two Greene’s plagiarism becomes glaringly obvious, right down to the initial
pastoral dream sequence that leads to the road-side trial between the two pair of
anthropomorphized trousers.
There is little question as to which came first. Collier states, “On the mere
inspection of the two productions, it would not be disputed for an instant by those capable
of judging such matters that Greene’s tract must have made its appearance at least ten
years later than Thynne’s poem” (303). We might infer from this comment Collier is
referring to the style in which each is written, but it also revels something telling about
which of Greene’s editions he was comparing and/or how well the details of the
Harvey/Greene controversy survived into the mid-19th century. In its print history,
Greene’s Quip went through a total of twelve printings: “the first seven in 1592, followed
by one each in 1597, 1606, 1620, 1622, and 1635” (Critical Edition 5). Had Collier been
using a first edition copy of Quip, the one containing Greene’s insult to the Harvey
family, it would have been obvious considering Gabriel Harvey’s over-the-top reaction in
Four Letters that the text was written in 1592. For someone putting together a collection
of the “rarest books” in English literature it seems strange the connection between these
two texts would go unnoticed. This suggests Collier was either using one of the later
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eleven editions (the insulting passage had been excised in the second printing), or that the
quarrel associated with the text, much like the two men themselves, had already faded
into relative obscurity. The editors of the critical edition of Quip do also make note of
Collier’s sordid reputation as a forger which does call any work related to him into
question; however, if we can agree Greene’s Quip bears more than just a passing
resemblance to Thynne’s Debate while maintaining a skeptical eye towards the
conclusions Collier draws it only adds several more layers of intrigue to a text already
rife with controversy.
As stated, the full history of this feud between Greene, Nashe, and the Harveys
extends back well into the 1580s, involving multiple writers spanning several genres. Up
until this point, most writers had generally limited themselves to mocks and taunts aimed
at the Harvey brothers individually, homing in on things like Gabriel’s sycophantic
bromance with Spenser or his mild obsession with the English hexameter. Where others
had shown at least mild restraint, Greene, true to his fashion of pushing boundaries, went
completely beyond the pale in Quip by insulting each brother in rapid succession all from
the perspective of their father. Below is the excised taunt in its entirety, taken from
McKerrow’s pivotal work on the subject, bookended by the lines preceding and
following with a few signposts from Nina Green for context.
The rope-maker replied that honestly journeying by the way he acquainted
himself with the collier, & for no other cause pretended. — And whither are you
a-going, qd. I? Marry sir, qd. he, first to absolve your question, I dwell in Saffron
Walden and am going to Cambridge to three sons that I keep there at school, such
apt children, sir, as few women have groaned for, and yet they have ill luck. The
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one, sir, [Richard] is a divine to comfort my soul, & he indeed, though he be a
vainglorious ass as divers youths of his age be, is well given to the show of the
world and writ alate The Lamb of God, and yet his parishioners say he is the limb
of the devil and kisseth their wives with holy kisses, but they had rather he should
keep his lips for Madge, his mare. The second, sir, [John] is a physician or a fool,
but indeed a physician, & had proved a proper man if he had not spoiled himself
with his Astrological Discourse of the terrible conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter.
For the eldest, [Gabriel], he is a civilian, a wondrous-witted fellow, sir-reverence
sir, he is a Doctor, and as Tubalcain was the first inventor of music, so he, God's
benison light upon him, was the first that invented English hexameter, but see
how in these days learning is little esteemed: for that and other familiar letters and
proper treatises he was orderly clapped in the Fleet, but sir, a hawk and a kite may
bring forth a kestrel, and honest parents may have bad children. — Honest with
the devil, qd. the collier… 58
The personal details given by the ropemaker unequivocally point to it being John Harvey
Sr.: his vocation, hailing from Saffron Walden, having three boys at Cambridge, and
most specifically Richard’s Lamb of God. The ropemaker describes his sons as apt, yet
having “ill luck” as though, by their choices life itself has tarnished the potential each of
them possessed at birth. This description, though not exactly flattering, has a level of
realism to it, retaining a flavor of honesty and somber pride one might expect from a tired
man who has worked all his life to give his children the opportunities he was never
afforded. The middle son, Richard, is held as a “divine comfort” to his father, despite
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displaying an unhealthy sense of pride; an insult blunted somewhat by the caveat that
most young men of his age are prone to similar behavior. Such an opinion echoes
Nashe’s sentiments mentioned earlier regarding his view of the new breed being
produced at university—less scholars than pedants. The worst affront towards Richard is
the accusation of lecherous behavior towards the married women of his congregation, yet
it seems to keep on the windy side of libel by wrapping itself in a thin shield of hearsay.
The portrait of the eldest son, Gabriel, possesses that same tone of a back-handed
compliment, capitalizing on several of the jokes that made him a relatively open target to
rest of London’s writing community. The ropemaker likens his son to Tubalcain, who he
calls “the inventor of music,” which is not entirely accurate. Referencing the biblical
character from the Old Testament, Tubalcain is attributed as being the first to forge
“instruments of bronze and iron.”59 If we assume here the instruments of Tubalcain are of
the musical type, the allusion then likens Gabriel’s English hexameter to some newlyforged tool through which poets of England are now able to create poetry, but this is all
up to one’s interpretation. Unlike his brother Jubal, who is “the father to all who play the
lyre and pipe,” 60 Tubalcain’s creations are typically thought to be tools of violence—
swords, daggers, etc.—which makes the Gabriel’s English hexameter more of a weapon
of destruction than an instrument of creation; this also lends insight to Nashe’s comment
from Strange News (1592) when he referred to Gabriel’s “invention” as “over
weaponed” (21). Such a small detail carries with it sweeping levels of insult, for this
misreading of scripture calls into question not just the father’s but the entire family’s
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status as a good Christians, further compounding the slight towards the ordained brother,
Richard (i.e. if his own father does not understand scripture one can only imagine the
state of his parish). Moreover, by mentioning the time Gabriel spent incarcerated at Fleet
prison for libel further insinuates his proud invention should be associated with violence
and the worst kind of sin imaginable.61
As it happens, the mildest and most brief of Greene’s insults, those directed
towards John, the youngest of the Harvey family, actually had little to do with John
himself and more to do with his older brothers, yet it was these comments that turned out
to be the most transgressive. Greene states John would have, “proved a proper man if he
had not spoiled himself with his Astrological Discourse of the Terrible Conjunction of
Saturn and Jupiter,” referencing what he deemed John’s “foolish” attempt to defend both
his brothers’ honor and 1583 astrological prediction about Jupiter and Saturn colliding,62
something that left both Gabriel and Richard open to ridicule ever since. Greene’s
transgression was not this insult itself, for Gabriel and Richard had been putting up with
such mocks for the better part of a decade by that point. No, the unforgivable insult had
everything to do with the fact young John had died in July of 1592, turning what reads as
a mild rib now into a posthumous attack. Whether Greene knew of John’s death at the
time Quip was published is hard to say, but seeing how the entire attack was pulled from
the second printing it does suggest a certain amount of remorse on Greene’s part. This is
the true heart of the Greene/Harvey controversy, and a topic that will be explored further
when we shift focus to Harvey’s Four Letters.
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Setting aside the controversies about the text to examine those taking place within
the text, the disputation between Velvet-breeches and Cloth-breeches presents itself as an
intriguing allegory, one capable of being read on multiple levels, simultaneously even.
The most obvious is of course the socioeconomic, the age-old battle of rich versus poor,
where those who can afford the finer things in life take advantage of and look down upon
those who cannot; yet, this is only the simplest of readings. Taken a step further, we
come to Velvet-breeches representing not just the wealthy, but a specific sub-set, the
nouveau riche, seen nowhere more evident than in witty retorts from Cloth-breeches like,
“Marry, gip, goodman upstart, who made your father a gentleman?” (12). In
quintessential Greene fashion, here we have a low-born character, unflinching,
challenging those who presume to say they are his betters. If that tenacity sounds familiar
it should; it is the very same tenacity Nashe showed in his preface to Menaphon, which I
believe loosely ties him to the character Cloth-breeches. Not a straight allegory, of
course. More of a slant-allegory (to borrow a bit from Emily Dickenson) playing with the
technique and playing off the popularity of Spenser’s and Sydney’s own use by shifting
the symbolism in and out of focus constantly, never letting meaning settle on a concrete
footing. “Looking upon these two,” we are told by Greene’s narrator as he tries to
evaluate the intentions of these two fantastical characters, “I might perceive by the pride
of the one and the homely resolution of the other that this their meeting would grow into
some dangerous conflict, and therefore to prevent some fatal issue of such pretended
quarrel, I stepped between them both, when Velvet-breeches greeted Cloth-breeches”
(12). If the doggedness of Cloth-breeches hints towards Nashe, the pride of Velvetbreeches obviously does the same towards Gabriel Harvey, which then leaves the narrator
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as Greene, a tactic he has favored going back to 1583 with Mamillia as was discussed in
the previous chapter, here reestablishing his position of civil duty from the ConyCatching series by intervening in this dispute before it becomes bloody. To take this
allegory even further into the realm of metanarrative, just as the road is where narrator
takes it upon himself to step between these two characters, the pages of the pamphlet act
as the place where Greene himself steps in on behalf of his friend in the growing quarrel
between Nashe and Harvey, the reading audience themselves being tapped as silent
members of the public gallery.
As much as this pamphlet and the ropemaker vignette in particular was meant as a
slight towards the Harvey brothers (i.e. the ropemaker does not exist in Thynne’s 1577
version), in a broader context we can see how comments like those of the ropemaker
align with the overarching themes found in the rest of Greene’s work going back to 1588
and Perimedes the Blacksmith all the way through the Cony-Catching series, commenting
on the sociopolitical milieu of the day just as the Marprelate tracts had done several years
prior. If Cloth-breeches is meant as an arm’s length stand-in for Nashe, he is also meant
to symbolize traditional English values. His victory over Velvet-breeches, as much as it
was a one-upping of Harvey, is meant to embody the very real civil unrest and masslamentation felt by the lower-class who have slowly watch their world fade to one driven
by mercantilism and avarice, and the indictment of the extravagant apparel of Velvetbreeches then becomes a rejection of continental influence seen not just in fashion, but in
the pedagogical practices at the universities.
Alongside his friend Robert Greene, Thomas Nashe also chose to address the
plight of the common man in Pierce Penilesse: His Supplication to the Devil (1592).
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Semi-autobiographical in nature mixed with hyperbole and biting satire par excellence,
Pierce tells a tale of woe of a young academic unprepared in university for the changing
backdrop of a contemporary London. Where once a young gentleman had little trouble
securing patronage through his creative endeavors, that old guard has passed, now
replaced by spendthrifts who care more for avarice than the arts. We follow the main
character, Pierce, as he trudges the streets and back alleys of London, digging through
garbage with the beggars for food as he tries to find some sort of succor. With no trace of
hope to be found in London, the only course of action Pierce sees is to seek the devil’s
help in hopes that he may be able to offer some sort of respite, entrusting his supplication
to a Knight of the Post, who informs Pierce he will use any means necessary, searching
far and wide, to the continent and beyond if necessary to deliver his message.
Coincidently perhaps, a Knight of the Post (a witness paid to testify in court cases) also
happens to be a character from Greene’s Quip—one of the jurors in fact dismissed by
Cloth-breeches for being “an abuser of good laws and a very knave” (24)—yet here
Pierce sarcastically defends the profession, stating he would never wish to “offend
without cause” any of the men from “that excellent profession” (3). As ridiculous and
jocular as this may sound—keeping in mind his friend’s two pair of anthropomorphized
trousers—allegorically such implications reach well beyond inflammatory when put in
context of a challenge to church authority as Knights of the Post were used quite often,
especially during the Marprelate Controversy, something that complicates our
understanding of Nashe even further considering he not only wrote against Marprelate for
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the church, but that he was most likely living at Lambeth Palace under Archbishop
Whitgift not long after he wrote Pierce.63
Analyzing the allegorical framework, Nashe’s farce represents a normal citizen
taking it upon himself to send an envoy to the “enemy” for aid. That an Englishman, a
Christian, might seek aid from the devil insinuates that he cannot find it from the church
which is beyond blasphemous; and that he might seek an audience by letter sent abroad to
whatever country the devil may reside in at that time was treasonous. The fact that Pierce
bumps into the devil’s envoy in London—outside of St. Paul’s no less—only exacerbates
the insinuation, for what does it imply when you seek the devil elsewhere only to find
him at home? These connections may have been veiled enough to make it by the
Stationers’ censorship, but they were undoubtedly not lost on some of his audience,
flavoring Nashe’s writing with a certain amount of recklessness. This is noteworthy since
Greene is usually the one associated with living fast and loose.
In their efforts to write for the common man, both Greene and Nashe took a
similar lesson from the Marprelate Controversy: satire works only if the subject matter
does not come too close to the institution of power. Unlike Greene, who aimed his satire
at a relatively safe bunch in works like the Cony Catching series or Quip (i.e. the divers
mountebanks of the nouveau riche), in Pierce Penilesse Nashe set his sights much higher,
taking seemingly lighthearted shots at institutions within the purview of the aristocracy
while making sure his attacks fall just short of both church and crown. To begin his
search, Pierce notes that the devil is often said to be in the company of lawyers and that
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he is no doubt, “playing ambodexter amongst them now” (7), thus he makes his way to
Westminster Hall. Known as the main seat of justice in London, Westminster makes a
rather trepidatious landscape wherein to seek the devil, especially when it is implied that
he should not be found amongst the defendants, but rather with the barristers and Justices.
In an act of equivocation that is both impressive and yet highly suspect due to its
unanimity, when asked if the devil was present, “they all (una voce) affirmed he was not
there; marry, whether he was at the Exchange or no, amongst the rich merchants, that
they could not tell, but it was likelier of the two…” and that Pierce should go find him
there (7). Wrapped in the rhetoric of this ostensibly humorous satirical interaction is a
rather scathing indictment. How is it the judiciary community—which by proxy would
include members of the Privy Council and Star Chamber—should know the devil well
enough to recognize he is not presently among them, and then “in one voice” point Pierce
in the direction of the financial district, claiming it as the likelier of the two places where
he might be found? It appears Nashe is suggesting they all are better acquainted with the
devil than anyone would like to admit. Again, not a direct attack to either church or
crown, but one close enough to cause nervous laughter depending on one’s present
company.
The scene at the Exchange, though similarly as brief, stands in stark contrast to
the one painted at Westminster Hall. Located only a stone’s throw from St. Paul’s, the
images Nashe conjures up through his descriptions are that of a bustling market one must
thrust themselves into, easily becoming disoriented and lost among the “confusion of
languages” heard all around (8). Rather than one unified voice as was seen in
Westminster, here Pierce must travel from person to person in search of the devil, “But
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from one to another, Non noui daemonem was all the answer [he] could get” (8), which
suggests each merchant has a passing acquaintance with the devil, yet offers little help in
task of tracking him down. Perhaps what is most interesting about this exchange is the
attention Nashe draws to the “confusion of languages,” a comment I feel has a meaning
that extends beyond a simple description of the Exchange’s cacophony. This confusion
could refer to the language and practices used by the merchant class to swindle people
out of money to grow their own holdings, something Pierce’s supplication touches on
here and there but is the very foundation of Greene’s Quip (as well as his entire Cony
Catching series). But it also could be read in a very literal sense, referring to the different
languages of the brokers as they haggle between themselves over price, speaking to
London’s growing cosmopolitanism due to foreign trade while also tacitly alluding to the
influx of immigrants and refugees escaping religious persecution on the continent.
As was briefly mentioned earlier, Pierce Penilesse does contain elements that
could be marked as anti-immigrant. Within the supplication to the devil, Pierce rails
against foreigners, specifically calling out the French, Italians, Spanish, and Danes. For
Pierce, each country and their citizens represent a sort of sub-set within the larger catalog
of the seven deadly sins that comprises much of the text, each country displaying its sin
in a different fashion. The Spaniards are braggarts; the Italians, deceivers; the French,
pompous; and the Danes, why they despise education (14-15). It’s unlikely the character
Pierce, a destitute writer, would have had the means to travel to each of these countries,
thus his opinions were no doubt formed on the streets and alleys of Bankside and
Cheapside in places like the Exchange. But lest we forget or become distracted by these
amusing caricatures of the continent, the root cause of Pierce’s grievance stems from the
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gradual shift in tastes towards all things continental and away from those distinctly
English, brought to life quite literally in Greene’s Quip and discussed at length in
Nashe’s preface to Greene’s Menaphon. Commenting on Nashe’s preface, Lorna Huston
states in Thomas Nashe in Context (1989) that beyond giving kudos to Greene for his
narrative style, “Nashe went on to deplore the degeneration in English letters from the
promising early purity demonstrated by Elyot, More, and later Ascham to the
contemporary stagnation in which authors appear to be mere retailers of classical and
continental merchandise” (64-65). Using Huston’s insight, Nashe’s “confusion of
language” can now be extended beyond the depiction of the Exchange seen in Pierce by
thinking of this new generation of authors—those (mis)educated fools—in terms of
retailers and their stagnant texts as the merchandise filling the shelves of the various
booksellers located around St. Paul’s churchyard.
In “Reproducing Paper Monsters in Thomas Nashe” (2013), Melissa Hull Geil
points out that although Nashe was critical of his contemporaries, he was equally critical
of himself, his work, and his relationship to the print marketplace. Focusing on Nashe’s
description of Pierce Penilesse as a “paper monster,” Geil notes Nashe’s own
acknowledgement of “ambition as a source of inspiration for the text” (97), rather than
some purer motive descending from the muses that might allow him to create the type of
work he bemoans has been lost in England. Geil goes on, stating, “Nashe does not
disavow his connection to the marketplace and the fact that this form of literary
production may not be as prestigious as others. But, as is typical of Nashe, when he
critiques himself he takes others down with him” (ibid.). For certain, he was ambitious,
but ambition becomes a complicated term when dealing with a writer as wily as Nashe.
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As much as we might feel safe in taking him at his word that his purpose in writing
Pierce was to “claw avarice by the elbow” in hopes of circumventing the broken system
of patronage (7), what then follows is the unconscious assumption financial success was
his primary goal and that all other motives came secondary if not tertiary. But as Geil so
aptly intuits from Nashe’s use of introspection, self-critique was a vehicle for Nashe to
get at his true goal of attacking his enemies, cutting off his nose to spite his face,
rhetorically speaking. Where self-effacement was typically used as a sign of deference
towards a patron, Nashe—mimicking Greene—deployed it as a tactic that left his
opponents weaponless in a battle of words, and Nashe had no greater enemies than his
old friends from Cambridge, Richard and Gabriel Harvey.
Subtle allusions to Richard and/or Gabriel are littered throughout Pierce, ranging
from oblique pokes at the pride of learned men to jabs at upstarts who forget their humble
background as they strive to better their station in life; ironic of course since Nashe was
attempting the same thing. In the persona of Pierce, Nashe tells he readers, “there is no
friendship to be had with him that is resolute to do or suffer anything rather than endure
the destiny whereto he was born, for he will not spare his own father or brother, to make
himself a gentleman” (14). There is no direct reference here to either Richard or Gabriel,
but when the history of these men, along with works like Greene’s Quip, are taken into
consideration any comment concerning family, or to be more specific, a father forsaken
by his son(s) has the potential to be interpreted as such. In his opening epistle to the
printer Nashe warns the reader, “Write who will against me, but let him look his life be
without scandal, for if he touch me never so little, I’ll be as good as the Black Book to
him & his kindred” (4). For context, the Black Book was something “Greene several
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times mentions as a work he had in preparation…which was to attack a number of
scoundrels by name, and unrip their villainies” (McKerrow 88). A similar threat went
back to the Marprelate Controversy in which Martin claimed if the bishops do not amend
their ways he would place one of his followers in every diocese, and two in every parish
of Suffolk and Essex to record their misdeeds for publication (Epistle 52); in this
instance, however, Nashe’s invocation carried with it a rather unsettling pledge. Like
some 16th century Keyser Söze of the written word,64 Nashe takes a scorched earth
approach to this tactic, extending the promise of reprisal to any reproof, great or small,
well beyond the individual detractor to include their entire family. With undertones of an
eerily calm wrath, this response suggests someone struck a nerve in Nashe, and judging
from his later diatribe that person was Richard Harvey.
Primarily an interjection into the Marprelate Controversy, Richard Harvey’s
Epistle to the Lamb of God ( 23 October 1589) also contained a rebuke to Nashe’s
preface to Greene’s Menaphon in which Harvey likens the young writer’s observations
on the state of contemporary English writing to Marprelate’s polemic commentary
regarding the episcopacy of the Anglican Church. In her concise summary to Epistle of
the Lamb of God, Nina Green notes, “According to McKerrow, few copies of The Lamb
of God contain the epistle…and it is likely that it was added after the original
publication” (1).65 This suggests something within Nashe’s preface compelled Harvey to
revise his original publication to include the response. In what appears to be an attempt to
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make an example of Nashe, Harvey states to his readers after a long dressing-down,
“Good my masters, either study more, or presume less” (4), insinuating that Nashe was
callow and ill-equipped to make such judgements of those who were his betters. If this
weren’t enough, Harvey concludes his castigation by humblebragging about his own
temperament when it comes to those who censure him in print, saying, “As I am easily
ruled by reason, so no fierce or proud passion can overrule me; no carping censor, or vain
Pap-Hatchet, or madbrain Scogan, or gay companion, anything move me” (4). If the
pompous tone were not enough, Harvey claims to have such a capacity for reason that he
is able to weather his malefactors with the poise and grace of a scholar untroubled by
those beneath his learning, making him the epitome of the proud scholar seen in Nashe’s
Pierce. Where some may have yielded after being taken to task so publicly, such
comments from Lamb of God awoke in Nashe quite the opposite reaction, viewing
Harvey’s claim that nothing could move him as more of a challenge, and one he would
gladly accept.
Leaving subtlety behind, toward the middle of Pierce Nashe goes on the direct
offensive when he shifts his focus in the catalog of the seven deadly sins from envy to
wrath, making sure, however, to draw a careful distinction between the two. “A
perturbation of mind (like unto envy) is wrath, which looketh far lower than the former,
for, whereas envy cannot be said to be but in respect of our superiors, wrath respecteth no
degrees nor persons, but is equally armed against all that offend him” (19). This
distinction is quite important, for without it one might conclude Nashe’s ire towards
Richard Harvey stems from some type of envy, which, as he explains, is merely a form of
admiration perverted and turned corrupt by covetousness. Wrath, on the other hand,
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though admittedly baser than envy, has no respect for “degrees nor person”; it offers
absolutely no quarter to those who offend which sounds exactly like the warning Nashe
gives in the opening epistle. After a meandering bricolage about the wrath seen in myriad
professions set against a backdrop of lamentation over state of English poetry (that feels
somewhat odd yet strangely not out of place), Nashe, “not yet out of the theme of wrath,”
turns his gaze towards Richard Harvey, stating in a fashion that makes his grin almost
perceptible, “To show how I can rail, thus would I begin to rail on him” (22). For the next
sixty-odd lines, Nashe holds nothing back, defending himself against the ridicule Richard
put forth against him in the epistle to Lamb of God. In so doing, he highlights Harvey’s
several academic missteps over the years as well as his lack of any sense of honor—
“whom I never wronged in my life, hath named me in print (as I will not do him)”—
entreating his audience to see how viciously he was attacked without any provocation.
Similar to Greene’s censure of the youngest Harvey brother in Quip, the eldest,
Gabriel, is mentioned but once in this whole tirade, and only in passing when Nashe
insinuates one of Richard’s “bastards (a book, I mean), which, being of thy begetting,
was set forth under his name” (22), referring to Gabriel’s addition to the Astrological
Discourse of Saturn and Jupiter. Neither John nor his annex to the same text are brought
up, and the only allusion to the father, again like in Quip, refers to him second-hand by
vocation when Nashe calls Richard “the son of a rope-maker.” As much as this might
suggest a certain amount of restraint on the part of Nashe, such thoughts fade away when
Richard is told to go make a rope and hang himself, followed by an incitement towards
everyone thus abused by the Harvey brothers to take up arms against them in print. “And
so I leave thee till a better opportunity,” Nashe states, “to be tormented world without end
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of our poets and writers about London, whom thou has called piperly make-plays and
makebates” (23). This brings us back to the notion that wrath holds no quarter where
enemies are concerned. Moreover, this also illustrates Geil’s earlier insight on Nashe
concerning strategy—that he shows himself here a sinner to take others down with him;
yet, it wouldn’t be Nashe if the situation and his rhetoric were not just a bit more
complicated than it appears.
As the rant concludes and composure is regained, Nashe asks his audience,
“have I not an indifferent pretty vein in spur-galling an ass? If you knew how extemporal
it were at this instant, and with what haste it is writ, you would say so” (24). Invoking the
praise once paid to Greene in the preface to Menaphon, Nashe uses his railing against
Harvey to establish himself as Greene’s successor as master of the extemporal, though in
doing so he also manages to walk himself back from actually succumbing to wrath,
stating, “But I would not have you think that all this that is set down here is in good
earnest…but only to show how, for a need, I could rail if I were throughly fired” (24).
Such a move accomplishes several goals, for it softens Nashe’s wrath by claiming it was
but feigned, yet at the same time the pride and folly of Richard Harvey remain intact.
Moreover, Nashe artfully reclaims Harvey’s boast of having the ability to remain
unmoved and turns it against him. The move also implies if Nashe were so incensed he
could certainly respond with vigor, but since this was merely an example, he actually
remains indifferent, thus insinuating through apophasis his superiority in the entire
exchange.
Rhetorical maneuvers such as these make it difficult to believe the motivations
behind writing Pierce were strictly financial, regardless of how much Nashe may state
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that very purpose. His writing is adroit oftentimes to the point of being dense—even his
allusions have allusion—and because of that terms like primary or ulterior tend to lose
their tether to meaning within the great labyrinth of intentions, leaving them floating
somewhere between problematic and useless when it comes to Nashe. Well before his
overt yet affected retort to Richard, Nashe alludes to Homer’s Iliad while discussing the
pride and courage of this new generation of Englishmen who, as he sees it, lack the
fortitude to back up their words. “Ulysses was a tall man under Ajax’ shield, but by
himself he would never adventure but in the night” (13). He speaks of how men may brag
and quarrel when they are assured of their own security, but once they are exposed and
made vulnerable their courage all but evaporates. The surface reading seems obvious—
young men who wither when confronted directly—yet even McKerrow has difficulty
with this one. “This seems to be a mistake. The reference must surely be to Iliad viii.
266-72, where Teucer is described as fighting under the shield of Ajax
Telamonius…[but] the statement that he would never adventure save in the night, shows,
however, that Nashe really meant Ulysses” (106). It is of course possible Nashe was
mistaken as McKerrow suggests; however, it equally likely this so-called mistake was
deliberate.
Examining this reference further, and remembering that Pierce is laced from start
to finish with indirect potshots towards the entire Harvey family, we could see how this
allusion might be interpreted as a reference to the eldest two brothers, perhaps that
Richard is brave in print knowing his older brother will come to his aid (e.g. Astrological
Discourse), or even that the shield of Ajax is somehow a metaphor for the university
protecting its alumni; an argument could be made for either, yet neither gives a satisfying
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answer, nor do they help explain McKerrow’s conundrum, but that is only because
McKerrow obliges us to read from the same kind of critical point of view indicative of
his time. Remembering Geil’s understanding of Nashe—how he always cuts himself
when cutting someone else—and infusing it with a bit of Derridian jeu libre,66 what we
see in this passage is Nashe is actually referring to himself. Up until Pierce, Nashe’s
main forays in writing were either anonymous (e.g. Almond for a Parrot, Return of
Pasquil), or at the behest of his sometimes-mentor, Robert Greene, all of which were
great opportunities, but they never allowed him to stand up for himself. Whether it was
anonymity or Greene’s prolific career/reputation, in either case Nashe was covered,
insulated, shielded, from those who went after him in print. If we believe as Kettner
(through McGinn) suggests that Nashe was the one to insert the ropemaker scene into
Quip, that only further illustrates the point that Nashe was working from behind the
shield of Greene. Pierce was registered with the Stationers’ on August 8, 1592, almost a
month before Greene’s death; this suggests Nashe was looking to move out from under
Greene’s defense well before his death. Ulysses may have been tall under Ajax’ shield,
but Nashe wanted to prove to the world and all his detractors exactly how “tall” he was
on his own. Financial gain may have been the motive broadcasted, but autarky was just as
much at the heart of Pierce Penilesse as any want for money.
Running the risk of sounding glib, perhaps the best way to understand the quarrel
between Robert Greene, Thomas Nashe, and Gabriel Harvey is to think in terms of a
series of unfortunate events. As has been established, long before Quip was even an idea
the Harvey brothers (Richard and Gabriel) managed to stumble grandly enough on their
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own in print to attract the attention of the various wit-crackers writing in London in the
late 1580s and early 1590s. Gabriel’s pedantry often had him mocked as little better than
a stuffed shirt, thus it comes as little surprise Greene would lampoon him by using his
pompous disposition (in part) as the archetype for a pair of stuffed pants in Quip. In
Romance for Sale, Steve Mentz mentions that Harvey “was angry with Greene for
precisely the reason that his career is so important to scholars of English narrative: over
his twelve-year career, Greene became a public symbol of narrative fiction, and the new
medium of print spread his personal fable throughout the city” (216). Mentz is very much
correct. Greene’s bad boy personality status did in many ways amplify his popularity to
the point of a public symbol, which in turn helped to spread his lore through the streets of
London. Harvey’s issue with Greene stemmed from his corruptible nature, a point we see
hammered home throughout Harvey’s Four Letters and one we can infer stemmed from a
fear the effect such popularity might have on both the reading audience, but more
importantly the purity of English writing itself. In the grand scheme this interpretation is
spot on, though in the case of Harvey’s fury towards Greene as a result of Quip, the issue
is much more pointed and personal.
In the opening epistle of Four Letters (dated 16 September 1592) directed to “all
courteous minds that will vouchsafe the reading” (7), Harvey attempts to explain to his
readers how, despite his better judgement— “Vile acts would in some respects rather be
concealed than recorded” (7)—honor has compelled him to answer the wrongs done to
him and his kin. In publishing these letters, he tells his readers, “It was my intention so to
demean myself in the whole, and so to temper my style in every part, that I might neither
seem blinded with affection, nor enraged with passion, nor partial to friend, nor
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prejudicial to enemy, nor injurious to the worst, nor offensive to any” (7). We know
Harvey was a man who took himself quite seriously (too seriously, perhaps), and that he
was not particularly adept at taking insults in stride, but the attention here drawn to
making sure he did not succumb to his anger seems to carry with it a bit more weight,
delving below the response to an off-color slight one might expect to some kind of deepseated and visceral reaction. Someone with a hot temper might find themselves enraged
with passion if they are mocked, but to be “blinded with affection” carries with it a
connotation of profound devotion to some other, regardless of how much vainglory could
be laid at Harvey’s feet. Out of every invective found in the ropemaker vignette from
Greene’s Quip, none were as malefic as those made about the youngest of the brothers,
John, who had recently died. It is here that a timeline of events becomes wholly
important to understanding the intricacies of this quarrel.
We know that Greene’s Quip was entered in the Stationers’ Register on the 20th
of July 1592, and that John Harvey died sometime during that same month. Following
McKerrow’s pivotal work on the subject, Nina Green states in the prefatory material to
her modern transcription of Harvey’s Four Letters, “[Gabriel] Harvey journeyed to
London at the end of August 1592 on family business in connection with the estate of his
brother, John Harvey, who had died in July,67 and was likely not even aware of A Quip
until after he reached London” (5). This is where we start to see the inconsistencies
emerge. In the second section of Four Letters dated September 5th (two days after
Greene’s death), Harvey states how unfortunate it was that Greene had passed because he
was now “deprived of that remedy in law” he sought at the behest of his father (13),
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insinuating he had come to London with the expressed purpose of suing Greene for his
remarks in Quip. Yet, this contradicts the first letter, a seemingly benign note from
Christopher Bird (a family friend back in Saffron Walden) to one Emanuel Demetrius
dated August 29th, acting as an introductory/recommendatory letter to Demetrius on
Harvey’s behalf. This would appear to be in-part the reason Harvey went to London, but
the note is followed by a rather suspect postscript that mentions the “malicious” injuries
to the Harvey family found in Quip along with a sonnet that makes direct reference to an
ill Greene. Nashe, years later in Have with You to Saffron Walden (1596), calls Harvey
out for writing at least the postscript and sonnet of this first part of Four Letters,
claiming, “By the style I took it napping, and smelt it to be a pig of his Sus Minervam,
the sow his muse, as soon as ever I read it, and since the printer hath confessed it to me”
(51), referring here to John Wolfe, the printer of Four Letters, who confirmed this very
suspicion. Green states, “If the postscript was written on 29 August by Bird, then the
attack on the Harveys in A Quip was known in Saffron Walden by that date. However, if
Harvey added the postscript…then [he] came to London ignorant of the attack on his
family” (2), contradicting his claim in the second letter that his trip to London was solely
to seek legal action against Greene. Such inconsistencies coupled with the fact Harvey
based his portrait of Greene entirely on hearsay as he confesses, “I was altogether
unacquainted with the man, and never once saluted him by name” (Four Letters 13),
make it difficult to take anything Harvey says about Greene in Four Letters at face value,
except perhaps how wounded he was over Greene’s attack on his family, especially his
late brother.
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Gushing with magnanimity, Harvey explains in his second letter how up until this
point he has been content to ignore every mock and jest made at his expense. Seeking
pity from his addressee, Master Bird (along with the rest of his audience), Harvey
laments, “They that can do little must suffer much” (12). Ruminating on the slanders
made towards his father and brothers, Harvey states, “Howbeit I am not to prejudice my
brother alive, or to smother the wrong offered to my brother deceased, or to tolerate the
least defamation of my good father, whom no ill-willer could ever touch with any
dishonesty or discredit in any sort” (12). Though each of these men have been supposedly
touched by disgrace at the hands of Greene, only one is unable to defend his good name,
and to Harvey, “Nothing [is] more dear or inestimable than a man's good name” (12).
Throughout the body of Four Letters Harvey brings up his late brother only a handful of
times and never by name save a few instances in the sonnets that follow the fourth letter.
Such an absence might seem to suggest John’s death was the least of his worries;
however, I would argue this absence stems from a grief too close. Thought of
gnomonically, this absence makes sense. 68 The pain over John’s death fed the anger
Harvey held towards Greene, and the fact that his enemy has died as well, essentially
robbing him of any chance of having his wrongs answered, only compounds those
feeling, amplifying the vitriol he spews towards Greene in exclamatory outbursts like “O
pestilent knavery!” (19). Though John’s name is not found in the letters, it does appear in
several of the sonnets that conclude this work, a significance that extends beyond the
obvious when considering Gabriel’s overall disposition regarding writing. Taken
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together, verse poetry is considered the higher form of writing compared to prose, so by
naming John in sonnet form only, Harvey is honoring his brother’s name by withholding
it from the baser form favored by Greene. Whether deliberate or completely unconscious,
Harvey’s treatment of his late brother speaks to how profoundly his loss was felt, and it
also gives us better insight to why his wrath towards Greene was so severe.
Though Greene was the main target in Four Letters, Nashe did not totally escape
Harvey’s attention; the regard with which Harvey treated him, however, varied from
letter to letter. As mentioned earlier, Harvey referred to Nashe in his second letter as “a
proper young man” who had the misfortune of being present when Greene ate the pickled
herring that would eventually prove fatal. Offering little in the way of animosity towards
Nashe, Harvey treats him rather with a mild sort of deference, stating “I spare him his
name, and in some respects wish him well” (13), as though he does not wish to disgrace
the young man for the unfortunate company he kept. What seems most odd about this is
Nashe’s Pierce had been published at this time, entered into the Stationers’ almost one
month previous, which suggest Harvey was completely unaware of its existence and
learned about it only after September 5th. McKerrow explains this by pointing out
Harvey’s second letter was published as a standalone or “butterfly pamphlet” almost
immediately after he arrived in London as a response to Quip, a point supported in
Nashe’s Have with You when he discusses his own confusion over the inconsistent
treatment he received from Harvey between this butterfly pamphlet and the eventual Four
Letters published in December of that same year. 69
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If the comments Richard Harvey made in his epistle to Lamb of God were enough
to warrant the kind of response seen from Nashe in Pierce, it is no wonder the abject
condescension with which Nashe is treated in the third letter (dated September 8th-9th)
was enough to make him swing his full attention towards Gabriel in all its unrestrained
temerity. Where only a few days prior Harvey had praised Nashe as a proper young man,
in this third letter he is called a “mad whoreson,” likened to a wild colt that will soon be
tamed (21). Taunting Nashe, Harvey states, “May it please gentle Pierce, in the divine
fury of his ravished spirit, to be graciously good unto his poor friends, who would be
somewhat loath to be silly sheep for the wolf or other sheep-biter” (23). Keeping in mind
Greene, whom Harvey refers to as Nashe’s “inwardest companion,” had been dead less
than a week, Harvey sneers at Nashe, reminding him at this point he has no friends left
foolish enough to come to his aid should he pursue this quarrel further. Referring back to
his brother’s Lamb of God, Harvey continues his derision, stating, “I would wish the
burned child not to forget the hot element, and would advise overweening youths to
remember themselves” (24), seemingly confident such admonishment would calm the
petulant Nashe.
In a maladroit attempt to quell this burgeoning feud between Nashe and his own
family, Gabriel refers to both Quip and Pierce as he addresses Nashe calling for peace.
Loaded with brickbats, this half-hearted truce oozes with pomposity, a trait it would seem
indicative of the Harveys.
The Quip knoweth his reward, and the Supplication to the Devil, expressly
dedicated to the Prince of Darkness, I commit to the censure of wisdom and
justice with favour, only requesting that mighty bombarder of terms to spare quiet
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men that mean him no harm, and to keep the huge main shot of his rattling babies
for buckram giants. (25)
In saying “the Quip knoweth his reward,” Harvey implies Greene’s death was a form of
divine punishment whether due to a degenerate lifestyle or his unwarranted attack in
Quip; either way, Greene had it coming. This is a stick Harvey appears to enjoy using to
beat Nashe, which of course reeks of hypocrisy since the main bone of contention for
Harvey in all of this was the attack on his deceased brother. More nuanced in his
treatment of Nashe, Harvey goads the “mighty bombarder of terms” with one hand,
ridiculing Nashe for his style of stacking insults on top of each other as something both
inherited from his recently deceased friend and from the late comic actor Richard
Tarleton, essentially labeling Nashe a Martinist, while with the other hand appeals for
peace towards “men that meant him no harm” (i.e. himself and his brother Richard).
Instead of aiming hostility at “quiet men,” Nashe should direct his criticisms towards
“buckram giants”—men well-established for their literary successes—insinuating that
were he to be so brazen and foolhardy men the likes of Spenser would have no problem
put him squarely in his place.
Directly answering Nashe’s incitement in Pierce to have the all the writers of
London join in tormenting the pair of brothers to a “world without end,” Harvey later
entreats the patience of his fellow academics, calling for a general armistice between all
parties for the sake and honor of learnedness itself. This call for fellowship, of course,
only takes place after he has finished trouncing the two men he feels have wronged him
so egregiously. Half-heartedly apologizing to his readers on the chances this tirade has
somehow kicked up any new problems, Harvey implores, “I hope this wind hath not
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shaken any such corn, but fellow-scholars (as Doctor Caius would say), and now,
forsooth, fellow-writers may be made friends with a cup of white wine and some little
familiar conference in calm and civil terms” (29). Harvey’s goal may have been to end
this feud, but the hubris with which this entreaty was written left little chance of that
happening as far as Nashe was concerned. Looking back, it may seem reasonable to
interpret the relative quietude that followed Four Letters as a sign the literati as a
whole—excluding Nashe, of course—took Harvey’s petition for peace to heart; however,
it seems far more likely they recognized what was unfolding and rather than risk getting
drawn into this utter debacle through interjections or attempts at mediation as they had in
the past, they simply decided to hold their tongues, put their feet up, and enjoy the show.
Harvey’s writing may be prolix, but the man himself was relatively predictable
and one-dimensional which makes reading a piece like Four Letters that much easier.
Harvey was highly educated without question, but when combined with his overinflated
sense of ego the result was a man turned pedantic, unwilling, unable even, to take himself
or anything else less seriously for fear of the optics. This helps give insight to Harvey’s
motivations which in turn makes his rhetoric that much easier to parse—stuffed shirts
rarely have use for humor since it would detract from their staid veneer, thus their writing
is typically free of satire. On the other hand, men like Greene and Nashe, who were both
also highly educated and not without their own levels of egoism, never fully bought into
the pretense that tended to come along with a university education, whether due to the
fact they were both sizars at Cambridge or for some other reason; it’s difficult to say.
What we do know is both men embraced the satirical vein of writing wholeheartedly and
consistently pushed boundaries in terms of convention and social acceptability,
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deliberately obfuscating their intentions in the process. Though this makes for a much
more enjoyable (or perhaps I should say less tedious) experience for the reader, it does
make it difficult for anyone attempting to unpack their motives since we are never given
any sure footing beyond the fact that somewhere within their rhetorical gymnastics is a
joke meant for someone, even if it is only themselves.
Troubling as it is to accept, we may never know the answer to why Greene chose
to remove his satirical portrait of the Harvey family from Quip. If we are to believe
Harvey it was because Greene feared legal reprisal, but such an explanation has serious
holes in it beyond the obvious slant of Harvey trying to make himself seem more
important. Nina Green and R.B. McKerrow have shown that in all likelihood Harvey
wasn’t even aware of Quip until he came to London, which by that time Greene was
bedridden and close to death, so legal action would have been the least of his concerns.
Harvey states that Greene offered as much as, “twenty shillings to the printer (a huge sum
with him at that instant) to leave out the matter of the three brothers” (11), but there is no
mention of where or when this interaction took place. If we are to believe Harvey, Greene
never had any visitors on his deathbed beyond his mistress and the woman who cared for
him. We can surmise, then, if Greene did in fact entreat John Wolfe to remove the scene
from the second printing it happened sometime before he fell ill and well before Harvey
ever came to London, raising skepticism over Greene’s fear of legal action and
suggesting that he removed the scene of his own accord. There are innumerable
possibilities as to why Greene may have done this, one of which may be that he heard of
John’s passing and decided to have the episode excised out of respect for the dead; out of
character, perhaps, but there was an element of repentance to Greene’s work, so such a
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move would have played right into that vein of his writing. Yet if this had been just
another stunt of Greene’s trying to capitalize on this sentiment as a tactic to draw his
audience in further, Greene’s history suggests he would have attempted to make some
sort of a grand apology, yet we never see this, not even in Groatsworth. Thinking
gnomonically once again, this lack of any comment from Greene, though possibly
explained by his death, could also be interpreted as an act of sincere regret. Though he
may have had a reputation as a rascal, this does not mean he lacked integrity; as fun as it
may be to bandy words with the witless living, there is no honor in attacking the recent
dead, nor a family in mourning.
The question of Nashe’s involvement in Quip is still a matter of speculation. It is
possible Nashe could have entreated his friend’s help in firing back at the Harveys,
which, knowing what we do about Nashe and Greene, makes it plausible the characters of
Cloth-breeches and Velvet-breeches were caricature models based on Nashe and his
rival(s) with Greene acting as arbiter—the absolute literalness of which is exactly the
kind of satirical stunt Greene and Nashe would have reveled in. Or, as was pointed out by
Kettner and McGinn, Nashe may have written the polemical scene himself and simply
had Greene include it as a personal favor (Kettner 29). If this was the case, it is
understandable Nashe might have taken its removal as an affront, explaining the
lukewarm indifference he treats Greene within his epistle to the printer that begins the
second printing of Pierce. Almost twenty days pass between when Quip and Pierce were
first entered into the Stationers’ Register, thus it is possible Greene, learning of John
Harvey’s death, entreated John Wolfe issue the reprint. The initial run would have still
been out there and the talk of the town, thus explaining how Gabriel Harvey knew of both
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the original and the excised edition after arriving in London at the end of August. But
such a move could have also motivated Nashe, now deprived of his public retort to the
Harveys—even if it was under the shield of Greene’s name—to furiously scribble out his
own response, adding another wrinkle to our understanding of why Nashe felt such need
to brag about the speed at which he wrote Pierce.
Admittedly, this is all speculation, exactly what David Ellis warns against in The
Truth About William Shakespeare as was mentioned in the opening chapter. Like a giant
jigsaw puzzle with half the pieces missing, all we can do is challenge ourselves to try and
reconstruct the most accurate picture we can from the information still left available,
which, as frustrating as it might be, is often half the fun. In searching for those missing
pieces, I happened across "Reading between the Lines: Manuscript Personality and
Gabriel Harvey's Drafts" (1993), an article by James Nielson’s focused primarily on
Gabriel Harvey’s work, but also on the contentious relationship between Harvey, Robert
Greene, and Thomas Nashe. Without any hint of irony Nielson states, “The breadth of
learning and stylistic sophistication of these works is appreciated only by the rare
enthusiasts who have actually read them” (43). If the research put in on this project has
taught me anything it is that each of us in academia must be willing to come to terms with
and be able to poke fun at our own levels of pedantry, lest we find ourselves developing
some of the qualities Greene and Nashe couldn’t resist mocking in Gabriel and Richard
Harvey. In that article, Nielson makes several interesting claims when he suggests,
“[Gabriel] Harvey is probably best known for his inflated “pedantic” tomes against the
recently deceased Robert Greene and the tactically superior Thomas Nashe in the early
1590s” (43). No doubt, Harvey is likely known best in relation to these two, and to call
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his work pedantic—also not too much of a stretch. What is most telling, however, is
Nielson’s downplaying of Greene’s abilities as a writer within this trio as demonstrated in
his qualifiers. Nashe is referred to as “tactically superior” in comparison to his friend,
while Greene is mentioned only as “recently deceased,” without any reference to his
accomplishments, telegraphing what I see as Nielson’s own scholarly proclivities towards
Harvey and reinforcing a sentiment that has been pervasive in most early modern
scholarship for the last few decades. If we recall, Greenblatt suggested in Will in the
World that although Greene was “hugely talented,” he was “by no means the most
accomplished” writer of the University Wits (203), a position that inadvertently
downplays the importance of semi-canonical works such as those from Nashe, Greene,
and even Harvey in the development of Elizabethan literature. Mentz shares this same
concern in Romance for Sale, stating, “Prose fiction has long been the ignored little
sibling of drama and verse in Renaissance studies” (219). If our goal as early modern
scholars is to fully understand and appreciate the intricacies of this era, this endeavor,
“will be incomplete without considering these texts not simply as attractive back alleys of
Elizabethan literacy culture but as major developments in the history of English
Narrative” (219). Obscure as they may be (even to some Renaissance scholars), the
works that make up the Greene/Nashe/Harvey quarrel had a profound influence on those
who were writing at the time. The closer we come to understanding these men and their
skirmish of words, the closer we will get to understanding how and why the rest of the
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era, a period unimaginably influential to the writers of every genre and movement to
follow, unfolded as it did.70

70

I must give credit here to Alan Stewart (Columbia University) for saying, “I sometimes feel that if I fully
understood Nashe, I would understand the entire early modern period,” in his personal introduction for
the Folger Shakespeare Institute’s “Thomas Nashe Symposium” held in September, 2017 .
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Chapter Five:
Harvey’s Four Letters and its Aftermath: Lessons Learned from an Insecure
Pendant

“And here is matter enough for a new civil war, or shall I say for a new Troyan siege, if
this poor letter should fortune to come in print.”
—Gabriel Harvey, Four Letters and Certain
Sonnets

Had some young writer been audacious enough to select the clash between
Thomas Nashe and Gabriel Harvey as the subject for a mock epic, the opening invocation
to the muse, instead of Achilles’ “Rage” as is the case in Homer’s Iliad, would have
undoubtedly sung of Harvey’s vainglory. Whereas his (quasi-manufactured) nemesis,
Robert Greene, was willing to trade upon his name well past the point of his own
detriment, Gabriel Harvey was consumed with projecting and maintaining a good
reputation in the eyes of the court, thus it follows he was equally obsessed with how he
was received in the eyes of the reading public. But as erudite as he was, as scholars like
James Nielson would be quick to point out, Harvey fundamentally misunderstood the
needs and tastes of both audiences from which he sought approval. Given the benefit of
over four hundred years perspective, Harvey seemed to believe he could study his way
into the gentry, mistaking the urbanity and erudition acquired at Cambridge and Oxford
for hereditary nobility, a trait the actual aristocracy might have found endearing to a
point, like a family pet choosing to eat at the same time as its masters but who would
sharply admonish should the beast foolishly hop up and take a seat at the table. So to with
the public was his understanding skewed, for though he was awarded the title of doctor
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and thus earned some level of respect regarding his social standing, being a devout
disciple of Cicero carries little clout outside the walls of the university, and though the
most refined customer perusing the shelves of some bookseller’s stall outside of St.
Paul’s might be impressed with a writer’s ability to adapt Greek or Latin verse techniques
to the English language, they were equally as likely to pick up the latest six-penny prose
pamphlet on Cony Catching oozing with scatological humor.
One of the more difficult and perhaps frustrating points to understanding
Harvey’s writing is one needs to wade through paragraphs and sometimes pages of
pompous ramblings, what James Nielson charitably painted as “sophistication” in the
conclusion of the previous chapter, to realize how much he tended to overcompensate for
his insecurities. Katharine Wilson, in her introductory chapter to Fictions of Authorship
in Late Elizabethan Narratives, begins by stating how Harvey saw works from Sidney
and Spenser as the apices of writing from his era, while baser material the likes of which
Greene produced as well as the popularity such rubbish generated were perpetually a
source of annoyance for such a learned gentleman as he was (1). I would not disagree
considering the amount of ink Harvey spent on the very subject, yet if we were to take
him at his own word from the fourth of his Four Letters he would have us believe such
hack writers and their debaucheries “trouble many, much; some, exceedingly;
themselves, most; me, little” (36), thus contradicting Wilson’s argument; yet in order to
get to such an assertion one must willingly subject themselves to a hornbook’s worth of
rhetorical calisthenics, peppered with subtle and overt compliments to Spenser along the
way mind you, that suggest all evidence to the contrary, reaffirming exactly the point
Wilson made to begin with. Harvey was so desperate to appear elite he would oftentimes
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trip over his own subfusc to do so, lashing out thereafter at anyone who happened to
notice the awkwardness of the misstep and dared to crack the slightest smirk. Should that
person be a subordinate in his eyes, as was the case with Thomas Nashe, such an insult
would only be compounded. At the risk of psychoanalyzing, Harvey’s behavior appeared
in many ways near bipolar, especially regarding his reaction to Greene’s Quip for an
Upstart Courtier and the multiple tracts generated thereafter. Harvey tried to play the
proper and politic man for his two distinct though overlapping audiences to keep himself
from stooping to the level of those he sought to chide. Yet, for all his supposed mastery
of rhetoric, he was unable to match wits with Nashe—who in all fairness knew no bottom
to how low he was willing to bend—succumbing time and again to Nashe’s goads even
though swearing along the way he knew better and was only engaging at the behest of
friends or for posterity’s sake and the correction of others.
Before diving fully into the content of Four Letters, the date each letter was
written, as well as the preface, bears some importance in reconstructing the narrative of
what transpired between these men, as was the case with Quip from the previous chapter.
As a benchmark, Robert Greene, who had been sick for weeks, died September 3, 1592.
The first letter, a short and innocuous note from Christopher Bird to Emanuel Demetrius
on Harvey’s behalf, was penned August 29 of that same year. The second, a
correspondence from Harvey to his friend Bird back in his hometown is dated September
5, 1592, two days after Greene’s death. Harvey’s third letter, addressed to “To every
reader favourably or indifferently affected,” is dated Sept 8-9. The fourth, addressed “To
the same favourable or indifferent reader,” is dated September 11-12; finally, the preface
to the pamphlet as a whole gives September 16 as the date it was written. The Stationers’
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has December 4, 1592 as the date Four Letters was registered, but in Nashe’s Strange
News (January 12, 1593) he tells us at least part of the text was released before this
December date, stating the first material on the subject came out “in a short pamphlet of
six leaves, like a pair of summer pumps” (8), suggesting a smaller-sized book, most
likely the first two letters, where “afterward (winter growing on), [Harvey] clapped a pair
of double soles on it like a good husband, [and] added eight sheets more” (ibid.),
insinuating Harvey went past mere retaliation in his response to capitalize on the
sensationalism around Greene’s death, thus painting him as an opportunist and a
hypocrite in the process vis-à-vis his own reaction to his brother John’s apparently
unflattering posthumous treatment in Greene’s Quip.
Why such a detail matters has to do with where and when the reading public first
learned of Greene’s death. Historically, scholars have treated Chettle’s posthumous
release of Groatsworth (September 20, 1592) as the first time London’s print marketplace
would have been made aware of Greene’s passing, giving credence to the notion it was
his “swan song” as discussed in chapter three; but if Harvey only learned of Greene’s
death on the 5th, as the letter itself suggests, and then decided or was prompted to publish
his reaction then it would have been days if not weeks before Groatsworth came out the
public was made aware of Greene’s demise, a point Nina Green makes in her prefatory
notes to Four Letters(4). The fact Harvey was lodging with the printer John Wolfe
explains the speed at which the butterfly pamphlet would have hit the bookstands;
coincidentally, Wolfe was also responsible for printing Quip, Groatsworth, Four Letters,
and Harvey’s retort to Strange News (imprinted by John Danter) entitled Pierce’s
Supererogation the following year, which also helps us better understand who might have
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been pushing Harvey to continue his assault on Greene months after the man passed and
why. Apparently Nashe wasn’t the only one capable of manipulating Harvey for their
own benefit or amusement. Such evidence also back up my own assertion Greene’s
“swan song” routine from the preface of Groatsworth was probably a selling tactic to
generate sympathy in his readers, an illness he would have overcome by the grace of God
through staid living and serious repentance. As Steve Mentz alluded to in Romance for
Sale, nuances like this, so important to our understanding of the print culture of
Elizabethan London beyond drama, are exactly what get overlooked when we dismiss the
prose work coming out of this period as devoid of meaningful content (219). Harvey’s
work may be long-winded at best or convoluted and prolix to the point of inaccessible at
worst as Green so diplomatically mentions in her notes on Four Letters (6), but once we
understand Harvey’s peccadillos and the circumstances in which Four Letters was
written the text opens itself up, offering incredible detail into what it meant to be a “man
of print” in this time period if one simply has the patience to look.
As stated, the first epistle to open Harvey’s Four Letters comes not from his own
hand, but is rather a brief communique from a family friend, Christopher Bird, addressed
to Master Emanuel Demetrius meant as a kind of third-party introductory note common
between gentlemen. The note itself serves several purposes, the most obvious and
practical being context for Harvey’s reply in the second letter, but Bird’s introduction
also serves as a way to frame Harvey, hyper-concerned about reputation as he was, as a
“very excellent general scholar” between two men of standing in the community and
gently clothe Harvey with air of cosmopolitanism (9). Tertiarily, beginning Four Letters
with Bird’s note speaks to the altogether legitimate and separate reason Harvey travelled
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to London to begin with beyond merely seeking satisfaction, legal or otherwise, against
Greene for his portrayal of the Harvey family in Quip; such petty actions would be below
the conduct of the kind of “honest and thankful” gentleman Bird purports Harvey to be.
Had he left it there, one might be inclined to believe Harvey a man of poise and grace,
who treated Greene’s caricature of his family with the contempt it deserved and
dismissed it out of hand, but the postscript to Bird’s complementary close betrays such a
notion. What follows is a paragraph specifically focused on Greene’s comments
regarding the ill treatment of the Harvey family from Quip. We are meant to believe these
are Bird’s own thoughts, that out of the blue he felt the need to defend his dear friend and
his three sons, but the clumsy way it is simply tacked on along with the sonnet deriding
Greene immediately thereafter suggests it is far more likely Harvey wrote the material
himself and attributed the words to Bird to capitalize on his ethos. If his point was to
show how little affected Greene’s satire had left him, his family, and the community back
in Walden the result was quite the opposite.
The opening of the second letter would seem to support this theory, for only the
first sentence touches on the business that supposedly drew Harvey to London in the first
place, and with discovering Master Demetrius not at home, he very matter-of-factly left
Bird’s letter with the man’s wife and presumed to then go about his own business which
was to inquire after Robert Greene. Here we have competing stories as to Harvey’s
business in London. One version, discussed above, has him there seeking an audience
with Demetrius, though another has him in London settling family affairs related to his
brother John’s passing the month prior (McKerrow 80). As we continue through the body
of the second letter, nearly two pages after the salutation and his mention of seeking out
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Greene we are told of the disappointment Harvey felt upon hearing of Greene’s death
specifically because it robbed him of the chance to seek legal action on “behalf of my
father, whose honest reputation I was in many duties to tender” (13). Timing once again
becomes an issue. If we believe the postscript to Bird’s first letter was indeed written by
Harvey, which seems likely the case, then he only learned of the so-called attack against
his family after he arrived in London, thus he could not have made the trip with the
expressed purpose of seeking legal action on behalf of his father for libel—Harvey Sr.
wouldn’t have even known of Quip’s existence. Moreover, Harvey being a lawyer, he
would have known a libel case would not have held up in court, and on top of that, as
Green points out in her notes, the courts were not even in session at that time, something
else he would have been keenly aware of from his legal training (5). Such discrepancies
do leave questions regarding Harvey’s credibility, though when each story is
superimposed over the others and placed into context with his obsession with status—
“Many will sooner lose their lives than the least jot of their reputation” (12)—we can see
the pretext of Bird’s first letter and the litigious saber-rattling of the second as nothing
more than attempts at self-aggrandizement typical of his character (i.e. a would-be
aristocrat), providing us insight into Harvey’s world view as well as his place in that
world.
As much as he wants to project strength, Harvey cannot resist the opportunity to
play the victim, alluding to old wounds he has suffered in the past at the hands and pens
of dishonorable miscreants, stating, “Patience hath trained me to pocket up more heinous
indignities, and even to digest an age of iron. They that can do little must be contented to
suffer much” (12). This last line stands out most since the sheer narcissism Harvey
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displays in this pity party is precisely why he was such an easy target for myriad writers
of this era. One can only assume he somehow thought such an attitude lent itself to a
degree of nobility, which might also explain why he then shifted from this stance of
humility and sympathy to position himself as the champion of the Harvey family, stating
he could “contemn such pelting injuries vainly devised against myself, yet am I not to
neglect so intolerable a wrong so notoriously published against them” (ibid.). It may be
uncouth to do anything but guard one’s own honor against such base-minded individuals,
but when such aggressions turn towards those incapable of defending themselves (i.e. his
aged father or younger brother now passed), a gentleman has little choice but to answer
those attacks in kind. This chivalric reasoning is what Harvey puts forth as his
justification for going on the attack, and while the epistolary format permits him a level
of detachment from the literary marketplace writ large, it is quite clear the audience for
which he is writing extends far beyond a single family friend from rural Essex.
Though Harvey can be credited with being the first to announce Greene’s passing,
much of the details provided in his account of Greene’s final days must be met with a
healthy dose of skepticism since beyond the fact we are plainly told he was “altogether
unacquainted with the man” in life (13), he is quick to point out time and again any
information he has about Greene comes entirely from hearsay, though all of it, by his
sober judgement, from credible sources. The portrait Harvey paints is of a man destitute
and friendless, abandoned by all that knew him. Thomas Nashe is then brought into the
picture as Harvey acerbically laments, “Alas, even his fellow-writer, a proper young man,
if advised in time, that was a principal guest at that fatal banquet of pickle herring (I spare
his name, and in some respects wish him well) came never more at him, but either would
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not, or happily could not, perform the duty of an affectionate and faithful friend” (13). By
tone alone we can sense the contempt with which Nashe is viewed, as though he were a
lamb that strayed from the flock, not yet beyond saving, but spoiled, nonetheless. This is
the only instance Nashe gets mentioned in the entirety of the second letter, though both
Martin Marprelate and Pap With A Hatchet (i.e. Lyly) are given a nod, not as opponents
however, but rather as touchstone to prepare the audience for what is about to come
despite it being a one-sided battle (11). Though he gets characterized as somewhat of a
fair-weather friend, but beyond that Nashe escapes Harvey’s ire, the majority of which is
saved for the desecration of Greene and his memory. What Harvey’s condescending but
indifferent treatment of Nashe tells us is at the time he was writing this letter to
Christopher Bird (September 5), he had yet to read or even hear about Nashe’s Pierce
Penilesse and the slights towards his brother Richard therein.
Had Harvey not laid it on so thick one might have thought him sincere, making
claims about a man he never met like “He never envied me so much as I pitied him from
my heart” (14). But considering the frequency with which his tone strayed from
rancorous to pious it takes little effort to see through such machinations. The antiMartinists may have at one point claimed Martin dead and autopsied his corpse in ink
across the pages of their tracts, but through his sons Martin Jr. and Martin Sr. there was at
least an answer filling the void until the father was able to find surer footing. Harvey
played at being the nobleman and following the chivalric code, claiming “The dead bite
not, and I am none of those that bite the dead” (14), yet with every pen stroke his goal
was to rewrite the narrative of Greene’s memory. After hammering Greene with insult
after insult, Harvey spends considerable time describing the squalor in which Greene
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died, friendless and unattended beyond a Mistress Isam, the wife of the man who took
pity on Greene and brought him in off the street, though as mentioned this is one of those
particulars that does not bear scrutiny. Harvey brings up such details as the supposed
supplication Greene wrote to the wife he abandoned, asking her to cover his debts to his
caretakers, the crown of bays Mistress Isam laid on his head at his death, and some of the
cheeky epitaphs that followed the news of his passing. Such detail is only marked by the
abruptness with which Harvey then pivots, stating he would tell more of the various
laments written at Greene’s death, “but you may imagine I have small superfluity of
leisure to intend such business, and yet nothing of friend or foe can be unwelcome unto
me that savoureth of wit, or relisheth of humanity, or tasteth of any good (15). Good
writing is good writing, and, as Wilson noted in Fictions of Authorship, Harvey
appreciated nothing but, yet there was none for Greene. Harvey plays at being the
impartial judge of Greene’s life, much like Greene himself once acted as judge for the
two pair of trousers in Quip, yet there it was obvious Greene was writing in the vein of
satire whereas here we know Harvey speaks in earnest contempt. Greene worked so hard
to blur the boundaries of fiction and reality for his own end, but without him alive to steer
his persona anyone could take hold of the rudder. Harvey even goes so far as to say he
would be willing to wait to hear from such friends “till it shall please God to afford some
convenient occasion of more actual proof” that Greene deserved better treatment than he
had been afforded (ibid.), yet it is obvious such gestures are empty. Some six years later
in Francis Meres’ Palladis Tamia, Harvey’s vitriolic actions would be memorialized for
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all time, likened to those of Achilles’ after defeating Hector and for good reason,71 yet no
statement better embodies Harvey’s writing than his own comment when, after droning
on about how magnanimous he is despite being so thoroughly wronged he states to his
reader, “I loathe to be odious to any, and would be loath to be tedious to you” (15); keep
in mind this is said completely without irony. Though Harvey’s facts may be altogether
questionable, they are still what history ingested as truth regarding the final days of
Robert Greene and for that reason alone this second letter holds significance. What we
can see as genuine is the pain Harvey felt towards the wrong he believed his family had
suffered, and whether that be due to the loss of his younger brother or—more likely—the
stain it put on his already tarnished reputation is up for debate, but judging from the
direction the third letter takes I believe it is fair to say it is was the latter.
To briefly summarize the first few pages of the third letter, Harvey essentially
tries to offer up an explanation as to why he has been so mightily abused and
misunderstood over the past twelve years. Prefaced with the repeated notion he believes
himself born to suffer, Harvey takes his audience through a tedious retelling of how he
ended up getting in trouble over his Three Proper and Witty Familiar Letters (1580), a
work he claims was published without his knowledge or permission, a fact rebuked by
Thomas Nashe a year later in Strange News. In her prefatory notes to Three Proper
Letters, Nina Green deftly moves through the origins of this debacle, noting how some of
Harvey’s private jests to his friend Edmund Spenser were, once published, taken as a
reference to Spenser’s own employer, Sir James Croft, resulting in Harvey finding
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“As Achilles tortured the deade bodie of Hector, and as Antonius and his wife Fuluia tormented the
liuelesse corps of Cicero: so Gabriell Haruey hath shewed the same inhumanitie to Greene, that lies full
low in his graue” (84).
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himself the subject of inquiry of the Privy Council, of which Croft was a sitting member.
According to Harvey, after some serious explaining and numerous mea culpas he was
able to weasel himself out of trouble, but according to Nashe the incident was far more
serious. In Have With You to Saffron Walden (1596), Nashe tells how Harvey apparently
had to seek refuge in the Lord Leicester’s residence for several months, after which he
was ejected and delivered to Fleet prison until he could convince the council of his
innocence in libeling Croft. According to Nashe, Harvey’s behavior during this period
was best described as “deranged,” sounding quite a bit like the man suffered a nervous
breakdown, and that when he eventually was allowed to return to university that erratic
behavior continued with Harvey acting as though he had been vindicated rather than
disgraced by the whole episode. With this debacle explained, Harvey then points the
finger at John Lyly for supposedly suggesting to his own employer back then, Edward de
Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford, a certain section of Three Proper Letters contained a slight
directed towards him, a point Harvey unequivocally denies. In usual toady fashion,
Harvey dismisses any trouble that may have come from this second mini crisis regarding
Three Proper Letters by praising de Vere’s most excellent judgement and ability to
discern truth from fiction. Out of all the rhetorical tricks Harvey took away from his
study of Cicero, Apophasis it would appear was his favorite, yet the clumsiness Harvey
uses in bringing up only to dismiss the long since resolved matter undermines his attempt
from the outset since he was the only one still obsessing over the affair.
As a transition from the past to the present, Harvey waxes on how some men feel
the need to answer those who offend them in print in like kind, yet he, a steady and
learned scholar of the law, like a gentleman would rather have such matters settled in
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court. For Harvey, what makes this whole situation so unfortunate, then, is Greene’s
untimely death deprived him of any chance of legal satisfaction—no need to mention the
frivolous nature of the case or that the courts were closed at the time; all minor details
with which the general reader need not be bothered. This injustice to such upstanding
citizens as the Harveys provides the perfect opportunity for a plethora of unnamed voices
from the community to come forward and speak out against such a libeling rogue, crying
“O pestilent knavery!” and “Greene, vile Greene, would thou werest half so honest as the
worst of the four whom thou upbraidest, or half so learned as the unlearnedest of the
three” (19). It seems strange at this point Harvey would feel the need to distance himself
from hurling insults at the now days-dead Greene, though it does keep with his veneer of
magnanimity, yet it also has the added luxury of implying Harvey had a whole host of
supporters, whether there in London or back at home. John Harvey, Gabriel’s deceased
brother, finally gets brought into the conversation a few lines later wherein it is noted
how respectable he lived his life, and how not a single man or woman with whom he was
acquainted could testify to the contrary. Harvey continues, confusingly stating, “We must
in order follow him, that should in nature have gone before him, and I know not by what
destiny he followed him first that fooled him last” (20). The lack of antecedents are a bit
perplexing, but Harvey’s “we” in the first clause of the sentence refers to Richard and
himself, the older brothers who by virtue of age should have died first, and the he/him
shift in the second clause pits together his brother John and Greene, paraphrased
something like “and I know not by what destiny Greene followed John first that fooled
John last." The “fooling” in the closing clause is a reference to Greene’s allusion to John
in Quip, and the shift to “mother Isam” in the sentence to follow are what tell us the
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second person in that exchange is Greene. Such a relatively minor grammatical imbroglio
is important because from this point on Harvey switches back and forth between subjects
repeatedly, and without noting through context to whom he is referring it would be quite
easy to overlook important details or misattribute what is being said about someone to an
altogether different person.
In yet another digression meant to mock Greene even while confessing scarce
knowledge of his actual works—"…which I never did so much as superficially overrun
but as some few of them occursively presented themselves in stationers' shops and some
other houses of my acquaintance” (20)—Harvey’s anger boils over, spilling on to the
audience for their part in providing a niche in which such a man could thrive. Lamenting
how London’s print marketplace has lost its taste for the classics of Cicero or Sophocles
and the wholesome moral and intellectual sustenance one gains from reading their words,
he derides his audience, wishing such readers “had either more reason to discern, or less
appetite to desire, such novels” (ibid.). He curses “ O strange fancies” and “O monstrous
newfangledness” at the thought of Greene’s Arcadia (i.e. Menaphon) or even “Greene’s
“Faerie Queen” (21), a text that never came into being but a truly stomach-wrenching
thought considering how close he claimed to be to Spenser. As much as this digression is
about Greene and his horrible influence on the reading public, it begins to take on a kind
of didactic overtone which at first seems directed towards everyone, though eventually
and nowhere near furtively as it was meant to finds its home with Nashe. Warning woe to
any who waste their lives needlessly quarreling, Harvey states even “The wildest colt is
soon tamed, and belike neither death, nor shame, nor misery are afraid of them that vaunt
themselves like unto death and Will Sommer in sparing none” (ibid.). Harvey speaks not
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to but about Nashe with this "wild colt" jab, as though the adults are talking,
condescendingly keeping him out of the conversation. After Harvey dances around his
target with a few more classical allusions to the impetuousness of youth, finally we hear
Nashe referred to as “Master Pierce Penilesse”, Greene’s only friend, who tasted of that
surfeit of wine and herring that led to Greene’s death, who was “cruelly pinched with
want, vexed with discredit, tormented with other men's felicity, and overwhelmed with
his own misery, in a raving and frantic mood most desperately exhibiteth his Supplication
to the Devil” (ibid.). It is obvious Harvey did not understand the irony and sophistication
with which Nashe wrote his satire, believing the semi-autobiographical aspects of Pierce
Penilesse to be straight autobiography, much like how he viewed Greene’s actions in life
as character flaws instead of deliberate attempts at blurring the boundaries of fiction and
reality to foster a persona recognizable beyond the pages of his work. Harvey attempts to
play the critic on Nashe’s most recent work, conflating the man with the character Pierce
Penilesse, stating, “A strange title, an odd wit, and a mad whoreson, I warrant him”
(ibid.); if the idea was to somehow deescalate things between Nashe, himself, and his
remaining brother Richard, Gabriel truly missed the mark and wholly misjudged his
opponent.
Of all aspects Harvey could have focused on in his flippant assessment of Nashe’s
Pierce Penilesse at this point, what he chose as the main thrust of his critique was its
rough scaffolding around the seven deadly sins, something Alexandra Halasz describes in
the third chapter of The Marketplace of Print (1997) as being structurally
“unsophisticated” (105), and what Harvey himself claims was “right formally conveyed
according to the style and tenor of Tarleton's precedent of The Seven Deadly Sins” (21-
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22), a two-part play series of some popularity at the time. This seems like an odd
approach at denigrating Nashe’s work since thematically the seven deadly sins had been a
common device in literature from Spenser’s recent Faerie Queene to Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales, Langland’s Piers Plowman, and even Dante’s The Divine Comedy. As
was discussed towards the end of chapter two,72 the very process of mimesis was to take
aspects of past works and recombine them in new and interesting ways to create
something unique, thus Harvey’s jab seems to lose its teeth when considering the same
argument could be leveled against his good friend Spenser or any of the other authors
mentioned above for that matter. Using Halasz’s comment regarding the lack of
sophistication as a kind of backdrop, Harvey’s criticism here does speak to a lack of
originality in a way, but it has more to do with emulation of the contemporary and
popular than it does with mimesis itself, or the idea that Nashe simply did not know how
to capitalize on the platform he had built as Halasz suggests (ibid.). As much as Harvey
disliked Lyly’s Euphues series, he hated Greene’s adoption and adaptation of Lyly’s style
even more. Sidney’s Old Arcadia may have been regarded as a modern triumph in
English literature, but Greene’s Menaphon was a second-rate copy written specifically to
capitalize on the success Sidney’s work had garnered amongst the reading public. To
Harvey, Nashe was not simply copying Tarleton’s plays, he was sophomorically copying
Greene’s shameful style of cashing in on whatever was en vogue, in essence a copy of a
copy, and a poor one at that. Moreover, the allusion to Tarleton and his style carried with
it familiar undertones of an insult first tossed around during the Marprelate Controversy,
that of the “Tarletonizing” wit, one that all sides used as a way of undermining the
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seriousness of their opponent, something Harvey’s audience would have undoubtedly
picked up on right away.
As much as Tarleton’s name had become somewhat of an insult for invective
writers, his memory by and large still carried with it a certain amount of cultural capital
for those who remembered and laughed at his doggerels. In what could be best described
as a staggering display of namedropping for the sake of self-aggrandizement, in the very
next breath Harvey moves from using Tarleton’s name as a cudgel with which to beat
Nashe to recounting a time he once met and conversed with the beloved actor some years
prior. He tells his readers of how after seeing a performance of The Seven Deadly Sins in
London, he was then “very gently invited thereunto at Oxford by Tarleton himself” for
another performance (22), during which the two ruminated over which of the seven sins
they would jokingly admit to each other they were guilty. We never hear Harvey put forth
his answer (though I would dare make his answer pride), but from Tarleton we hear, “By
God, the sin of other gentlemen, lechery” (ibid.), which gives insight into his particular
brand of humor and the popularity it generated, though his answer also speaks to the
reason Harvey makes sure to maintain a wide moral distance between Tarleton and
himself despite being the one who invoked his name in the first place. Following this
vacillating treatment of Tarleton comes an altogether odd reflection on a certain eight or
nine lines lifted from the poem at the beginning of Nashe’s Pierce Penilesse in which the
titular character bemoans his lot in life. Ranging from suicidal ideations to eventual
resignation at finding any professional opportunity in England, the poem reflects the full
spectrum of emotions a young scholar might feel after dedicating themselves to years of
study only to discover society no longer holds any value for the training they received.
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Mentioned in the previous chapter, Nashe’s approach in writing Pierce Penilesse, though
not without a certain level of truth to the frustration the character Pierce displays, was far
more satirical than it was a sincere complaint,73 but judging from Harvey’s analysis it is
quite clear the sarcasm dripping from each page was completely lost on him, something it
appears Halasz missed as well in The Marketplace of Print which is unfortunate
considering how well such a reading would have lent itself to the Marxist lens she favors.
In her analysis of Four Letters, Halasz brings us back to the Marprelate
Controversy once again, noting how Harvey uses near identical language in describing
Greene’s and Nashe’s style as he does in discussing Martin’s, specifically concerning the
use of the term “platform” (104). Halasz’s breakdown of “platform” and how it translates
into establishing rhetorical authority paints an interesting picture of Harvey’s world
view—always from the perspective of the perfect orator—leading us to the type of binary
opposition between print and speech, between presence and absence, Bourdieu discussed
in Language and Symbolic Power and Derrida explored in Of Grammatology. Such
theoretical discussions can be fascinating and the application of such ideas exceedingly
helpful, but they also run the risk of complicating the conversation to the point of
obscuring details they were meant to elucidate. Halasz is correct in unpacking authority
as being relative to one’s position to speak and be heard, but Harvey’s own sentiments on
the very state of flux the print marketplace was experiencing at that time explain his
aversion to popular print without the need for a theoretical explanation. Power came from
the throne, the pulpit, or the foundation of a classical education. One of the main tactics
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used during the Marprelate Controversy to discredit Martin’s position was to ridicule the
idea Presbyterians had interpretive authority over scripture, which weakened any calls for
episcopal reform. Essentially, he and his followers did not have the academic authority to
make such a claim. Likening Martin’s invective style to Tarleton worked even further to
discredit his message amongst the learned since serious intellectual conversation has no
place for such base behavior. But such an approach had little if not the opposite effect in
the eyes of the reading public, the exact reason Martin moved the debate to that forum to
begin with. Greene and Nashe were both educated men, so the only thing chastising them
for wasting their education and likening them to Tarleton did was amplify their appeal for
this new kind of reader and reiterate what made Harvey a punchline from his days at
Cambridge. Halasz points out Harvey was aware of the contradictory position he now
found himself in by using the pamphlet form, but instead of picking up on Harvey’s
invocation of Tarleton as a way to increase his own ethos—he knew Tarleton personally,
but also thought himself intellectually and morally superior to the actor. Halasz uses her
theoretical approach to this section from Four Letters to highlight Harvey’s attempt to
instruct and reform Nashe in his critique of Pierce Penilesse, a point that is rather selfevident and shows she, just like Harvey, missed the sophistication with which Nashe
wrote his satirical supplication to the devil altogether.
The section from the third letter containing the advice Harvey offers, something
Halasz briefly touches on, also presents a bit of a missed opportunity in understanding
why Tarleton’s name may have been brought up. The traditional reading of this passage
has Nashe as the intended recipient of Harvey’s wisdom, but I would argue the possibility
of a simultaneous second addressee, one obscured by Harvey’s dense prose and
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predilection for jumping between subjects mid-thought and mid-sentence. Circling back
to the despondency the character Pierce seems consumed by in the poem at the beginning
of Pierce Penilesse, Harvey’s begins “Now good sweet muse, I beseech thee by thy
delicate wit and by all the quaintest inventions of thy deviseful brain, cast not thy dreary
self headlong into the horrible gulf of desperation” (23). Completely different from
anything we have heard thus far in Four Letters save the sentiments reserved for his dead
brother, for the next thirty lines Harvey gently builds up this young writer, offering words
of encouragement in impressing some wealthy patron (“for thou canst do it”) who could
help lift him out of impoverishment. Scholarship on Nashe’s Summer’s Last Will and
Testament (1600) tells us Nashe had taken up residence with Archbishop Whitgift by
October 1592 at Croydon Palace,74 perhaps as reward for his good service in the antiMartinist campaign. Although Nashe may have not yet been living at Croydon when
Harvey’s third letter was written, or if he was Harvey was simply not aware, this would
suggest Nashe needed little help securing patronage, reinforcing the idea Pierce Penilesse
was more satire than autobiography.
With the multiple references Harvey makes to Pierce Penilesse in this section,
Nashe is undoubtedly the intended recipient of such caring and thoughtful words, but the
way this section is buttressed before and after suggests there may have been a secondary
intended recipient. As Harvey moved away from talking about Tarleton, someone he saw
as consumed by professional desires but confined by the limits of his “grammar school
wit” (22), he states, “It were cruelly to add affliction to affliction; what flinty heart would
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not sigh, or rather melt, to hear the bewailful moan of that sobbing and groaning muse,
the daughter of most pregnant, but most wretched Niobe?” (ibid.), directly after which he
moves to quoting lines from Nashe’s poem. On its own, the reference to Niobe, or more
specifically the daughter of Niobe, might be taken as one of the obscure classical
references Harvey was wont to make and typical of this era, but its positioning vis-à-vis
Tarleton presents an alternative. The play Harvey purports he watched in London and
was then invited to see again in Oxford at Tarleton’s own behest was The Seven Deadly
Sins, a text unfortunately nonextant bar a handwritten ‘plot’ of The Second Part of the
Seven Deadly Sin, a document used backstage so the cast could follow the action, found
amongst the Henslowe-Alleyn papers. However we may think of Harvey today, be it
tedious pendant or brilliant scholar/orator, one thing he was not, despite his penchant for
hyperbole, was a liar; honor and reputation were too important to him. Understanding
that aspect of his character suggests we can take him at his word, thus even if the details
of his elbow-rubbing with Tarleton were exaggerated they probably did happen.
Though this handwritten synopsis is all that remains, David Kathman tells us in
“Reconsidering The Seven Deadly Sins” (2004), “it is usually thought to be identical with
Richard Tarlton’s [sic] ‘famous play of the seauen Deadly sinnes’, referred to in 1592 by
Gabriel Harvey and Thomas Nashe” (13). This document is an extremely valuable tool in
terms of reconstructing a picture of Elizabethan theatre, for beyond its terse plot summary
it also lists the names of several actors from which Kathman has approximated its date
and surmised its provenance, placing it around 1597-1598 and belonging to the Lord
Chamberlain’s Men. But despite Kathman’s excellent work tracing the journey this play
took through various hands and troupes, the usefulness his assertion has to the present
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discussion is limited because it overlooks a fairly obvious lacuna: a second part of a play
means ipso facto there was a first. From what can be discerned from the ‘plot’ of 2 Seven
Deadly Sins, the main action moves through three playlets with each centered around a
particular sin, in this case Envy, Sloth, and Lechery. Pride, Gluttony, Wrath, and
Covetousness are all apparently present at the beginning of the play, but according to the
first mini-synopsis, “The Three put back the foure. and so Exeunt” (Kathman 35). If the
second half of the play is dedicated to Envy, Sloth, and Lechery, it stands to reason the
first half of the play would focus on the remaining four. As Harvey never mentions only
seeing the second half of the play, we may intuit both were performed, something like a
double feature. An argument could be made Tarleton’s comment about lechery being his
favorite sin implies he was only referring to 2 Seven Deadly Sins, but recalling his
answer, “By God, the sin of other gentlemen,” it is just as likely the celebrated comic
actor/playwright was merely being salacious.
Assuming there was a first part of the play and that it followed the same structure
as the second (i.e. small playlets featuring a certain sin), the story of Niobe seems like an
ideal candidate for the vignette dedicated to the sin of Pride. As the myth goes, Queen
Niobe angered the Titanide Leto with her excessive pride over the fact she bore
Amphion, King of Thebes, fourteen children (seven sons and seven daughters) whereas
Leto had only conceived two, the twins Artemis and Apollo. The women of Thebes,
knowing how dangerous it was to anger the gods, attempted to appease Leto with prayers
and sacrifices, but Niobe interrupted their ceremonial offering, disparaging Leto further
by demanding to know the Titanide should deserve such attention when their own queen,
a granddaughter of Zeus, was apparently superior in every way. As retribution, Leto
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dispatched her two children to cut down Niobe’s children with their poison arrow.
Stricken with grief at the loss of all her children, Niobe’s punishment was amplified
further as the citizens of Thebes were all turned to stone, leaving no one to bury her slain
children for nine days and nine nights. The Olympians themselves conducted the
children’s funerals on the tenth day, and Niobe fled Thebes, returning to the land of her
father where Zeus, taking pity, turned her to stone. Everyone wept for King Amphion at
the loss of all his children, but because it was her pride that brought this on this great
tragedy, none wept for Niobe.75
The parabolic nature of this myth seems to lend itself well to the kind of drama
late 16th century audiences favored, still keeping with the morality-style play they were
used to, but giving it a bit of a facelift by pulling from familiar works of Classical
antiquity. Arrogant as he was, it makes complete sense—in a hypocritical and ironic
way—Harvey would have used the cautionary tale of Niobe as a preamble to his reading
of Nashe’s despondent poetry, but what suggests its usage was more than just rhetorical
framing and specifically that it had to do with the theater and a secondary addressee can
be found in Harvey’s mid-paragraph closing before he transitions to another topic. When
these thirty-odd lines of support conclude, Harvey leaves his addressee by stating, “And
so much briefly touching thy dear self, whom I hope never to find so pathetically
distressed, or so tragically disguised, again” (ibid.). At face value these, line might seem
insignificant, but in the context of the stage “tragically disguised” takes on a more
pregnant meaning, as in an actor’s costume worn for their part in some tragedy.
Remembering a comment from Greene’s preface to Perimedes the Blacksmith, he derides
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the two unnamed poets for claiming he could not make his words “jet upon the stage in
tragical buskins” (3), thus we know the term “tragic” and variations thereof carried
connotations to the stage; moreover, Greene’s use of “buskins” (i.e. tragedy resembling
that of ancient Greek drama) only affirms playwrights during this period were mining the
Classics for new content upon which to build. Looking closer, Harvey does not suggest it
is Niobe’s laments that would so move an audience, but rather the “bewailful moan [and]
sobbing” of her daughter, to whom her refers as a “groaning muse” (22). Like the citizens
of Thebes, the audience would take no pity on the plight of Niobe, but her doomed and
innocent child without question would inspire sympathy from everyone watching, hence
the moniker “muse.” Once his commentary on Nashe’s poetic stylings was finished,
Harvey’s transition into giving his sage wisdom begins “Now good sweet muse” (23),
referencing not Nashe, the author of such pathetical verse, but rather back to the actor
playing Niobe’s daughter, who I theorize was a young William Shakespeare at the
beginning of his career. In order to understand what makes this assertion plausible, we
must step back for a moment and return to the discussion concerning the ‘plot’ of 2 Seven
Deadly Sins from the Henslowe-Alleyn documents, extrapolating what we can from the
evidence it provides.
Kathman’s primary argument regarding the ‘plot’ for 2 Seven Deadly Sins is for
dating this document between 1597-98, and his modus operandi to prove this position
involves tracing the movement of the document itself as well as the actors listed, working
backwards through scholarship from the late 18th and early 19th centuries to a point when
all the names listed converge in the Chamberlain’s Men. For over a century the consensus
around this document, building on the work of scholars like F.G Fleay, E.K. Chambers,
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and W.W. Greg, placed its origin at some time in the early 1590s and belonging to the
Lord Strange’s Men. The ‘plot’ itself does not give the name of the company for which it
was written, but seeing how the document lists Richard Burbage as one of the actors and
it was found amongst the Henslowe-Alleyn papers as a kind of binding to a copy of
Greene’s Orlando Furioso, the rationale put forth by W.W. Greg was it belonged to
Edward Alleyn from his time with Strange’s Men when Greene’s play was performed for
Henslowe in late 1591 or early to mid-1592. This provenance, challenged by Scott
McMillin in “Building Stories: Greg, Fleay and the plot of 2 Seven Deadly Sin” (1989)
and further argued by Kathman some fourteen years later becomes further complicated
when put into conversation with Greene’s own admission in Defence of Cony Catching
that he sold Orlando Furioso to the Queen’s Men and then the Admiral’s Men—not
Strange’s—while the theaters were closed and both acting troupes were out on tour, that
is until we recall the tumultuous nature of the theater environment in the early 1590s.
Andrew Gurr notes in The Shakespearean Stage (1992) how, because of myriad
circumstances ranging from the politically motivated to genuine concerns over public
health due to outbreaks of plague, “the turnover of company membership was faster
between 1588 and 1594 than it ever was before and after” (34). Using a similar but
opposite approach to Kathman, Gurr’s work traces some of the chief players (e.g. Will
Kemp, George Bryan, and Thomas Pope) forward in time rather than backwards, noting
Bryan’s and Pope’s names “reappeared in the records of the Strange’s-Admiral’s
amalgamation at the Theatre” after some time working with a troupe that toured parts of
the continent in the late 1580s (ibid.). The records to which Gurr here refers is of course
that same ‘plot’ of 2 Seven Deadly Sins, his reasoning for trusting this earlier date being
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“in addition to naming all the major players of the [Strange’s-Admiral’s] amalgamation
with the single exception of Alleyn himself, it included among the lesser parts the name
of […] Richard Burbage” (36). Moreover, the whereabouts of Kemp, Bryan, and Pope
can all be accounted for on the continent, either in the Netherlands or in Saxony, up until
they returned to England and were listed as players in 2 Seven Deadly Sins (34). This
reasoning seems to sufficiently answer the concerns Kathman raises regarding the earlier
date, and the amalgamation of these two troupes also addresses the secondary question of
how Strange’s Men would have been in possession of Orlando Furioso.
I can understand Kathman’s reasoning behind arguing for a more static date when
all the name listed in the 2 Seven Deadly Sins ‘plot’ were together in a more stable
troupe, but Gurr seems to accept the fluidity with which players moved between troupes
during this period, noting that travel was “the great disintegrator” when it came to the
composition of a playing troupe forced out of the city. Gurr adds, quoting Henslowe, it
was when troupes “broke and went into the country” that personnel changes would most
often happen (39). “We can see, then,” Gurr continues, “a shifting population amongst
the companies, players moving from group to group as their financial circumstances
pushed them” (40), which presents a far less stable picture than the one Kathman
identifies, but perhaps a more realistic one when the porousness of troupe composition is
taken into account. Regarding the ‘plot’, Gurr continues:
If the Seven Deadly Sins dating of 1590 is to be trusted, we can recognize among
the Admiral’s-Strange’s combination at that time the following names: Edward
and John Alleyn, George Attewell, James Tunstall, Pope, Bryan, Phillips,
Cowley, Burbage, Sincler, Holland, Will Sly, John Duke, and the boy Robert
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Gough, and a ‘Harry’, ‘Nicke’, ‘Kit’ and ‘Sander’ who may or may not have been
Henry Condell, Nicholas Tooley, Christopher Beeston and Alexander Cooke
respectively, all of whom turn up later in the Chamberlain’s company. (40)
Essentially, both scholars reach the same conclusion, merely from different directions in
the timeline. Kathman places the ‘plot’ between 1597-98 because all the names listed
were in a relatively stable position, while Gurr suggests it as some seven to eight years
earlier by accounting for the fluidity of troupe makeup, but as was stated earlier, the
provenance of this document is not our main concern. If, as Kathman claims is widely
accepted, this is the same play as was mentioned in Four Letters and we are to believe
Harvey when he says he saw The Seven Deadly Sins performed in Oxford with Tarleton,
Gurr’s estimated date begins to make even more sense by the sheer fact Tarleton died in
1588. It seems probable this ‘plot’ was written around 1590, but the play, or better put
play series, itself dates from years prior to that estimate. In earnest, whether Gurr or
Kathman is correct in their dating changes little in terms of this dissertation. If these
seventeen names linked to Tarleton’s play came together in 1594 to form the
Chamberlain’s Men—as they did—it stands to reason Shakespeare was present and
involved in some capacity through all this action. What Harvey’s comments from Four
Letters may then provide is a glimpse into the earliest years of when Shakespeare became
active in the theater.
Returning to the words of encouragement Harvey offered in his third letter, one
area that stands out most when entertaining the idea he is speaking at but also past Nashe
to a young Shakespeare comes in the second paragraph following several lines of gentle
admonishment at how unbecoming it is when a man lingers too long in a state of
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melancholy. The basest amongst us may believe their lives are dictated by the whims of
Fortune, but an enlightened mind full of potential needs to realize it is they who are in
control, not Fortune. “Be a musician and poet unto thyself, that art both,” Harvey states,
“and a ringleader of both unto other; be a man, be a gentleman, be a philosopher, be a
divine, be thy resolute self, not the slave of Fortune” (23). Now the call to be a poet
makes sense if it is Nashe to whom Harvey is speaking, but the musician aspect
problematizes that reading. Music in writing connotes songs, connotes performance,
connotes plays. As we know, Harvey was ever the snob when it came to poetry, and as
much as he may have accepted the popularity of the theater and his fellow men of letters
writing for such a disreputable venue, he certainly did not condone it. If this was Harvey
speaking to a fellow alumnus, it seems out of character for him to suggest writing for the
stage was an acceptable place for Nashe to show off his talent. A lowly actor, however,
one with whom Harvey had been impressed some years ago and who has hence tried his
hand at writing with some degree of success, that seems like a more appropriate
candidate. By September of 1592 Shakespeare had already begun to make a name for
himself as a playwright, a fact we know from Greene in Groatsworth when he riffs on a
line from The True Tragedie of Richard Duke of Yorke (or 3Henry VI), a play written the
prior year, calling out Shakespeare for having a “tiger's heart wrapped in a player's hide”
(19). Synchronically, Groatsworth would not have been published when Harvey was
penning this third letter, thus we should not read this as Harvey attempting to provide
Shakespeare with solace at being publicly attacked. And yet, thinking back once again to
the preface from Perimedes, we are able to glean from Greene’s words a certain level of
chatter amongst the print and theater community, thus if he held any sort of a grudge
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against Shakespeare it’s fair to say it was no secret and that Harvey could have easily
been made aware of the conflict as he sought information about Greene and his death
after arriving in London in early September.
What further points to the theater and Shakespeare from Harvey’s comments is
when he tells his addressee to be not just a poet and musician, but “a ringleader of both
unto other[s].” As David Bevington suggests in Shakespeare and Biography (2010), the
attention Greene pays Shakespeare in Groatsworth and the reception the pamphlet itself
received “indicate that Shakespeare was becoming well known in London’s theatrical
world, and was even a controversial figure” (17). If Shakespeare was seen as
controversial, it could perhaps have been because of his status as a ‘newcomer’ or social
climber, as Andy Kesson suggests in his chapter from The Shakespeare Circle (2015).
But if we look to Greene’s own words from Groatsworth just before his attention turns to
Shakespeare, we are given a snapshot of how London’s theatrical landscape was evolving
and the danger it posed to men of letters. Lashing out at the actors and calling them
“puppets,” Greene warningly asks his three compatriots, thought to be Christopher
Marlowe, George Peele, and Thomas Nashe, “Is it not strange, that I, to whom they all
have been beholding, is it not like that you, to whom they all have been beholding, shall
(were ye in that case as I am now) be both at once of them forsaken” (19)? The acting
troupes were incredibly dependent on playwrights for new material, but from the sounds
of it the actors themselves had begun to organize in almost union form, boycotting
Greene as a source of plays no doubt in reaction to his duplicitous double-dealing in
selling Orlando Furioso to the Queen’s and Admiral’s Men in the recent past. Those
troupes would have undoubtedly looked elsewhere for new material, and if one of their
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own had the ability to produce the kind of work audiences enjoyed then they would no
longer be “beholden” to the likes of Greene, men who saw themselves as above the
actors. This is why Greene encouraged his fellow poets to abandon writing for the stage
altogether, seeking out more lucrative avenues by which to demonstrate their talent,
telling them “let those apes imitate your past excellence and nevermore acquaint them
with your admired inventions” (ibid.). If, up until that point, Greene truly was the “king
of the paper stage” as was reported to Harvey in Four Letters (2), this embargo would
have dealt him a significant financial blow, giving insight to his destitution at the end of
his life. Taking everything together, it seems Ernst Honnigman was correct in his
assertion from Shakespeare: The ‘Lost Years’ (1988), Greene must have seen
Shakespeare as a “serious threat” (1), not only was this Johannes factotum trying his hand
penning plays, he had the support of the actors from various troupes behind him as he did
it; this sounds very much like a ringleader indeed.
What further suggests Harvey was speaking out of both sides of his mouth in his
advice is in the various ways he refers to Nashe. Throughout Four Letters, Harvey uses
Nashe’s given name three time, the first name Pierce six times, the full name Pierce
Penilesse twice, and the surname Penilesse once specifically, using twice more in other
instances as an adjective, or at least so it has been taken. Towards the end of the initial
“sweet muse” paragraph, discussing how poverty does not dictate a man’s character,
Harvey states, “Penilesse is not his purse, but his mind, not his revenue, but his
resolution” (23). This could easily be read as wordplay on Harvey’s part, speaking
generally in an attempt to lift Nashe and his spirits out of the state of abject poverty
described in his pamphlet, but considering how hot and cold Harvey treats Nashe
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throughout the entirety of Four Letters, praising him in one breath only to smack him
down in the next, it could just as easily be an insult about Nashe meant for the second
addressee. Empty is not Nashe’s purse, but his mind; not his pockets, but his strength of
character. Better to be a poor man with his integrity intact than a man who would turn to
the devil in his desperation.
This brings us to the other moniker Harvey uses for Nashe, often calling him the
“devil’s orator,” a reference to the subtitle of Peirce Penilesse: His Supplication to the
Devil. We find it first in the preface where Nashe is called “the devil's orator by
profession, and his dam's poet by practice” (7), and again in the third letter after Harvey
has transitioned away from the encouraging words to his “sweet muse” and towards a
long diatribe directed at “gentle Peirce.” Admonishing Nashe for the threat he issued in
the preface to Peirce Penilesse against any who would dare attack him, Harvey states “A
vile mind, and what a pestilenter villainy” (25)? This does not sound like the same
individual with whom only moments before Harvey had treated with such compassion.
As the third letter continues on Harvey uses this same hellish moniker five more times,
only in the penultimate case the “devil” is dropped, replaced instead with “Good sweet
orator” (30), and it is this instance I believe that gets conflated with “good sweet muse”
from earlier and leads everyone to believe they are the same person. Harvey’s dense
prose, proclivity for substituting names, and infuriating propensity for convoluted and
sometimes altogether missing antecedents helps elucidate why it has been assumed this
brief advice-giving section of the third letter is only directed towards Nashe; however, the
hard transition directly after this section specifically addressing Peirce coupled with the
fact that, despite all the sobriquets Nashe is given, never once is he referred to as a muse.
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The only time that term is used in reference to a person in Harvey’s third letter is when it
is ascribed to the daughter of Niobe, who I posit to be a young Shakespeare, remembered
from a small but ostensibly striking part in Tarleton’s Seven Deadly Sins years ago,
brought up for no other reason than as another way for Harvey to ridicule and deride
Greene in his grave.
Outside of this curious section, the rest of Harvey’s third letter carries on with the
same oscillations towards Nashe and broadsides about Greene. Addressing both men
together, Harvey states, “The Quip knoweth his reward, and the Supplication to the Devil,
expressly dedicated to the Prince of Darkness, I commit to the censure of wisdom and
justice with favour,” going on to suggest Nashe refrain from quarreling with honest and
peaceable men like himself and his brother Richard, instead saving his insults and
“rattling babies for buckram giants” (25-26). To Harvey, Greene got was he deserved, for
his libertine ways, but also and more importantly for daring to insult the Harvey family.
Yet in Nashe’s case, despite the inflammatory words, Harvey claims no ill will and
actually calls for an armistice, proposing instead if the young man wishes to test his
mettle he take aim at those more established to see what that gets him —likely implying
his good friend Spenser. The conclusion to his third letter, indeed the entirety of the rest
of the text, is baffling, for Harvey continues to oscillate between condescension and
sincerity despite calling for peace. It is no wonder Nashe felt the need to answer back
with Strange News the following year, doing so in a style reminiscent of Martin himself,
though I say that without the connotations the term Martinist carried with it at the time.
The years that followed saw these two continue their ‘paper war’, each volley growing
more vicious and personal. The Marprelate Controversy may have ended years prior, but
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the seeds of invective it planted continued to grow through Harvey and Nashe, splashed
across the pages of their pamphlets like modern-day tabloids. The Bishops’ Ban in 1599
called for an end to all satires and epigrams may have been wide in scope, listing myriad
works from various authors, but both Harvey and Nashe were singled out and censured
by name, their books to be pulled from shelves and every printer forbidden from ever
printing their work again. A whole host of theories exist as to what led the Bishops to
take such drastic action, ranging from moral degradation of the public readership to fears
of civil unrest amongst the population incited by carefully crafted political hack jobs,76
both of which sound vaguely familiar to sentiments articulated by the aristocracy and
episcopacy during Marprelate’s two year run. Each of these ideas have their own merits,
but one never explored is that of self-preservation on Whitgift’s part since his backing of
the anti-Marinist campaign was ostensibly responsible for unleashing such invectives
onto the literary landscape. His ties to Nashe would have been an incredible source of
embarrassment which explains why such draconian measures were taken to excise the
source of dishonor and distance himself in the process from further scandal.
Another consequence of the Nashe/Harvey quarrel found in the pages of Four
Letters, one so powerful yet so slight it persists to this day, is the portrait of Robert
Greene Harvey’s hateful words managed to perpetuate since his death. Francis Meres
may have likened Harvey to Achilles and Greene to Hector, but that comparison seems to
have lost most if not all its pathos. Were we to debate the cause of this dissolvement it
seems clear, once we step back, it stems from the unconscious acceptance of Shakespeare
as protagonist in the grand narrative of English literature—every hero needing its villain.
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Whatever we may think of Greene, an obscene and derivative hack or opportunistic yet
ingenious satirist, his polarizing spirit in life and the vacuum left after his death had a
profound impact on the development of literature of the late 16th and early 17th century.
By varying degrees of separation, this ‘king of the paper stage’ was involved with or, by
his own words and deeds, created the controversies and scandals that rocked the
burgeoning print and theatrical marketplaces, making 1592 an extremely important year,
in part for but not because of Shakespeare rise in popularity. Not to lay too much
importance on this one event, a way we might loosely think of Greene’s passing is like
the first in a series of dominos, though the analogy has its limitations since Marlowe’s
death—another domino to fall, so to speak—had nothing to do with Greene’s passing the
year prior. We see, then, a slow but steady whittling away of the competition from early
September of 1592. What began with Greene (and possibly Nashe) in Quip ended up
lasting the better part of the decade, distracting Nashe’s full attention away from writing
for the stage. Marlowe’s tragic death in 1593 removed yet another piece from the board.
The rest of the University Wits—Lyly, Lodge, and Peele—whether due to change in
vocation or focus of their writing, all slowly began to step back from writing for the
stage, leaving the playing field veritably open for anyone who could catch and hold the
attention of the theater-going crowd. Shakespeare may have been a genius, but to lay all
his success at the feet of such towering intellect is historically inaccurate, serving only to
propagate a myth invented in the 18th century with the first Shakespeare Jubilee. As much
as we may claim to have moved away such thinking, it is so ingrained within Western
ideology such denials only shore up the very thing they are meant to deny.
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Assuming Shakespeare was the “sweet muse” from Harvey’s Four Letters, it
would be imprudent to put too much credence in the belief Harvey was somehow
responsible for directly shaping the young actor and playwright’s career. Though certain
circles held Harvey in a serious light, to the writing and by extension acting community
he would have still been considered a bit of a pedantic laughingstock. Moreover, the
rhetorical situation of Harvey’s ranting epistles, not to mention the insincerity with which
such advice therein was offered, would have been enough to make anyone reticent in
seeing they were mentioned, whether directly or by cryptic allusion. One can only
imagine how a twenty-eight year old Shakespeare, not yet established, would have felt
seeing himself getting dragged in to such a contentious feud which is why I believe he
never publicly responded to Greene’s comments in Groatsworth; to do so would have
only invited those skilled with years of practice to turn their invectives towards him.
Answering in private, however, perhaps in sonnet form privy only to those close, that
seems far more appropriate given his station and is why I argue the rival from the sonnet
we know as number 78 was Robert Greene and date the poem itself around 1592-93.
Certainly, it could have been written later, but if the antanaclasis art/art/art discussed in
chapter one was referencing Greene, it makes far more sense the sonnet would have been
written in the immediate aftermath of Groatsworth than it does months or even years later
as has been suggested by scholars like MacD Jackson or John Jowett.
The years between 1598 and 1601, without question, provide extremely fertile
ground from which to approach a subject as nebulous as Shakespeare. In his book on the
Poetomachia, James Bednarz argues “the Poets’ War provides the fullest theatrical
context currently available for understanding the interactive development of
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Shakespeare’s work” (2). Bednarz is correct in asserting we cannot look at the
Shakespeare/Jonson quarrel in a vacuum, for by doing so we lose nuance and detail from
other writers like Marston, Dekker, and Chapman. Yet at the same time, it seems strange
for us to talk about the controversies of the late Elizabethan commercial theater without
understanding that writers at that time were very literally left without any alternative
ground on which to fight due to the Bishops’ Ban. Where before we saw backbiting in
every medium and genre available going back decades if not centuries in England, far
beyond the scope of this project, the writers of the ‘Poets’ War’ were limited in venue by
the Bishops’ Ban, at least if they wished to write in satire. Those same battles fought in
the streets and on the pages of pamphlets years before by men like Greene and Nashe
acted as blueprints for the kind of satire we see peppered throughout the dramatic work
coming out of the late 16th century. Without incorporating the influence such work had,
or the effect the Bishops’ Ban played on the literary landscape going forward, it feels
short sighted to make such claims about providing the fullest context of the theatrical
world. Moreover, considering it is we who hold drama and not poetry as the pinnacle of
writing from this period, due in no small part to the way Shakespeare is revered within
the academy, it only adds to the case bardolatry has not truly left us. While the idea of
situating the ‘Rival Poet’ sonnets as running parallel to ‘Poets’ War’ makes sense on
some levels, when taken to its furthest eventuality it leads to the kind of thinking that
imbues Shakespeare with all sorts of insecurities like those discussed in the work of
Harold Bloom and Jonathan Bate. Such a juxtaposition, when examined closely enough,
also carries with it a degree of convenience easily rationalized. Just because Shakespeare
was involved in the ‘Poets’ War’ does not mean those sonnets were written in reference
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to those adversaries. If we read sections of Benedick’s lines from Much Ado About
Nothing as being in reference to the war of words these paper soldiers were having, we
can see Shakespeare had no intention of participating. In the closing scene, when Don
Pedro asks how it feels to be a married man, Benedick replies, “Dost thou think I care for
a satire or an epigram?” (V. iv.106), parroting the exact language from the Bishops’ Ban
and establishing for everyone his intentions to stay out of the fight. Not due to some
inferiority complex, mind you, but rather because of what was witnessed through the
Marprelate Controversy, transferred into the backbiting of the Greene/Nashe/Harvey
skirmish, snuffed out by the Bishops and their edict, and resuscitated by the likes of
Jonson and Chapman in order to prove their own supremacy. There was a strategy in
Shakespeare’s silence, and any unwillingness to fully engage should not be interpreted as
weakness or insecurity but rather as a tactic picked up from the lessons of the past.
Thinking back to where this exploration began, to sonnet 78, to Greene, and the
various avenues of influence the pamphlets of the late 1580s and early 1590s had on the
evolution of Elizabethan drama and therefore Shakespeare, the warnings articulated by
David Ellis, like focusing too much on background in order to compensate for the lack of
foreground become painfully clear. When engaging in the speculative, an arena anathema
to serious scholarship yet one nearly every serious scholar ventures and for which many
are celebrated, such cautions words resonate as a constant reminder of the kind of steadyminded skepticism one must maintain to keep from veering too far afield. Speculative as
my assertions may be, the theories proposed and the narrative they helped construct have
just as much merit as many of those proposed by scholars such as Jonathan Bate,
Katharine Duncan-Jones, or Ernst Honigmann. As much as we need to be cautious of
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speculation, one of the benefits from a prudent amount of such thinking is it allows us to
approach well-worn material with fresh eyes, perhaps noticing something that until then
had remained veiled behind orthodox thinking. Attempting to triangulate Shakespeare
through prose pamphlets is not the only value these texts should have. However, if
opening our minds to the possibility that Shakespeare would have at least been present
for and possibly active in some of these events that exist in their orbit, like Strange’s Men
performing at Cross Keys in direct violation of the Church during the Marprelate
Controversy, it may spark interest in revisiting the work of writers like Greene who have,
for centuries, been relegated to reside in the long shadow cast by the mythos of
Shakespeare.
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